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Physiology.

No doubt something will be gained by
calling attention to the subject, but tbe
question is. it ill" method proposed is the
best tiiai could be adopted. We doubt
il tbe appeal to science through such

teachers as we have, and such hooks as
most of those that are mnv appearing, to
meet the new emergency, s the host wax
of securing the end desired.
\\ hat is
wanted is to make the deepest and most
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windless air: live gems they

That late in the earth’s bowels did gleam.
APPROACHING SKYE, FROM

THE

NORTH.

The sweeping seas with foam are white.
The Isle of Mist before us lies.
Bale a- the blue of morning skies
Lie quickened hv the sun's full might.
Lo! there Dunvcgan's crags: there
Mac!«*od's Maids, delicately fair;
And. shadowed faint in harebell blue.
dim Cuehullins haunt our view.

The

MOONLESS

NIGHT

OFF SKYE.—AUGUST.

I le heavens with sprinkled star-dust
.\bo\e the phosphorescent sea.
Where swim medu-ie luminously.
Live-purple, green. Tin* casual clang
(>f swa\ing rhains within the boat
rl lie silence only breaks, save note
»f passing gull,
Win-re
whales

<

ground.

the dull sound
blow o’er yon

hang

herring

1 William Sharp, in Harper’s Magazine for August.
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strawberry.

—

this season suggest it ns a subject
ot the immediate attention of enworthy
'!■A-m never
tomologists. I .’util the natural history
of the insects is known, we can only
Whj should I
mention remedies to he applied to tin"•!
'•■niHeii!-.- in that which has done me a
devouring beetles. The weevils feed
1 d m
i you imd-uilered years with liver
Mil oi
g..i eur- d !iy using "iilphur Bitter-,
upon the Moral parts when the strawh
t ;>• mi i".. have ..litideiK-e in them.
.J. K.
berry plants are in bloom, and also pierce
'•ami. II .id Winthrop, Boston.
IVi 1
the fruit-hearing stems, causing them to
\ bird •!• tier wrote upon hi- window:
For
break otf with their partly formed berA pur
e, a parrot -peaking two languages.”
r e,i• 111■ in.
In using any insecticide, it must
“What language-does yenr par- j ries.
i"i -p".ta
1- reta il, monsieur.” “French? Thai’s I
he remembered that it is unsafe to use
\cr
we
and w uat other language?”
“His own.”
substances poisonous to persons. Paris
Convalescents
1ph'lieria p<»i-on- the blood.
Green and London Purple may lie safely
tee I!• »<id'.- Sarsaparilla to neutralize and
-h" •’
era li ale the poi-on matter.
used on young apples to kill the codling
moth worm, hut to dust or spray a fruit!
'o waiter'
.n;nit eater
I»<» you call that a
iing i" a gentleman? Waiter ing strawberry bed w ith a compound of
bop l<
g<• li1 .till
Beg pardon, -ir. Chops is chops
ip<
arsenic, would be running too mam
< «ci:ileincn
.'
iiand "tliers gets exactly tin*
in.*
I: would be ’.ml (<• make a distinction.
risks. An emulsion of kerosene or petroleum may prove a satisfactory
RKWAKV) TO KVTFRPKISK.
remedy.
Pyrethrum powder is an excellent inI
.1 aim's Pylenl \ew Y'-rk, first inir-ag>
hi- ■•■•Ieoraird Pearliie. to the public, and
secticide, and experiments should he
a
•■am.
1'cartiiie is everywhere a house.
made to prove its value in this ease.
h"i
i. and miii!i• iid pa- kages are annually
•
After the life history of the weevil is
ii. our intelligent housekeepers.
fully known, it may he found easy to ded"g has hi- day, the cats take the nights,
stroy this enemy in one or more of its
the 1< niaii and the milkman ttie early morning
i' mr- and the
l—or sgrimler with his bell and the
earlier stages of development. Some ol
truitm.-.u with his \aup lake the rest of a lifetime
our insect enemies come and go, while
licit I- worth living.
others remain and continue to destroy us
High Priced Butter.
long as their favorite food-plants are
II dry men often wonder how their more favored
up'dit'u-s get such high prices for their butter the grown, unless fought with a tireless vigi:> tr round.
li 1-by always having a uniform gilt
lanee. [American Agriculturist for Au'i-• 'd article. To put the “gilt edge” on, when the
gust.
m.t do it, they use Wells, Richardson A
I- ‘• r*
»
Improved Butter ( "lor. Every butter maker
1
ih' -ame
.'sold everywhere and warranted
a- harmless as salt, and perfect in
The Art ok Early Rising. The
operation.
mi
Ii»ink your sou smokes, Mrs. Jones?”
proper time to rise, says the “Lancet,” is
m sure "t
it. Mrs. Brown. I’ve found pieces of
when sleep ends. Dozing should not be
in hi-pockets.”
“Dear me, dear me! I'm
allowed. True sleep is the aggregate of
".tv.
Mv son lias no bad habits. J never lind anytnii.g In his pockets but cloves and coffee beans.”
sleeps, or is a state consisting in the
sleeping or rest of all the several parts of
Sometimes one and at
the organism.
Brighton Cattle Market.
Tpesimv, Julv 21).
other times another part of the body, as
Amount of stock at market: Cattle, H*77;
sheep a
whole, may be the least fatigued, and
and lambs, Jt'.l.V
fat swine, 14,400; horses, 100.
Prices of beef cattle ^ 100 lb live weight, extra
so the lirst to awake, or the most ex57
ona<»
♦«:
*a
#0
7.'.g7
first,
0»‘a ; sec.ond,
quality.
hausted, and therefore the most dilfieult
$■'* 12 'a go H7.‘* third, if I 25 g> 00; poorest grades
to arouse.
of coarse oxen, bulls, etc., $3 00§4 12La
The secret of good sleep is,
Brighton Hides, 7.j7lac4r' lb; Brighton Tallow,i>‘4
the physiological conditions of rest being
rtf' lb, Country Hides, light ones, Ogo^e ¥ n».
heavy,*;‘a «7c tt>, Country Tallow,3|£ g4<- W lb;Calf established, so to work and weary the
skills lOgllc fc I!.; Wool Sheep skins, 75cgf>.25 several parts of the organism as to give
each; sheared sheep skins, 20§25c; Lamb Skins, 40g them a
proportionally equal need of rest
5()e. each.
at tlie same moment; and, to wake early
The quality of the Cattle brought in from the
West the past week was not so good upon an averand feel ready to rise, a fair and equal
age as those brought in the week previous. The
start of the sleepers should be secured ;
trade for butchers’ Cattle opened very dull, and
fl>
lbs
have
&
100
from
declined from lOgloc
prices
and the wise self-manager should not althose noticed one week since. There were more
low a drowsy feeling of the consciousness
low-priced cattle in, selling at .r>U g8c per lb live
weight, than there has been for some past., ami but or weary senses, or an exhausted muscufew lots sold to butchers for more than Jo per lb,
lar system, to beguile him into the folly
live weight.
Sheep and Lambs.—Those from the West were of going to sleep again when once he has
nearly all owned by butchers, costing landed from been aroused.
After a very few days of
the cars from SaG^r. per lb live weight for Sheep
uiel 7a7‘4<•
lb for Lambs.
self-discipline, the man who resolves not
per
Swine.—Western Fat Hogs—Prices remain un- to doze, that
is, not to allow some sleepy
changed, costing from f^gO^c. per lb. live weight.
part of his body to keep him in bed after
In our number we include all the Fat Hogs brought
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in over the several railroads from the West for the
week. During the past week Messrs. J. P. Squires
A Co. slaughtered at their slaughter houses in
East Cambridge !>754 Fat Hogs.

his brain has once awakened, will find
himself, without knowing wdiy, an early

riser.

‘•1 sprang up with a smile to answer
her knock, albeit I was a bit jealous of
her pretty face ; but no knock came, and
the echoes died out, and altogether 1
concluded that I had deceived myself in
regard to them. Anyhow [ would light
the lamp.
I did so, and was startled to
find it past 10 o'clock. 1 had gotten sufficiently aroused from my reverie to want
a book from the library shelves.
1 took
up my lamp and went singing into the
room.

‘■1 obtained the desired volume, Stepp
ed down from the stool, and
If ever anyone felt themseh es dy mg
1 did at that moment.
My song died on
my

or

Flue.

“You must have had some rare expel iences tn tell us, Mrs. Boswell," said

persuasive Lieutenant Bussell, while we
waited lor the mail stage.
“You have
been at this frontier post ever since
Captain Boswell was stationed here
“Yes; we have been here eight years,"
replied, with the tare smile that
“I have passed
glorified her face.
through litany trying ordeals here, but I
re,ally think 1 had an adventure in the
east, before 1 married the captain, equal
to anything that 1 have experienced.”
“Will you relate it, and oblige as?'
urged Bussell.
“Mrs. Boswell,” said Dan, the irrepressible yeungstt'r of our party. “Jim,”
jerking his thumb toward the lieutenant,
“is out west on purpose to spill ink for
she

the New York papers.

You cun become
heroine of romance if you will.”
“Thank you.” said our little hostess.
■■I don’t mind accepting the honor.”
Three of us were sitting in an inner
apattment of the small frontier hostelry.
The bar-room was packed with miners,
and we bad chosen to have ottr supper
served by ourselves, as we had appointed to go (in tn Custer City in company.
Mis. Boswell was much below the
medium size, quick of speech, light of
movement as a bird, and graceful as a
a

fawn.

“It was in let.
she begun : “1 had
just made the acquaintance of Captain
g-a..
t.
7
m.
.p
praver meeting,
p.
Boswell, he having some business mat11gie^aii'111a11' 1
liiiren. corner of Market ami
indelible impression upon the minds of te's to
.1 A. Bos.-, pastor.
arrange with lather, had called at
!
-tri>, K< v
Preaching,
in
to
the
bad
effects
of
inyouth
regard
sa
at!! si u-*ol, 12 m.. prayer meeting
our place several times.
Finally, there
m
0 lecture,
in
alcoholic
p.
dulgence
beverages. But came a rare day in autumn, and he and
-t «
F. Tufts,
High -treel, li.-\
the
attempt to expound the physiology father were closeted the greater part of
;,;u s.-nooi at 1 p. in.; preaching at
of the subject is not the host wax to ac- t ite
ih
n:
pr.i .i-r meeting, 7 p. in.
day. overhauling papers, memoranda,
I nivei -.oi.-l
hureji. t ourl street, lie v. i
B.
this object.
I'he i-\ is of in- deeds ami
•I
..-tor.
receipts. My father at that
Preaching at In.4-7 a m..sumlay complish
\i
iri et i
eh ipcn y ap
i.
11
!•.. ning lei lure first sun-h.\ evening ! tempei..
time was doing a great deal of business
p
ill- lnonth, at 7 p. in.
pear in conduct. 1 lie icontestahlc facts as an attorney.
a.:
u.
tini'1
tiureli street. Preaching hour
of the injurious intiiu nee of drinking are
l" L'i a. m.
“At b'utime father said to me: ‘Bess,
.h:c ii < iiure.i. •lo'ih.-on Hail, Iligii street. Sup
direct, p.l’.j able, conspiemms, observed by
you won’t mind an evening alone, so long
piie-iie, j;,-\ Lather Phulcn, W intci'pnrt. Serv Ieeand
to
no
everybody,
open
question. as Thomas is about, will y ou f”
>i rth •snielav in ever;, month.
Science " in m»t :aake them more clear,
-IP
in* c t at Milthe
!'• Iiple,
Mas--Ml',
”1 said no, for although there were
iei •.i
,H tinM ip. .-mi High slrc-ts
or add x ix amt s, to the
painful facts many robberies being committed in the
Pin '.M
miuiamierv K. I'.. So. m. Itegular
>>■* n
which
are
Weii.csHav evening in each month,
Iq. all. Bond max come, neighboring cities, private families in the
me<-'.!i.gas we i
spe- H meeting- at call.
a .un stiou il
said, hut ;
suburbs felt no fear. Our house was a
h'.’.g
u.
K A s. M
No. I
iieguiar more
good would not " me from the dog- mile from the city proper, and a half
matic statement ol lads, that arc free mile from
neighbors either way.
«
o.l
..;
a.
7.
ter. N.
Iieguiar
Irom dm.hi anti ohsemity, abd that are
‘We find,' lie continued, ‘that the
uiei1; i!ig- iir-, v!-'
niim t- ilow ing fnil moon,
based ujioll itnqie-. iomtl'le anti estabcaptain has got to hunt up some more
Pa
!.
J.--Li .X
Kegi.ial meeting M -n ! lished
experienre. The subject in its papers concerning the estate before he
i■. .ag
-111
a
! up lt,oon
1 t:■
sp,.,-ials at call, seientilic
.s
ond
the
of
a- ia
l:
L'»i|ge. N >. I2c.. Ueguiax meetings
aspet
hey
can give Barron a
grasp
satisfactory title. We
v ruing in eaeit month,
tir-; I..;-'.,..
specials at
pupils in e- ii,moil schools, but maxims shall go to judge Whitcomb's ollice, and
and
rules
can
lie
stumped upon their our search may he so successful that ) I
s i• i.i
«>•:i• i.::
u>:» Fhl.i.«»ws.
I».• 1.•
I
H tl..
rnt-r .Main and High
minds in a w ay that w ill exert a salutal x o'clock will tintl its home
again. Still we
and permanent influence
And if it is
i.
Shan't 1 call
may he detained longer.
mprneut N
Regular meet*
1
an
In-sea' » sailings in cat’ll ! desired to teach the, young to iUinl; upon
and tell ymr Cousin Milly to come down
the subject, tlien let the victims of alco- and
'•••
M
■.
spend the night with you ?”
Regular meeiing
holic indulgence In- taken as oh/iii-iisf n-la
v.-iang.
‘No -yes,’I contradictorily answered.
P
1
I
mu
V
s'Ots. in winch
4, J. J. * L 1 meets at
what the pupil sees himDo as you please : 1 am not timid in the
1
H. .!
;.'J. and lln I hur-da\ e\
self beeomt s tin imsis of tin op nions lie least, with Thomas about.’
> ••:!!.
forms,
Regular ineulis
lull
of
exlively community
‘But Captain
Boswell is going to
I a
I.u <
enlligs til eaeh
amples of ilit' lhcis of drinking, and leave Sb.libO here until he returns.’
these
elfects
are
l.
seen
in
all
de1 M|
|»u.-l i’dg.•, Nii. iJi>.
Regupossible
“‘Does any one know about the
im
M«>|(.lay evening at the I'niver j grees.
Let tin* scholars he directed to
money F
"
mi
l.(
l’a
'< *nlv ourselves.’
meeting eaeh Sunday observe for themselves, and see how
n
ii 1.4 el the F niveisalist ehureli vestry.
much truth they
can
find out on ail
Then I util not afraid. Beside, you
«
\\
1
11 iis-iin
meeting every >alurday
sides f 1 he subject : the exercise will at are
mi
a
da-1 i.itariau ehureli parlor.
likely to lie hack before gravey ards
\ K.
1 a -u t- II. Mar.-nail r..-t, t.. A. R.. N".
any l ate he an excellent means of mental yawn and thieves do walk abroad.'
L
K-sui.tr merlin.- lirst and third Friday eve.
improvement and practical education
"Thomas Drought the horse round,
n
me Angler store, High
in,
l’roi. It. L. Votimaus, in Popular Science and while father
spoke to him, 1 touched
■I
i!.
a* < .range, N
.’4.'». Regular meetfor
August.
Monthly
the captain’s sleeve :
evening ..\-er f. 1>. Know It oil's
‘\\ here is your
re, High street.
money left f
i.
.j•
N-i
me.-ts every Maturd.n
A New
and
Serious
‘In your father’s desk in the library,'
Strawberry Pest.
a
g
-i, tin* Lineohn iiie road near
.•1- <timer; Hart'-.
Then lie looked with a tender, inquiring
Mr. Samuel t.
II
I
vil.Nii. I'lp \ Ml. Hit \
Lla.li' N
Wynnnt, Knssville, glance into
my fare (how the little womM••«■{» it Ht ■•. K. .Johnson's «>tUfe, llayStaten Island, N \
a sueeessi'ul strawan's check flushed at the memon) and
i>.'
1st and
.1
Mondays id eaeh
lor
berry grower
twenty years, informs said: ‘Little
girl, if you are in the least
M
Ml
VI. Nil.
us that tin.-, year his crop has proved alRo\ ai. AU< A.M M.
afraid we will not go to-night, although
•1
if
l\-dliei Masonic Temple, on the
most an entire failure, owing to the rava!
it is absolutely necessary.’
lay e\ nillgs ol eaeh month.
ages of vast numbers of a small beetle.
HI.!.I AM 1*<hSl'-OPFit K.
“1 told him
that I was not
Specimens being submitted to us fur ex- afraid. I neverhonestly,
11'.
N
lath, tht' western mail will arhad that stratum of
we nave discovered them to
IP ilasl aim at 11.In a. in., and 7..*t> p.
amination,
in my
1 '■ a.
aie 1 I.Jti p. in.
make-up peculiar to
be tin- Strawberry Weevil, (A HtltauoHius timidity
H
lime western mail arrives at In I a.
womankind ; and so they rode away.
Now
for
the
m
first
this
Leaves t;..;n a. m. ami Thu p. m.
time
luusi-uhis).
"1 sang about my work as i put the
beetle appears as a serious enemy to the
things in shape around the room, and
it
A Mart ling Dlsrovery.
lms
been
known
to
strawberry, though
viewed the brilliant sunset, without a
I’
.-iiii"At i, ,-t an lei t I iy remarkable dis
scientists lor some years, having been
tear or care.
lln
ml Unit Hr. King’.- N«w Hiseovery
described
by Say. The beetle is an
Hill a! Ii.
! iilig diseases
“Thomas, our new man-of-all-work,
pi
iail> •mri.'g j' ltiei.t-tiiat Kiev have given up to eighth of an inch long, and varies in
was
very
busy puttering about the
-tartln.g int ii to realize ;in ir sense of duly,
color from a dull-red. to almost black.
;
Hie lmrhs of ini- wonderful dis.
id e\ a line
grounds, ty ing up grapevines and mulchThe wing-cases have impressed lines,
re-i.iti..g m hum.reds *i otir l»est Phy-iing evergreens. I knew there was some
-a g
ii ii. ihoir praetiee. Trial Holtles free
heating a few scattered dots.
Very- coarse aftermath
!.' H
M
Hni_ >].-iRegular >i/.e $!.no
upon the hill that
little is known of the habits of this new
lather was anxious to have put on the
II* -in what respect do billiards ehangr m>
and its ravenemy to the
1

had fallen in. Men had been sent out to
clear the rubbish and make repairs, tint
the work, half done, was suspended on
account of the arrival of Captain Boswell
and this important business affair.
‘•I would have enjoyed immensely to
kindle a sparkling fire in the huge wide
fireplace, but as affairs were I could not.
So I mused in darkness for hours. I really took no heed of time, until my quick
ear caught the sound of a foot-fall approaching, close up to the doorstep, I
could have taken my oath. It was so
ligdit an echo that I sprang to my feet,
thinking that it was my cousin Miliy, absent when my father called, and returning later had come down to stay with
me.

seem.

much

from ••The < ’hemistry of rookery.” by \\ Mattieil W illiams, in l’oplar >• deuce Monthly lbr August.
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as though fallen from the skies.
pool dreams in the gorse-clad heath
I'lii yellow newts dart swift beneath;
Above, the wheeling dragon-flies
Flash in their shining coats of mail,
Or with spread wings slow float or sail

two

I■ •:;; or two is bought
: ad tl at, with corresponding 111 identical Hoar, the baker's
bread is whitei liiaii the home-made, and
correspondingly inferior. 1 may .-ay.
colorless, in llavoi,
lacks In- characteristic of wheaieii swcctnc-s. There are,
however, exception- to ihis. as certai
bakeis are nw doing a gy at business in
supplying what they call "home-made”
or “farm-house” br ad
It is darker m
color than ordinary bread, hut is sold
nevertheless at a highet once, and I find
that it has the flavor oi the bread made
in my own kitchen.
When their customer- become moie intelligent, ail the
baker- will doubt
cease to incur the
expense ol buying packet- of ■•stuff” or
“rocky.” or any otliei bleaching' abom-

«

U.

who

from the hake!

FahiieM, >a miles, through the towns
r:
I\t;"\ Fr«
fnu. A Hiioi;. Henton !■> 1-.,iri ore. trip- to Ainioit, ami Hally from latter
L■
Hcllast Tiiesiiay.-, iiiursilavs ami
.i c a ni. Keiurning arrive at Belfast on
.-. \\
hir-Hay- .kiH FnU.aVs at 12 III

,.

buyer

Blue

guilty parties
demands impossible or

are

ordinary supply,

fast

H
'•1

many other eases of adul-

If the husk, which is demanded In the
whole-.neal agitators, were as digestible
as the inner flour, they would
unquestionably be tight, but it is easy to show
that it is not, and that in some eases the
passage of the undigested particles may
produce mischievous irritation in the intestinal canal. My own opinion on this
subject (it stili remains in the region of
opinion rather than of science) is that a
middle course is tie' right one, \ iz
that
bread should lie made ol moderately
dressed or •‘seconds” Hour rather than
overdressed
or
“firsts,'’
undressed
••thirds.” i. e unsifted whole-meal Hour.
Such seconds Hour docs not fairly produce white bread, and consumers are
unwise in demanding whiteness.
In my
household we make on; own bread, but
occasionally, when tlie demand exceeds

•i

'«

so

DRAGON-FLIES.

mischief, against which the recent agitation
for “whole meal” is. 1
think, an extreme reaction.
to

i;-< HlilKH> remitting money "r
desiring to
i- e a i-- .paper- changed, must state the
1 > "i«»•
wliii 'i; In-paper fia-been sent, as well
:•
rfi .• to which It is to go.

-•

P

in

Nature.

NORTH BEHIND PINES.

Beyond the pillared nave, o’erbead,
A window flames with mystic red.

The judging of bread by
its whiteness is a mistake which has led

^jirucest..

i‘»

Bread.

unnatural appearances, and the manufacturer or vender who supplies the lool-
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THE

Against the steel-blue sky the pines
Stand outlined, dark and weird and tall;
Low down, beyond, the sun's red ball
Between their forest pillars shines;
The -unset sky their boughs enfold
(Beams as in some cathedral old;

It appears to be a fact that this small
quantity of alum whitens the bread, m

this,

From

Transcripts
SUNSET IN

ed

lips, while

a

thousand thoughts

seem-

Hash into my mind in one instant.
Involuntarily 1 gasped, and then w ith a
strong effort- of the will power, for which
I was famous, I took up the song again
and sang it to the close.
“Among other things 1 remembered
that the lock was off the library door for
repairs. 1 remembered the lateness of
the hour and the probability that all the
people were in bed and asleep. I remembered the footsteps in the door-yard, and
to

-there

was a

fresh, pungent smell of

to-

bacco smoke in the room.
A scent of
smoke that was not in the room wlu-n 1
was there and
placed the package of
money in my bosom.
“Do you wonder that my brain reeled
and my heart stopped beating for an instant ? Besides, whoever the robber was,
he would soon begin woik. not knowing
how early my father and the captain
might return. And I should be murdered. Somewhere w thin a few yards, or a
tew feet of me, the robber assassin was
concealed —either in the recess behind
the cabinet, or under the long, draped,
paper-strewn table.
“A faint sound outside nearly made me
drop the lamp ; still I had unconsciously
left my first song and was singing:
•For his liriile a soldier won her.
And a w inning tongue hail lie.’
“I knew that temporary salvation
power and liberty to leave that room, evn
depended upon my appearing unconscious of the robber’s proximity.
"I got out of the library and found my
self in tlie sitting-room. A hasty glance
at the door showed the key absent from
the lock.

“Treachery

!”

“I wonder that this new revelation did
not suffocate me.
The man on the high-

way—the injured brother Thomas had
betrayed us. He itad overheard about
the money.
A robber was in the bouse
and another was outside.
.M\ retreat
would be cut off. How thoughts ran riot
through my mind. How would they kill
me .'
Would I sutler long .' At that instant 1 heard a faint creak of the
library
door at the far end of the hall.
“One swift despairing glance around
me, one wild idea of escape, and 1 extinguished the light upon the table, and
crouching in the fireplace I rested one
foot upon the andiron, swung out the
iron crane, stepped the other foot upon
the strong support, and rose up into the
Hue.
Something touched my head.
1 hank God 1 it was the rope with which
the dislodged bricks had been lmistedout.
Grasping this carefully with: my
hands I held myself like a w edge in the
opening. If I had envied large, noblelooking women before, I had now reason
to be thankful for my diminutive form
and ninety odd pounds of avoirdupois.
“1 had little time, how ever, to consider
anything except the imminent danger of
dislodging a fragment of brick or mortar,
and thus discovering my hiding-place,
lor the clock began with sonorous peals
to strike eleven.
I'nder cover of its echoes there were quick, soft
steps in the
hall, and the bolt of the outer door was
withdrawn. The huge Hue must have
acted like a telephone, for I heard every
sound with tearful distinctness.
First
there was a pause by the door of the sitting-room, them breathing in it, then

whispering.

“I heard Thomas
said :

distinctly, when he

‘She isn’t here ; she's gone to bed :
hut the money is in the library.’
“
'Be cautious,’ advised a strange
voice, ‘and we may not bate to hurt
her.’
“They carefully retreated, and my
heart struck off the seconds against my
ribs in a way that was suffocating, for 1
knew that their search would soon he
over, and what then i
“In less than live minutes they were
whispering in t!ic room again.
‘Confound her!’ aspirated Thomas,
‘she took the money with her
‘Then we’ll have it if’—’
“The pause meant all that words could
convey.
“The cold sweat was coming out of
every pore of my body. The dust of the
creosote had penetrated my mouth and
nostrils, and I had to take one hand from
strawberry beds, and seeing Thomas go the rope in their absence and place a
up there w ith his basket, I tied a scarf linger upon my lips to prevent sneezing.
over my shoulders, took another basket,
‘Come, hurry,' was the angry watchand went up to help him.
word exchanged between them, and 1
"As I passed up llie hill 1 saw a man heard the stairs
creaking as they ascendin the highw ay speak to him.
I hesitated ed to my chamber. Thomas was familiar
about going on, but the man made only w ith all the house.
a moment’s
pause, and then went down
“Why did 1 not drop down and escape
the liil
and was soon concealed by a
outside '!
turn in the highway.
“First, then, they had locked the out‘Who was that, Thomas ?’ I inquired. er door and withdrawn the key to pre‘Oh, miss it was a man from the vent a surprise from without. Second,
mills, saying that my brother has had a there might he a third confederate outbad fall on the dam, and is bellowing for side.
But the most important reason of
me to come and see him.
His legs are all was, it seemed to me, that I never
broken entirely.’
could get out of the aperture that had
‘What will you do V
allowed me entrance into the chimney.
‘1 told the man 1 could not come to 1 ran the risk of discovery and death in
see him to-day—-but if I went, miss, 1
any case.
would sure tube back by 11 of the clock,
“Oh, why did not my father and his
if not earlier.'
companion return 1 It might he hours
*•
‘You may go, Thomas, if your broth- first.
er is hurt so bud.
Papa will not lie
“They had found me absent from my
chamber and the adjoining rooms. They
away long.’
no longer used extreme caution.
‘Hut, my young lady-,
They
‘Never mind me in sueh a case as hurried from one apartment to the other.
this.’ I was always very tender-hearted. 1 could feel the jar of
moving furniture,
■' >'u may go, and I will run back to and closet doors were
opened hastily.
the house.’
The upper part of the house was ran■‘He talked a few minutes more, was
sacked, and then they came down stairs
profuse in his thanks for my kindness, upon the run.
Time was precious to
and then started down for the city. 1 them now.
With direful oaths they
took up the two baskets, and went sing- rummaged the lower
lioors, and finally
ing to the house.
returned to the sitting-room.
“I sat an hour at the open window,
‘I saw the light here last,' said
enjoying intensely this being alone, and Thomas, moving with his lamp across
the quiet beauty of this cool autumn the room, ‘and here is the lamp on the
table.’
evening.
‘She must have got out.’
“Perhaps you will wonder at this,”
and the dimples played about her pretty
“‘No; I watched for her, and every
mouth, “but little birds were singing a window is fastened on the inside.’ Then
new song in my heart, and the quiet let
ho continued : ‘Curse her ! she’s a witch 1'
me hear their sw eet echoes.
and baffled they stood and poured oaths
“Hut directly I chided myself for beiug after me.
Til like to catch and knife
rather careless, as the road was a her myself now.’ How he ground it out
thoroughfare, and a chance straggler between his teeth.
‘Shall we search more ?’
might surprise me. I arose, closed the
“
‘It’s no use : we’ve turned over everywindow, and, obeying some strange, impressive, power, 1 walked through the thing under which a mouse could hide.’
hall into the library, took my father’s
“‘What, then? Shall we waylay the
key from its accustomed place, unlocked old man and fix him ?’
his desk, found the package of live thous‘They haven’t the money ; it was left
and dollars, and, placing it in my bosom, here.’
“
relocked the door, and returned to the
‘The cellar,’suggested the voice.
“Once more they dashed out, only to
sitting room. 1 did not light a lamp; I
had no need of a tire, as that in the return in hot haste now, for there was
kitchen stove warmed the sitting room the trot and rumble of a horse and carsufficiently in this mild weather.
riage on the bridge between us and the
“The house was old fashioned, very, city.
w ith a
fireplace in the sitting room open‘Stay,’ urged the stranger, ‘trump up
ing up into a chimney of capacity suffici- some kind of a story, and we may secure
ent for a foundry stack.
YVe had cheer- the money yet.’
ful open tires later on ; but the house, be‘1 would,’ returned Thomas, ‘but the
iug an ancestral pile, was getting some- girl’s a witch, and I am just ae sure that
what dilapidated, and the partition sep- she is Boiuewhere near us all the time,
arating the flues in the large chimney and would hand me over to justice—’

Maine

“There was a scamper outside and the
sound of feet running toward the river
came down the wide ruoyth at the top of
Father and Captain Bosthe chimney.
well drove into the yard and up to the
door, just as tho clock struck twelve.
‘Thomas !’ called my father, in his
ringing tones, ‘come and take care of the
horse.’
“Receiving no response from his usual
punctual factotum, lie sprang up the
steps, and uttered an exclamation of
horror at finding the door open.
‘Boswell.’ said he, ‘we certainly saw
a light lieie whin we came down the
hill.’
-Quick, Jason,’ said tin* captain,
'there lias been foul play here.’
‘Foul play ? My God ! my poor little

NEWS

Matters.
ALL OVER THE

STATE.

OUR RIVERS AND HARBORS.

Maine and New Hampshire, has submitted his report of operations during the fiscal

States of

year ending June 30, 1884- Of the work of improvement of Lubec Channel he says: A jetty
upon Gun Bock, a ledge projecting into Lubec
Narrows at the northeast point of the town of
Lubec, was begun May 28, and at the close of
the fiscal year 125 feet had been completed. Its
total length will be 259 feet. Its object is to
stop the rapid tidal current which sweeps
across this ledge to the great inconvenience of
passing vessels. The total appropriations for
tlie improvement of this channel since 1879 are
§139,000 including §10,000 appropriated by the
last Biver and Harbor bill, July 1, 1883. The
amount available was §15,178, of which §4063
was expended during the year,
leaving a total
available appropriation of §21,115 for the current vear.
It is estimated that the amount required to deepen and widen the channel so
as to facilitate navigation is §103,000.
Mooseabec Bar—The work of improvement
at Mooseabec Bar during the year consisted in
widening the channel 56 feet by dredging out
20,983 cubic yards of mud, sand, etc. Col.
Blunt reports that this bar is in the course of a
year crossed by upward of 2500 vessels, which
are frequently put to a great inconvenience
by
the low water on the bar. lie estimates that
§10,000, besides tin1 amount recently appropriated (§10,000), will complete the'work. At
the beginning of the fiscal year just closed §10,324 was available, all of which, with the exception of 8105. has been expended.
Bockland Harbor—The improvement proposed for the harbor of Bockland was the construction of a harbor of refuge by means of
two rubblestone breakwaters, one extending
southerly from high water mark on Jameson
Point 1900 feet; the other isolated on South
Ledge and 2640 feet long in a nearly north and
south direction. They are to be 5 feet above
mean low water and 10 feet deep on top.
The
revised estimate of cost is §550,000. The appropriations made since 1880 have been §100,000
Tiie total expenditure to June 30, 1884,
was §57,396, and 1109 feet of Jameson Point
Breakwater have been built. No work was
done during the year; amount asked for the
new year §75.000.*
Boyal Biver—The work of improvement at
Boyal Biver (Maine) consisted of building a
dam to deflect the current from a dangerous
bank which had caved in to the detriment of
nav ijiat ion.
The work was completed in September of last year. The total amount expended on this river since ls7i js §30,000. Nothing
more is recommended.
Belfast River—§25,000 lias been appropriated
at various times for the improvement of Belfast
River. The la-t appropriation was made by
the River and Harbin* aet of 1880. The work
projected under the appropriation was to secure
a depth of ten feet at mean low water in that
portion of the river bed where trallie is greatest
by the removal of obstructions. During the
fiscal year. §15(1 has been expended, and
§2843 remains available. No further work is
considered necessary at present.
Cat bailee River—The work of dredging the
channel at §hoal No. 4 Cat bailee River, was
completed early in the year, and the available
balance, §1045, expended. No additional imThe entire
provements are contemplated.
amount expended on this river was §21.000
since June, 1880.
Portland Harbor—Then was available for
the improvement, of the Portland Harbor. July
1. 1883, §10,(504, which was being applied to the
partial removal of the Middie Ground, in the
lower part of the harbor, to a depth of 21 feet
at mean low water. The work under the contract was completed in September, with the
§30,000 appropriated July 5th, 1884.
The
dredging of the Middle Ground will be finished
and the work under the existing project completed. July 1. 1883. the amount available was
§10,(504; expended during the year ending July
1. 1884, §10,520; appropriated July 5,1884,§30,000: amount now available, §30,174.
Kennebec River—In September and October,
1883, the Government wharf was repaired.
During the year §002 was expended, leaving
an unexpended balance of §33(5
available for
minor repairs which may be necessary.

girl.’
‘Father.’ I strove to call, imt the first
attempt, choked in dust and soot, ended
in an hysterical hiccough.
“‘Wiiat is that? What is it?' called
my distracted father, and both men
dashed for the library.
“I now strove to descend, but the
movement brought down bushels of mortar and broken bricks from all sides, and
closed up the Hue. 1 bethought me of
the rope, and by sticking m\ toes in here
and there I went up the chimney hand
over hand.
“Agile as a eat, when 1 reached the
top of the low ehiinney I sprang down
upon the roof and began tailing loudly
for father

heard them

GOSSIP FROM

Colonel Blunt, engineer officer in charge of
the river and harbor improvements of the

'•

“You should have

AND

NUMBER 32.

run

through the house ami halloo before they
located my voice.
At last the captain

out doors.
‘Will you get me a ladder, please,’
said 1, d want to get down from hero.’
‘"A ladder, Jason,’ shouted the captain, ‘the little girl is on the roof.’
’For the love ot heaven, girl, how
came you there V said my father, as i
landed upon the ground and began shaking the soot from my clothes.
‘1 went up there through the chimHut you had better put up
ney, papa.
the horse- -you will have to groom him
yourself to-night—and then I will tell you
all about it.”
“The captain led me into the house,
for 1 was trembling violently.
‘.Now.’ said father, being absent only
a
moment or two, without letting me
have time to mop the smut from my face
and hands; ‘now tell us what this means
my little girl climbing the ridgepole
like a cat at midnight

came

—

“In a few moments matters were ex-

plained.
'Thomas, the villain !’ ejaculated my
■■

father: ‘I'll have him if 1 have to hunt
the two continents for him, and ho shall
have his deserts.’
“He kept his word. Thomas got a
term in the state prison
"When i gave the captain his money I
should have luirst out in hysterical sobbing only 1 remembered the soot in time
to prevent shading myself in black crayon ; and Captain Boswell believed that
stature ami bulk were not always certificates of the best materials, and—”
"Ami." finished Dad our jester, “it
may he said, Mrs. Boswell, that you
actually Hue to his arms."
She smiled and bowed as the sonorous
tones of the driver came in among us ;
“Stage ready, gentlemen.”

WACKKAO POINT.

lieap

Years.

Just below Sullivan, to tin* southeast, the
map -hows an outline of a portion of land called Waukeag Neck and at the southwest extremity of this land a point resembling a thumb,
which is now called Waukeag Point.
The
Point is irregular on the coast hut perhaps
would average three-quarters of a mile in
length hv one quarter in width. It is surroi tided on three sides by water and on the side
farthest away from tin* sea there is a safe harbor where in the wildest storm small boats
would be secure. The land is all elevated as it
has a rough, rocky coast except in the harbor
mentioned, and although there are islands near
which are away above highwater and covered
with trees,yet there is an unobstructed outlook
In almost every direction.
To the north is
Sullivan with the hills behind and the upper
Frenchman's Bay at its feet; straight across
the Bay to tin* west is Mt. Desert Ferry and all
the picturesque country beyond. Tin* most excellent view is, however, towards tin* south
where lies Bar Harbor, plainlv seen, with the
imposing and beautiful Mt. Desert range of
mountains for a magnificent back-ground, and
a little to the east as far as the eye can look out
until it is weary upon the vast expanse of
ocean.
One hundred acres of land at the extreme point has been bought by Ma-ou A* Reynolds and John Mason, Fsq., of Bangor and
Win. 11. IIill, fir., of Boston, who have laid out
this land in*o lots and built a wharf, and are
now ottering cottage sites for sale.
The place
is within ten minutes ride of Mt. Desert Ferry
by boat and tin* outlook for this new watering
plaee is most promising. Mr. F. H. C. Reynolds, one of the proprietors, was formerly of
Belfast.

To run Kjutiiu or run Kvenini; Post:
Sir: In yesterday's levelling Post I found the
following tiuder the heading of "Newspaper
Waifs:"
The Nation amt some other newspapers have
pitched into Julian Hawthorne heeause lie
split's tiiat Archihuhi Matmaison. the hero of
Ills novel, was horn on l-'chruary 20. Ison, while
they assert that the year Ison was not a leap
year, yet 1700 and ISO-t were leap years, and
if 1st to was not what vear was?
[Newark Daily Advertiser.
It you nitant it as a joke on the Newark
Daily Advort-i-cr it was in tie right place,
a*'I lie year Ison was not a leap year, nor will
loot) tie a leap year, nor was 1700. The year
looo was a leap year, and the next lean year
coding witli more than one cipher will he
2,000.
According to the Cregoriatt Calendar, it was
decreed that all years when divisible hv four
w ithout a remainder should lie
leap years, exn ixnl
cept ing
y ears.
That arrangement was made in order to perfect. as nearly as possible, the method of intercalation. and under tlii- system tint civil year
exceed' the astronoinieai year in length
by
lwen!y-'ix seconds, which will amount to one
day in :t.:12:t years. >u that even the rule laid
down by the tiregoriim Calendar i' not perfect,
as the year
which according to the rule,
wilt tie a leap year, should in fact lie a common
year. Hot, as the continuance of tlie present
role will not throw the seasons out of place for
some time to come, it is scarcely worth
worryh't.i>Yii T. smith.’
ing about.
New York. July 20.
[From tile New York Kvening Post.
The rote applied to Centennial years is licit
tho'C only are leap years which ace div isible bv
toil without a remainder, hence tie' years 1200,
piou, 2000 and 2400 are leap years, while the intervening Centennial years are not.
■
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Stirring

SLAVE DAYS

in

communication to the Portland Tran1’. May lurry of Cape Elizabeth
of slavery in Maine in the latter
part of the last century, that it was of the milder type.
He says further: “The slaves had
nearly the same privileges that the hired man
had. The Cushings. Siniontuns and Jordans
of this town owned slaves.
When their masters were absent, a capable one was left in
charge, and, under his direction, the outside
work carried on. Ezekiel Cushing had a slave
drowned while out a-tishing. Mv ancestor,
William Mayberry, bad a man ami wife, who
had several children; the latter played around
the house with his children, and roamed the
woods, gunning and tishing. The male slave’s
name was Eonuon; he drove teams to Falmouth with ship lumber, and the produce of
the farm, which he disposed of at his own
pleasure. In the revolutionary war, he was
servant of (’apt. Bichard Mayberry.
In this
state only the more tony held slaves, while in
Massachusetts proper those that could make
:i
dollar either by work or salt*. In my collection of papers. 1 have the affidavit of one in
Massachusetts being whipped so severely tint
he died."

Triumph!

lYorlil.")
I.oM'on, Km;i.am> (Special by Cable).
Ill the Mlit of 'The Charles A. Yogeler Co., of
Baltimore. Maryland, l S. A., against Parrott
A Co., of this city, the Court of Appeal has
—

the

plaintiffs

a

perpetual injunction

with costs. The action, which grew out of an
alleged infringement of plaintiffs’ well-known
trade-mark. St. Jacobs Oil, was originally
heard in the High Court of Justice, where
\ icc-Chanei'lior Bacon, without going into the
merits of the case, considered it was one that
should go before the Comptroller of TradeMarks. From this opinion 'The Charles A.
Vogeirr ( onipany appealed, <.laiming that they
were being injured by the
goods of the defendants, entitled St. Davids Oil. being mistaken
for theirs, and that while they had taken steps
to bring a ease before t he < omptroller of TradeMarks, months would elapse before a decision
could be obtained, and as their business would
be serioiisiv injured by such delay, a rest raining order should be granted at once.
The re-ult of the appeal was that a perpetual injunction was unde with costs. 'The proceedings
before the Comptroller have been abandoned
by the defendants, and the Baltimore house
has thus achieved a double victory.
By the
order of the Court of Appeal. Parrott A Co.,
and their agents, are perpetually restrained
from using the term "St. Davids*Oil," or uuv
similar term, as well as the words, "'The (Heat
Herman Remedy,” and any words or marks
similar to those used by 'The Charles A. Yogeler Company in connection with their St.
Jacobs Oil. 'The progress of this suit has been
watched with interest by the mercantile and
manufacturing community of Croat Britain,
where thousands ot trade-marks of almost
incalculable value are owned. It was shown
by the evidence that plaintiff’s had sold during
tin- past few years, over seven million bottles
of St. Jacobs Oil, and expended as high as live
hundred thousand dollars in a single year for
advertising throughout the world. 'Their success in this suit is regarded with great satisfaction in business circles. Eminent English and
American legal talent figured in the case.
The
counsel for The Charles A. Yogeler Company,
of which latter Mr. H. 1). Cinbstaetter was
personally present, were (Queen’s Counsel 'Theodore Aston, assisled by John Cutler and Theodore MacKenna of Loudon, Rowland Cox of
New York, and lien. William Henry Browne
of Washington, L>. C.
“So you say your husband loves

von

Man ?

“O, lie dotes wildly upon me!” "Indeed; but lie’ll
soon get over that.”
"What makes you mink so?”
“Because men generally soon get over sowing their

wild dotes.”

A CARD.—To all who are suffering from errors
amt indiscretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay, loss of manhood, Ac., I will send a recipe
that will cure you, FltKE OF (IIAUtiE. Tins great
remedy was discovered by a missionary in South
America. Send self-addressed envelope to Hi;v.
JoSLi’ll T. INMAN, Station />, Xeiv York.
lyril)
Master—What made your cousin stay so late last
night? Servant—Faith, sur, lie was afcard to go
home, sur. Master—Why didn't he go home earlier
in tlie evening then ? “Sliure, an’ it wasn’t till it
was

late that he

was

afeard.”

to Relieve.
It Is hard to believe that a man was cured of a
ids
disease
after
body was swollen as big
Kidney
as a barrel and he had been given tip as incurable
and lay at death’s door. Yet such a cure was accomplished bv Kidney-Wort in the person of M. M.
Devereaux of Ionia, Mich., who says: “After thirteen of the best doctors in Detroit tiad given me up,
I was cured by Kidney Wort. 1 want every one to
know what a boon it is.

Hard

Not long since Biddv, a good and faithful cook,
was asked if she really beiieved that the whale
swallowed Jonah. She replied; "And sliure, miss,
couldn’t the Lord stretch the whale’s mouth for the
occasion?”
His

.Slippery

Glass

Eye.

“The Squire,” says the author of “The Ifoosier
Schoolmaster,” “wore one glass eye and a wig. The
glass eye was constantly slipping out of focus, and
the wig turning around sidewise on his head whenever he add ressei l the people of the Flat Creek District.” Sad spectacle. Parker’s Hair Balsam preserves and promotes the growth of the natural hair.
It also restores the natural color to hair which has
faded or become gray. Clean, elegant, henetlcial,
lmeow32
highly perf utncd.

“What

a

lovely face Mrs. Augur has in repose!

Perfectly beautify), don’t,
I

it in repose.”
very well?” “I

never saw

say.
know the
husband.”

lady

you think so?”

“Indeed!
ought to.

“I can’t
Do you
I’m her

MAINE.

a

script, Mr. S.
says, 'peaking

From the Aew York
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I
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WASHINGTON COUNTY NEK TINT
AGAIN.

COMES

A correspondent of The Boston J mnia
writes: In tin* town of Charlotte. Washington
county. Me., there is a beautiful sheet of water,
one of many which lie embosomed among tin*
wooded hills of that part of the Bine Tree Stale,
bearing the name (said to he the original Indian
appellation) of lVnnamaquon Lake. Of late
the placid surface of this lake has been agitated,
as
well as the inhabitants who have their
homes along its margin, by the unwonted
appearance of what the aforesaid nhabitants
claimed to be a veritable water monster. Mr.
Thomas Annas, whose farm abuts on the lake,
li is house and buildings being only a few rods
from the shore, and other members of li is
family claim that they have repeatedly seen a
body resembling a huge snake arise near the
shore, and with head raised some two or three
feet from the water’s surface, and fifteen or
more
feet of his snakeship’s body in sight,
slowly and majestically wend his way across
the lake to the Moose Horn stream, whose
waters enter the lake on the eastern side.
There are many more witnesses of this strange
sight who eontirm the above statement. Is it
the “Chain Lake” serpent on a visit?
THE lUtITISH OCCUPATIONS

OF

EASTPORT.

July 11th, was th<* seventieth anniversary of
the capture of Eastport by the British forces,
in 1S14, says the Eastport Sentinel, and of
course there are very few people among us
who remember that remote event.
During the
British occupancy, from 1S14 to 1X18, a number of persons were born here, American citizens by birth, having also the privileges of
British subjects, if they should choose to claim
them. Many years ago, when a municipal regulation at St. John prohibited the selling of
merchandise there by foreigners not. holding a
city license, an Eastport merchant not now
living, unwittingly undertook to sell the cargo
of one of his vessels lying at St. John without
the intervention of any broker, or commission
merchant, and found himself getting into a
scrape, until it was remembered that he was
one of the class referred to, born at Eastport
during the British occupation. One of our
widely known steamboat captains, sometimes
enjoys puzzling people not acquainted with
tin* circumstances by telling them that lit* was
born in Massachusetts under the English Hag.
AN

ANECDOTE OF ARTEMAS

WARD.

A Waterford correspondent speaking of the
death of Mrs. Brown, the mother of Artemus
Ward, relates an anecdote of Artemus which
he thinks has never before been in print. Mr.
Abbey, manager of the Opera House in San
Francisco, at one time telegraphed to him as
follows: “A. Ward—What will you take for
twelve nights in San FranciscoWard received the telegram while lying on a sofa.
Without rising, he turned it over and wrote on
the back: “Mr. Abbey—Brandy and water.
A. Ward.”
IN GENERAL.

The directors of the Shore Line Railroad held
a
business meeting at Bar Harbor recently.
Colonel Greene was present, and is reported as
not only sauguiue as to the ultimate results of
the enterprise but emphatically declares that
the Shore Line Road must and shall be completed.
Interesting services were held at the Temperance canipmeetiug at Old Orchard Wednesday.
H. A. Shorey, Judge Foster and Rev. 1). W.
LeLacheur were among the speakers. Thursday was State Alliance Day. Many able speakers’ delivered addresses.
In order not to interfere with the Grand
Army’s celebration at Old Orchard Beach, Au-

gust 7th, the celebration of the 30th anniversary of the birth of the Republican party at
Strong, has becu postponed from that date to
one later, which soon will he announced.
The Kennebec Agricultural Society have issued the schedule of premiums for their fiftvthird annual exhibition to in* held at Read field
Corner, September 30th, and October l>t and
2d. Over eight hundred dollars are offered in

Maine

Banks.

Savings

Literary

Hon. V. K. Richards, the bank examiner, has
completed his first, examination of the savings
banks of this State, and lias found them in a

Our Little Ones for August contains a pleasof prose and verse. The prose is
not prosy and the verse is versatile, while the

ing variety

illustrations are as usual the best of their kind.
Russell Rub. Co.. Boston.
The August number of The American Jouropens with an interesting article on journalism in Houston, Texas. The editorials and
nalist

newspaper notes are particularly interesting.
American Journalist Co., f>0o Chestnut Street,
St. Louis.
Lee A Shephard. Boston, have issued in pamphlet form two speeches by Wendell Phillips
on The Labor Question,-—one delivered in Bos-

**

Temperance
Miss c.

liV

WHAT

AN

i.

DOt"

I

Since the conscience ol’ our Christian women
has become aroused I am so often asked the
above question. Dear sisters who read this
article are you asking the same*" Well 1 cannot tell just what you can do. for 1 do not know
the circumstances that surround you, but. I assure you there is something for you to do and
(iod will hold you responsible for the manner
in which it is done. The poet truly says, “If
you want a Held of labor you can find it anywhere.” I fear we often'omit the good w»
might do in consequence of thinking of that
which is out of our power to do. We wait and

long

5u,258.20

The surplus above liabilities also shows an
increase of $ In,Tod. At the present time there
are nine ic.s> banks than Un-re were ten
years
ago, but the average amount credited to each
depositor, which for a series of years continued
to decrease, is now larger than ever before, and
the same is true of tin- number of depos tors.
The following table will show the fluctuations
of tin* past decade :
Deposit- Aver
ors.
a»re.
I>ep ‘-iis.

Talks,

uni:i

s. in

1*71— .V hanks.$:ii.o:.ltj««.7:!
1*7.-,—,;;
12.0s:;.:; 11.2*
"
1*70—oo
27.*1*,7o.|.7o
"
1*77—00
.20.,so*,4:52 70.
I*7S—j'.l
2:i. 17:i,112.22
J,*70—••
2:;.o;.2.0,0,:{.nn
ls.su—.V)
2.'».:m.'»,oss.s2
IS* 1 *,.*)
2*.:501,40l '0.
1**2—V»
; i. 4:o
74

‘.h;,7:»!»
lnl,:S2».
On,1521
ss,si;|
77.07*
7 .. 11.5
>0,017
'7..*77
in, t>o

..

—

for

opportunity to come, never thinking
present the right time to seek it. Carlvle
says, *•< )ur duty is not to see what lies dimly in

Music Hall Oct. ill. 1*71, and the other delivered before the International Grand Lodge
of the Knights of St. Crispin, in April, 1*72.
ton

The Popular Science News improves with
and i> true to its name. If presents all
that is n« w and interesting in many fields of
science, in a popular way. and i> both interesting and instructive. The department devoted
age,

to

mer-.

207
27'

G. P. Putnanf- Sons. New York, have issued
second edition in pamphlet form, of Notes on
The Opium Habit by A. I*. Meylert, M. D.
This is not only a warning against the unguarded use of narcotics, but contain- valuable .suga

: > 1.;
:!22

The reserved fund aNo shows a health}
irrowth.
The statute creating tic- providethat one-fourth of one per rent, of the average
amount of deposit- for the six mouths previous
to declaring a dividend shall he pa-- d to thifund, and notwithstnnding<piite a large amount
of doubtful securities have IlCctl placed in a
special reserved fund the increase has been
over $100,000 per year since 1*7'.'.
If no more
poor investments are made by tic savingbanks the special reserved fund will disappear
with the conversion of the securities f inning
it. These funds are a- follows for the pa-t
four \ears:

You
an read its
pages and become
famdiar with our work and the methods by
which it is carried on. Here as elsewhere, knowledge is power. One cannot he fully interested in what one but partially understands. You
can become a member of our I'nion, and add
your mile and your influence to aid in carrying
on the good work.
You can early instil temperance truths into the minds of your children,
or the young that come under your influence.
You can give a temperance tract <»r card to the
little waif on the street or to that restless bov
in your Sunday school class.
-V tract tbits given arrested the attention of dud-on, and
gave
India her greatest missionary. You can speak
a kind word to a fallen or
tempted one. Such
a word saved John 15.
Dough, and thus gave
our cause its greatest worker and the world its
greatest orator. You can invite some wayward
one to Sabbath School.
Such an invitation led
to the conversion of Stephen Lax-on, and gave
America her greatest Sunday school worker.
Again I say, only become interested in the
work, and more ways will open than you can
possibly cuter. It is the little acts of our everyday life that tel I most surely, if any act of a life
so eventful as ours can be termed'little.
Sisters, have you ever thought what a grand
privilege it is to be a member of this wonderful
army of women who are, in the majesty of
their womanhood marching against King Alcohol. Lord Nelson said to his soldiers on the
eve of an eventful battle, “Lnglund
expects
every man to do It is duty.” So our leader haa right to expect a- much of us.
Let us not
disappoint her. [I'nion Signal.

Signal.

gestions for
opium hahit.

ers.
Richard A. Proctor tr at> <»f
of Comet.-," ami sm-cceels in pr*
difficult siibje*ct in a light so clear
who have* little* or no acquaintance*
omy can follow hi- argument.

re-erved fund.
s7 »'.'.7io
l:;2.2«»»."i
117..V.0
I to, 1
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a

“Manlord’s None >urh,”
“Hanford’s None Snell,”

“Sea Foam”.
“<

.pg

a

zar”.
Price’s”.pi_» c
Flake" (Mndl"-, >t. Paul .! l.-s

“Hr.

“>now

Lewis’-" ('onden.-ed.
"i

a-

>

ongress” yea.-t.

“C. L. Andrews

A

-ii!

aialien _?s |7*

“Meeker's”.
"Millets”... | •_>
"Bulk”. -n.;,
In his report, the (iovernment Chemist
-ays :
■‘1 regard all alium powder- as ven unwholesome. Phosphate and Tartaric Acid powders liberate lheir gas too frc»d\ in process of
baking, or under varying climatic change- suffer (letcnoration.'*
Dr. 11. A. Mott, the former Government
( hemi-t, after a careful and
laborate examination of the various Baking Powders of commerce. reported to the (iovernment in favor of
the Royal Brand.
English

Gold

In

American

Journalism.

The avidity with
which the New York
Times and -ome other journals conducted mid
owned by Englishmen, run in part in the interest ot certain Englt.-h spi-culator> and clubs,
and probably heavily subsidized by them, seize
upon the flimsiest pretexts to throw over the
Republican candidate and support the partv
wllieh (seek to evade it how ! hev 111:t\ )
essentially given to free trade, is, 'to say the
least, signilieanf,. Pivoted of all verbiage, the
plain statement of fact is that the commercial
interests of the United States and England un-

naturally and irrevocably antagonistic. Engkind recognizes this fact and lias sought to
accomplish our commercial injury in various
ways, bin her latest scheme, liiat'of establishingor subsidizing in Ibi- eonntry paper- hostile
to American interests, is the m'o-t insidious of
all hei many xpedients.
We publish ei-c\vhere i:i this i—ue an ai-ci.itnl
of the English reception of Mr. Rlaiuc's nomil in- opposition to him there doet died
nation.
will not surprise those of our renders w o remember tin* eir' Um-tama-s of the 1’eru embroglio
That over $(>00,000 wen- spent in one
month in antagonizing Mr. Blaine and his
policy in the interest of England was an open

secret to those with all eye to the eoU.-r of
event-.
At that time English gold bought
American editors, and it i- to be feared that
the same potent iiifhu-nice i- being brought to
hear at the present time. [Tin American

Protectionists.
The

New'

England

Guide.

good guide-book is an iu\aluable companion, pointing out to the summer-traveller
countlo- objects of interest, and adding full
half to the pleasure of his journey. It j> worth
noticing, then, that <)-guod’s I'tuiou- NewEngland Guide-book has just been very thoroughly revised and largely augmented', at a
great cost, and is now republished m an eighth
edit ion. wit h 20 maps, and 4S<) pages ot descripA

tions of the mountains and lakes, i-iand- and
coasts, cities and villages of venerable NewEngland, with their charming legends and traditions ami historic events. To these are added
till the practical details useful to travellers, I he
best hotels and their rates, distances, time of
trains running, fare-, etc.. He., so that this
hook is indispensable to all summer-travellers
1n this delightful region. The New York Evening Post says: “(‘-good’s 1 lamihook to NYwEngland bids fair in New-Enghtnd. to rival tin

fame of Murray and Biedecker abroad. It
merits the good words as well as the liberal
patronage it receives, for it is a faithfir, painstaking piece of work, and condenses into brief
compass a vast amount of information, which
all tourists to the seaside, mountain, and country summer-resorts of New-Englaml will gladly possess. Sent, on receipt of the price. ($l.f»()j,
by the publishers, dames R. Osgood *Y Co.,
Boston.

Mr. Blaine's election is dreaded by English
merchants, ami in this connection the
London Shipping World says: “The Republican candidate is a strong Protectionist, in which
respect he is in full accord with the great hulk
of the American people.
Moreover, he is the
champion of the movement looking towards a
revival of American shipping. * * * If the
election of Mr. Blaine, tin; leading American
Protectionist, to the Presidency is to be the
signal of a ‘revival of American shipping' the
outlook for our merchant navy becomes the
*
*
Mr. Blaine, the Proreverse of hopeful.
tectionist candidate, is undoubtedly the choice
of the great hulk of the Republican voters, who
laugh at the idea of being dictated to by the
‘mashers' in American polities.*’
free trade

Gen. Grant at his Long Branch cottage said
last Thursday : “1 see newspaper insinuations
that I am opposed to Mr. Blaine’s election or
am not favorably disposed to him.
They aie
not true. He ought to be elected.
He would
be President of the United States in fact as well
as in name.
He has twenty-five years of experience in public life, and knows every feature
of the public business. To reject such a man in
ail the plenitude of bis knowledge and ability
and will for a man of Governor Cleveland's
limited experience, would be beneath the good
sense of our people."
The General added that
he had little doubt of the result.

George -Tones of the British

York
Times exclaimed “Thank (Tod” when he heard
the nomination of Cleveland.
He made the same exclamation at an earlier
period of his life.
It was when a technicality of the law saved
him from being sent to the penitentiary for
selling obscene literature. [The Hatchet.'
New

his slum— Pre tty geiod pay for four
(Ci/cttc reports that a
{•arty of thirl**eu D< xt»*r ge*ntlem«*n in mu* day
recent;v caught "do white penh in Ne wport
had >100

Lake*. *»f whie*!i numbs r P.»;o w**n* transported
Dexter alive* and put into silve r Lake*. ’Miis

i- th* iir.-t of a scrie s of trip- on the part of th«*
pexfe-r people with tin* -aim* end in view- to
stock their lake* in good -hape with these -m
eulent lisli .< 'apt. Amlerson of Camden
ret-ci tlv caught a halibut weighing loO p«minls,
Matinieu-.lie
n«*ar
La-tport Se*ntim*l
-ays:
Nearly all the ta*-torie- are* again running. theeiigli some* wiih a small crew. Fi-h
are* quite plenty ami cheap, though it hardly

Democratic numbers of 11»* House nave contributed over 2.000,000 <-o;0es of >|o•. .*1 p mi favor«.f the Morri'on TariU' bill.
If tin tat ill' i>
not an issue, why is this beinir done?

j

It begins to look as if the New Y ok Min
knew what il was talking al>out when >t d* -i.tred that Cleveland's nomination reml* reil ;dm
,/
“the man of destiny
</*•/
/•!"
,,

{Hit th* lei Up. but the* fact i- -cvera! of
have* a iarg* :*iii*»unt < f -tock on
hand which the y an* eibiig.il t*. work up in
order to get the ir money back, a- few of the in
can afford to ke e p sui*h an amount on hand.

Ii nry Ward Beecher wiii -lipport t
the D moeraik* free trad' | ia'forin.

th** fae-tm i*-

( liarle-(iray. of Joiii sport. ree***ntly hook* *1 a
eodti-h which im a-ureel 7 feed
im he
in
le ngth.The P».*oihliay lb gi-te r of last we ek
report-the* following arrivals of ti-herm-m at
that port: Sell. M * 11i«• Porter. Nii*ke*rson. ar-

and

Hint
the place for a man whosaiil a !• w
,ir«
a^o that bread and water was irood * m* iirh
food and a dollar a da} -utlit*i«Tit warn s for any

ami
*

to

pay-

An «mplover of nidi in a stop yard in <pulney took th« political preferences of bd nun in
li is mnplo\. mostly Irishmen ol the i„-t
la--,
vi/... skilled workmen, with the follow uiir result. Foi Blaine ami Lojan.bj; lor < lew am!
and Hendricks. 2.

1

a-

to

The national Democratic committee met in
New Y irk. Thursda} and elected Wm. II. B
nutn of Connecticut.chairman. P. 1». Prince, of
Boston w as chosen >< ef t ary.

h.1JIai
Id..
-I

on

i—m*

day.-' work-.Tin*

•Joe Howard insi-t- upon wiring his democratic papers that Blaine i> ju-t a little ahead of
CleVela id and Is likeiv to keep there.

In

“Redliea'l’s".I 17 a
“( tiarm” (alum powder).j p; a4
“Amazon” (alum pow d r .I! I .it*
“Cleveland’s” (-ii-.it weight d <•/. .lies

club.

The lb-publican- of the -.croud district of
California have nominated A. A. <arg' nt a- a
candidate for (’ongre,-*.

Strength:
Cubic I nehes <,

Name of tin*

ve rnmmit lo

Fish \m» Fisiiim.. Si hooner Oetavia Dow.
('apt. Stephe n L< wi- le ft ('arv«‘rs Harbor oil
Friday fora fishing trip. She carried about a
dozen men who re vive a share of the* “catch"
for their service-. The* following Monday sin*
had i:jiide*eI her cargo, ami each mie* of the crew

In Lawrence. Ma —acini-, tts. 1'!.nr- lay. 7
I i-ii-A no rian- of Ward •'>. formed a Blame and

Making Powder-.
per each ounce of Powder.
.I_7. |
‘•Royal” (.bisolutely pure
“Paiupseo” alum powder,1. .1 j:.
“Kumford’-” (phospliait
fresti.ijj
“RumfurdV (phosphate) old.

or

on “Prohibition and P**r-uasi»m," by Neal Dow
and Dr. Dio L* wi-.

Governor Cleveland's \eto of a meehanie's
liell hill lines Hot p|ea-e NrW Vofk Wofkill”-

lowing :

a

the* pe*wcr of the* Fe de ral
paper moin-y, ami in the
opinion of the* minority of the -aim* court rendered in the su:t for the* Aldington property.
Julian Hawthorne* writes «»f “The* American
Element in Fie-timi." ami there* i- a symposium
(i

•John P. St. .John ha- accepted the 1 omlnntion for the Pre-ideney by the Prohiidtion party

l.egan

already formally repudiated,

Court

iin*

>upre

nom-

tional.

1ST.

we

••

The Virginia law preventing <>Hi.• ia 1 from
taking part in polities w a- declared uueonstitu-

I>r. Edward G. Love, the Analytical Chemist
for the 1'. S. Government, has made some interesting experiments as to the comparative
value of baking powders. Dr. Love's tests
were made to determine what brands are the
most economical to use, and as their capacity
lies in their leavening power, test* were directed solely to ascertain the available gas of
each powder. Dr. Love's report gives the fol-

“An*

payment of interest on. an
amount u f bom I- a ml oldie* r obligations equal to
the sum of the me imial debt. Judge Edward
<
Luring iimh a I )rift tow aid ( .ntralizatiem"
iti the r**e*e*nt judgment of tin* I'nited States

Points.

Hon. Klihu B. Washhurne ha- -j 1"k*
Blaine and Logan meeting in Chieco.

tJoYKKN-

that persons
vvith astron-

fault'*'s in tin

«:>

on: i:\i u a s«; 1

The 1 >. moerat-of W> -t Virginia have
ina’ed L. Wilson for governor.

Economy.

have

State

110 n.

Kitchen

-'The Origin
-<
nting that

Nation of Ra-cais?" is th** startling tith* of an
article by John F. Hume, who shows that
a ml m u n
state-, eountiicipaii tie-- in the 1'nitcd

iOt).

Political

It

The North American lb-view for August
contains au article* by .lustier Janies V. ( ampbell oil ‘'Tie* Lueroaehmeuts of Capital" which
will command the serious attention of all read-

'The large increa-e of the -peeial reserved
fund for 1sn‘» come* from the People*- |'went\live Cent Hank of Bath, which lo.-t lo-a\i.} by
the failure of the Paeitic National Bank of ICs-

cm;\nkd ntoM

prevention and cure of the
is concisely and forcibly writ-

lb>

i ten..

special

Bcs< rvd fund,
07.02:'.';:;
isso.*
l*si.
*71,017. :;:;
1 s*2.
tn'.sl: 1
I»:{.
l,040,ott'; 27

is worthy of the attention of farPublished at lit Pearl Street, Boston.

agriculture

:.n>;

the

the distance, t ut to do the work that lies clearly at hand.” Let each anxious seeker after a
field of labor offer this prayer, “Lord what
wilt Thou have me to do,” with special emphasis on me, and light will be given. 1 will suggest a few ways lu which the humblest woman
can work.
You can subscribe for the I’nion-

Notes.

The first number of Dr. Dio Lewis’s new
magazine, Home Science, appeared in May.
The regular series begins with tin* August
number. S. It. Hopkins, New York, publisher.

minerals,

Short

and

The Boston Book Bulletin, a quarterly eclectic record of recent books, i- received from D.
Lothrop A Co., the publishers, Boston.

more satisfactory condition than ever before.
The amount of deposits exceeds that of any
premiums.
preceding year, and tin* class of securities held
Eighteen candidates for the office of pension by the banks has not suite red any depreciation
examiner presented themselves for competitive
during the general unsettling of values that has
examination under the civil service rules at been going on for some time
past. About the
Portland Friday. Maine will heentitled to two only securities held bv tin; banks of the State
or three out of the one hundred and fifty poswhich pass their dividends are tlie Kvansville
itions.
bonds, which have been held for several years.
Rev. A. A. Phelps, State Lecturer f«>r the All securities at
present authorized by the
New York Temperance Society, lias conn* Into j
Legislature for investment have remained in
Maine to help in the campaign for Constitutionand have suffered no depregood
standing
al Prohibition. His addresses arc said to be ciation.
earnest, eloquent, incisive and telling. He will
The following statements will show how tin
visit many of our cities and towns. Rally the business of the banks has increased
during the
forces and give him a good hearing.
past six months:
Through the liberality of Hon. L F. Webb, Deposits N.»v. 1, 1 ss;j.$31 ,371,sos.s7
ex-Uov. Coburn, Hon. Wm. Wilson, Hon.
May 1, is*4.. 31,275,744 in
Moses (biddings, Dr. Hanson and .James Malbon, E-q.. there has just been purchased for
Increase.
!H'3,s75.52
the cabinet of the Coburn Classical Institute.
Reserved fund Nov. 1, 1 ss.$ .$ 1,040,000.27
May 1, 1SS4. 1,002,550.45
Waterville, a very valuable collection of more
than 1200 specimens in Natural History and
Increase
22,463. is
Geology, consisting of stlifted birds and ani- j LmliviUed
MO,osi.27
profits Nov. 1, 1»3
mu is, specimens preserved in alcohol, fossils, !
ls<i.
'.il 1,23! 1.5<:
1,
May
etc.

I ncreasc.

News

The June number of The Granite Monthly
contains a line portrait of lion. James E. Lothrop. Mayor of Dover, N. II.

JfESELT OF THE SEMI-ANNEAL EXAMINATION.
DEPOSITS LARGER THAN EVER BEFORE.

si

The validity of the < omrp ssional A; ; -rtionm»*lii act pa-sed at the late -is-ion of he

riv'd Sunday fr-nn the* Dram! Ranks with 'J.unp
quintals of **odli-h. The Louie* A Husie* e*aim
in Saturday, u elays out, with
burr* 1- *.f

Virginia Hejriidamre lias been formal!} disj it
*•*I on the irrotiml tiiat two-thirds
f the membci's of 111* Senate wlm wire presold did 11 t
vote for the bill out the (ioverimr's veto.

maeken-l. caught off Mount !>< -* rt. ami Cora
Louise with
iearn Is. Th- Humboiilt arrived
Mmielay with _"ii barre ls, making 71s hemi'el

Thomas A. II* vidrieks is the candidate tor
\ in President *>n
th** ticket whch llarp' i's
We* kl\ is Mipportini-.
On tin* '-I <>f ><,pt»-mI)* r. 1ST**.. Ilarptr's Weekly published an
\
* e h id
article ii “tin* shaineh s- hypocrisy <n
tin 1 >i*nioeraiie reform er\ with sm h a man aIb ndrii ks on their ticket."
::- y
Is the hyp
any less shaineh ss now than then?

since

laboring

man.

_

■ <

wiii 'ii;
President < pen of i'ufts < '"d
id
port llit- lb piiuliean ti< k< t. “Th** most
reason of all with m* ," in* say-, “i- the tradtional one. I have cap full} «•!.'* rv* d tin* att
! mi** ami liiov* •ui**nts of tip
Democratic j .a rt v
for 20 years.
In in\ .] •«1 iz n nt it ha' harm :
nothimr and forirotten nothing. So far p I <*a
pereeisc it is not Old} 'Unit'll I *} I he -a in
principles. Inn to a '-i. ■_■ extent, irui'lt d l»\
the same men."

■

wouhl aid

I'm- tempt rat"\ta:i', New
and birthday r.i. d-. Mi" <
mail has some, lovely ones. Talk teinperuncv
at home, in tin Sunday Sehotd ami in praytr
meeting, lorry church ought to have a temN

<*

The Independent fiv trailer' held
na i<ma
convention in New A »rk recently. ou-r whit I.
< ol
I !.<
d»
liarles B. ( tidmaii presiih d.
in nidi d of e\ >
person who entered th.d h
should siirn a pl< dire to do ali In could •«i* ! ;11
Blaine, a lonir pia; form, or pith- r Pol«*t e<*mplainf chains’ tin lb publican party, \a- ac-

appointing

a

National

■

.ir-.

'i

olir<

a

molllll.

11 Uilg

telllpel :tl'-e tlig. r-pe.daily aholll tile
tine of eh etion.
y u
an
ml t- m-- ran-v
valenilnes. A \ri>t ..i >rripturi .uni a h-mpt ra

net

<
•.

<

I-

though;,
>oldit rs

*s

in letters t

■

or

11« r

t>» one

ot

Mrs. Me-

Mention temperanc
A!»• ■* ail think «»I itid

or Minor-.

frit

n

pray for it.

There

are three daily newspaper- in
Brook
I'm
lyn tin* liable, tin* Fniou :.nd the Th...
tirst i- I >• inoeratie, and "i < ours*
<
!< veland. Tin- si ond
lb public in. but
til uni
opposed to Blaine. The !a-t
lb*pii
-injn.tr
support' Biaine. Ami now tln r« is
eoineidenee in tin fact that Andrew Mel., an
and John Foord, tIn* editors of the | a_d'' ami
the I'uioii. respectively, are
uuiiai lira li/- d
Scolehnien. w hile Bernard Peters, th- «'ditor
the Times, is an American. Th* Briti-li pres-,
whether in London. New York or Bi *okl}U. is
Providdiee
iloiiur: its he -: to defeat Biaine.
P.V-.

you.

Kt'i

perance prayer Hireling'
out

J! 1 11
mitlee tile <11 ell I loll adj ■Ill'll' 'd. A P
mi mini: < level a ml and 1 h ml ricks as tin*
mdidates of tin* convention was laid on th table.
< <

to our

go

■

<

<

and after

Suggestions.

'Mate tin eting in Cardin* r
it.:!'! and It Ii. Mi" Willard w ill M tli-•!*•*. a ml
if you don’t come horn-- interr-p-l. you will 1-r
hard to arouse. You ran get a few wm r- h tinV
Pledge Jo tin home, m-ii' r* by Mrs.
(
P». Itilell You call keep
pi- ij. and a store
of traets «-n hand ami n-e tlnm win never \• u
can.
Nillic pn dgt card- (I'M-, C rents |»ef 1""
mi can

S'

o

cepted,

Ith.

Some
'i

<

•<

July

t.

-.

ilendrieks*

>

.Record.

II* udi iek>. in hi- >[>*•, -h

at

Indianapolis rati-

fy nw

i

his own nomination for \
-President.
attarM-d tin Na\y I >• partm» lit heeaiisr ot tin*
fraud- uin arlIn 11 in tin I!ur- all of Su• gr ry ami
Metlieine.
II- declared that a Pre-i'lt n! -In-Ill.I
he
|eeti d who won!*! appoint a new head of
the Pont an who would inve-tigate tlie.-e matter- and tiring lie guilty partii
to trial.
Whereupon William K. (handler a-ldp -st d
II- mlrirks an open it tier showing that the liead
of the Poif an ha- to In* a N
a I Surgeon. ami
that tin- Chief. under win
administration tin
-m
fraudurred. Philip S. Wan
i- a I> moerat. ami hi- retention, when hi- term expired
ia-t w inter, was strongly urged upon tin* Navy
1 >- pai tnn lit liy > nator M- I’n- i—m and Speaker Carlisle, eminent
I n umeral ie leaders, who
—

lilaine

so

Awfully

American.

Cotliam lb'puhliean.
"Why. ify.ni stay in ;
\oiir \on*."
(•othain Independent.- ••( hu nt In ip that, }■
knaw. I've promis'd t<* visi; Lord liaw'sh. i-r\ I
were at Chicago with Hendricks.
in Noveuibah. ye knaw; and 1 raw n't disap- I
1 humeralie -praker- will learn from tlii- inpoint him }** knaw
cident 1 hat ( handler t- loaded.
“But every liepublican sliould in to be at
Hendricks’ political -perches are always
bone' a' tin* next election."
largely made up id stale slanders ami lying li“Aw, yuas; that depends on how ye look at
bels.
lie Was one of the tirst to repent those
ii. ye knaw.
Now. if I was to be at home. I'd
about Cartield four years ago. He appears to
mwah vote for Blaine, ye knaw."
delight m dirt and Hud pleasure in prevarica“Not vote for Blaine! And why not?"
tion
[ 1'he Hatchet.
“Aw, he's so howibly Amewman, donh \a

Hu rope that lonir you will lose

j

knaw."

Ii is a singular coincidence that the two men
who have done the most fora cheap and ellieient postal service in Fngland and the I'nited
States shoiiid he of the same name. To i{owland Hill England owes the penny post, and t<>
JIn- efforts of e\-( 'oiigressman dolm Hill ot New
.Jersey, who died 'rimrsday. America owe*, tinpostal card and other measures reducing postal
rates and extending the privileges of the mads.
He was called the “father of -heap postage.”
<
ngres-man Hill was norn ’n C’atskill. New
York, and was *»:> years of age.

Pi iv Hyaeinthe and wife will each publish
l><»uk '"i the i nited States.

a

Frost was heavy enough in Yw Hampshire
last week to injure the crops.
Lieutenant .-chwatka, tin* Arctic explorer,
has resigned from the army.
A

has 1 »• n found suffering in Chicahorrible disease caused l.y diseased

woman

go from
meat.

a

<

Thk Facracit Prizk Mom y.
Persons
entilled to a share of the Farragut Prize Monare
advix-d
to send their names, the names
ey
of the vessels they were on hoard of, with their
present addresses to Hon. Charles lF-anNey,
Fourth Auditor, Washington, I>. c. If the
claim is valid, a warrant for tin- amount due
will he forwarded to the applicant as speedily
as possible.
No warrants will he issued to
claim agents. In each and every instance they
must he applied for by the party to whom they

belong.
The

ollicers of the National G. A. IF

were

elected at Minneapolis, Friday, as follows:
Cen. .John Kountze of Ohio, commander-inchief; Ira F. Hicks ot Dakota, junior vice
commander: T. M. Shonafelt of Michigan,
chaplain, and W. B. Hall of Pennsylvania,
surgeon. The next encampment will he heel
at Portland, Me.
A resolution was passed declaring that no picnics he held on Memorial
or
days
Sundays by Grand Army Posts.
Over six thousand packages of adulterated
tea were rejected at the port of New York during the past month. The Canadian authorities
have decided to admit into Canada no tea
which has been rejected by the Puked States

authorities.
The

scheme for the extension of railways in India is for the purpose of stimulating
the export of Indian grain to Fngland.
new

A stupid husband
when she woke him

night.

in Virginia shot his wife
up in the middle of the

•Fudge Advocate (General Swain has been suspended from duty, and placed in technical
pending his trial by court martial.

arrest

I nder th* new Shipping law hoarding house
will not he permitted to board incomto solicit seamen for hoarders.

runners

ing vessels

Internal revenue receipts for the past fiscal
year reached $l2Lr>nn,o:,,M, being a falling off
from the previous year of nearly $2:>,000,000.
Lieutenant (lively telegraphs to his friends
in Y wlmryport, Mass., that his physicians
consider a public reception there inadvisable.
sent to Canada to evade the payof the tax will he mulcted tifiy cents per
package before it is again imported to this
country.

Whiskey

ment

Postal r» venue has decreased only about
$2,000,000 during the past fiscal year in consequence of the change of postal rates from three
cents to two cents.

The Middlesex. Massachusetts, Kssex and
Norfolk Clubs, of Boston, are making arrangements to entertain Mr. Blaine at dinner when
it will suit his convenience to attend.
It appears upon investigation that the new
Shipping bill will eventually result in a complete annihilation of the “blood” money sys-

tem from which the sailors have suffered
many years.

so

Maine

Politics

and

Politicians.

NOT HI.AINK.

At the headquarters of the Kepubliean State
ommittee. Wednesday, the following arrangements relative to the campaign were made:
<

The

Kepubliean demonstration at
Marauocook. Aug. 12th, will be addressed by some of the leading speakers in the
State and country.
Phe entire Maine tie legation in Congress will be present, together with
(iovernor Kobie. The list of speakers from
without the State will be very large. Addresses
will be mad.* by Senator* Frye and Hale,
and Representatives Reed. Routelle, Milliken
and Dingley. Mr. Blaine will be present.
Senator Frye’s appointments for the first
two weeks of tie- campaign aiv as follows:
Aug. 12th. at Marauocook: Kith, at Waterville; 14th.at Damariscotta: loth, at Rockland:
l«Uh. at Brunswick; istli, at Lewiston: I'.tth, at
Strong; 2mh, at Canton; 21*t. at (iardiner;
--d. at l’ittslield; 2Md, at Bangor. At the
Lewiston meeting, (ien. John L. Swift of Boston. one of tin- West stump speakers in the
land, will assist Mr. Frye.
The following gentlem. n from out of the
State have accepted iti\ nations to make spec, lies for Blaine and Logan in Main. :
(on. (i« o
W. ( alter of New York: (Km. Jo*.. K. llawl.-y
of Conn.: Congressman Frank llise.M-k of New
York: Hon. R. (.. Horr of Michigan: H.»n.
Warren Miller. I >. Senator from New York:
Hon. N. Non \\
\ldrieh. Senator from Rhode
Island: Hon. F. Moody Boynton of NewNuryport. Mass.: Hon. Tho>. M Ba} lie of lYntisyhania: Prof. .1. \\ V. Rich •! (.real Fall'.
N. IF: llmi. Will •'uinhack of (ireensluirg,
lnd.
Senator ( 1. H. Piatt of ( oniie.tiewt : Senator 1‘. B
Plumb ot Kansas; Congressman W.
W
Klee of Massachusetts; 1 Ion. Finery A.
Storrs of < hicago; Col. \v. <
Plumper of
Bismarck. Dakota. >uilivan li. Alien of Bosom: lion. \Y. (iibson of ()hi<-; lion. Aiisou S.
Wood e! N w York: (Km. John F. Swift of
Boston : Hon. J. B. Koi»e\ of Kin la lelphia : 1 Ion.
Nathan (.mV.
of West Virginia.
Dates
ha\ «• not been arranged.
Among tin speakers a! the Fake Marauocook
meeting will be Hon. Kmorv A. Storrs ot Illii:o;s, (o n. (ilbsou of Ohio. Col. Plummer of
Dakota, (ien. John 1 >wift of Boston and all
our Mam. Congressional delegation.
monster

Lake

Wll A I

M

AIN

K
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protection.
ruiN
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The Republican celebration at Strong. Me.,
will occur August lib
In the third Maine Congressional district, the
democrats and greonbaekers now talk oi putting 1>. II. Tiling of Ml. \ rnon on tin* track

again for

<

’ongi

css.

Representative* Houtello has been invited to
speak during tin- campaign in the Slat* of New
York. New der-i v. Pennsylvania, <>iiio. Virginia, West Virginia and Indian:!.
The Hoston Journal says it can be authoritatively stated that Mr. Hlaitie now propo-c- io
remain in Maine until after the eiec'i.m. with
the exception oi visiting tin New England
Fair. to which In
Gov. Cleveland and Gen.
Hut ler have been invited.
Tin- Portland Argu-. which thinks it is out of
order to examine Cleveland's personal diameter. eontiuues it- us-atiltsmi Blaine's charaeter.
Hut th* M assaults are a poor defence ,»i Cleveland ami u poor illustration «»f it- claim that
persona! characters >f candidates arc not tit
subjects of public eritiei-m.
It was evident a Week or ! wo ago. that Judge
Cleaves would capture the fusion nomination
for < oiigia s in the tir-t Maine dish j< ;. FariaII. Ingraham, e-q.. of 1‘orilaml. who recently
requested tin P>o-ioii P >-l to state that he was
a candidate, cone!tides that discretion is tin*
better part ol valor in ihi- cas* and wriii
a
letter of withdrawal to Thursday's Argils.
—

BFLKAST, TUl'KSDAV, Al aid

SA V.

Democrats talk <>t renominating D. H.
Tiling tor Congressman in the Third district.
It
a llKltt'-r of little
f«inse(|Uenee. |,oWe\rr.
wlr i- -( i-eted. for the re-election of the Il«*n.
1.. Milliken i* certain.
[Portland Pre.—.
It i> easy to elect candidates on paper, xve
knew, hut in our judgment the
prospt -et.s of
the republican partx in a presidential rampaign
haw not bet-n so faxnrabie fur twelve years as
art to-day.
I la w i.«ton Journal.
they
\- w i- the time when the little
*‘hig" men of
t*ie state, who have
always been secretly eniou- and jealous of Mr. Jtlaine. an come out
in opposition to that gentleman and thus !*••
parade*] in the Democratic papers as ••prominent" Republicans who “refuse it. support
Hi due." [A: -took Republican.
* tieeaniji;
promi-es to 1m a very dirty
onWe :nv son
for this. But we re-t sat>ta-»i and seeur* Ilia! no bn ath t >• amlal call
lesi on the prixate eh. r let * r of our candidate.

issi.

I ll*

No ignoble xirr mars
B« njamin l
Butler.

lie

fair
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eon tiding their contents m
pU},jie.
they
merely added to the evidence of his connection
with railroad speculations, and.a< ttc-v were
The Independents Dilemma.
really not needed in order to till out the number called for by the accompanying memoranAfter ! li< nominal ion of Maine and Logan
dum, their production by Mi. Blame seems to
the Independents announced that they .•ould not
Us to strengthen tin
presumption that he went
straight through the package wrested from support tin' i'epuhiican candidal''-, and declarMulligan in the famous interview of May hi. ed that they were “looking with »ii.*iiude to
bTO. at the RiVgs House.
Let t|s have all the
truth about Blaine, and bi Blaine have the tie I)t iiioi-rai ie jiarty.” T in > ampaign mu-l be
benetit of strict and impartial justict in the de- '■"i ducted on moral ground-, the;, -aid, and Mr.
velopment ot the ra>e against iiim.”
Maim* was not good enough tor them.
Y-t

to

of

.MAim.AN

IRC

t

i.\i:

dam-

a<;ai\.

The New A_e turned again in its 1
b*ue
the M ad igan circular, and aim mg other things
material

no

coiisequ*

in-e,

said this

:

•\\ e are prepared j.. say that our neighbor of
the Journal knows that the infamous Madiirmi
circulars were printed in his lb lumber Journal
otJiec from manuscript copy in Mr. Blaine's

hand: and further, he is doubtless aware
t that they were distributed from Mr.
Blaine's house in this city, by him. as chairman
of the Republican Stair < ommittcc at the lime. !
I o this the lb nm-br. Journal replied :
Then you an* prepared to say what is false
in every particular.
Before (toy. Blaisted finally closes what be
has to say on th* siihicct of this circular
we]
hope he will ljnd an opportunity to tell how it
happened that he sent a copy of it to a gentle- 1
man who wrote to him in the
campaign of 1*7.-, !
for campaign documents, if he considered it *
b- infamous document then that he professes
to now. why did lie disseminate it:
Toi'llami
I’ress.

own

of the fa

MEE1INGS.

cu n> AND I L AG-II \

]>IN<

A St. John and Daniel prohibition < iut»
formed in Houlton. Thur.*day evening.

\\a*

is

who-e record as a
ebi/mi, lm-baiid and father, i- unimpcarhed
■•mi unimpeachable. Hi- n< ighbor- adniiia and
re-p.ect him. and hi- pa-tors !ia\e .• ■•riili- d iiia!
in i< gen runs, diiritahlc. and a <'hri-tian
a

man

g- ntleinan.
11.- | ublie record has h. m a-.-ailed. it i- tru**, hut those who weir active in eireula-ing hr charge- again-! him sonic year-ago

h:<\

-inee in vest

iga‘ <■«! them and

are now among

anient supporters of the man They bad
accused unju.-tly.
The mud thrown at Mr.
Maine lias only soiled tie- linger- of tho-, who
th'-ew it.
Tie re i- no stain upon hi- per-on or
th

ni'*st

charge- preferred against him
are utterly ground!* --.
The) an* the -pawn
of hatred and malignity on the part of hip'ditieal opponents. |>ut, wise in their own
cone, ir, and tilled with
contempt for tie* pro-

garments.

t

'e.

Tie*

whom Mr. Maine*- nomination was due.
.-o-eallod Independents- who are either
traders in
disguise or men hidebound

to

the—
Tin

;s.

Maim

with egotism and vanity- declined to support
the lb-publican candidates and “looked with

Tin Hath republican* put out two line Blaine -olieitiui to the
Democrat it party.”
and Logan Hags Friday morning on Front
Mr. Main* *.- great and admitted ability and
street, one of them across from the Sagadahoc
i 1o
and the other from Columbian Hall.
large experience in the public service,and DenI be democrats at Ka*tport 1 aised a Cleveland
rai Logan's brilliant military and civil record
and Hendricks Hag, Thursday night. Speech**,
aie
ignored. Ignored, too, is tin* platform
were made by Col.
Ly;,*-h. eatididate for Conupon which they stand, which proclaims the
gre**, and James A. M<-Georgo f Boston.
A large and enthusiastic meeting of the reprinciple of protection to American industries
publicans of BatI], Thur>da\ e\ ening, organized and the American
laborer;and ignored also the
a Blaine and Logan < lub with a
membership of
further fact that Maine and Logan are the fairIdol.
Addresses were made hy Gen. John L.
Swift of Boston and Gen. Ja*. A. Hall of
ly chosen standard bran vs of the party which
Maiue.
-aved tin L niou, and under whose admini-tra
A “grand democratic Hag raising," w as announced to take place in Farmington. Thurs- tion tliis country lias become great and prosperday night. No one put, in an appearance to ous. All this goes for naught with these soform a crowd and the managers postponed the |
called Independents. The) “looked with .solicigrand demonstration to Friday morning, wnen
the Hag was raised in the presence of less than tude to the Democratic party.” They hoped
twenty-five persons, without even a cheer.
for the nomination of Cleveland or
Hayard—
The Republicans of Bangor inaugurated the
the latter on record as giving aid and comfort
campaign Friday evening hy the dedication of a i
to
the
rebellion—and
the
Democrats gave them
wigwam. There was a large crowd and much
enthusiasm prevailed. Previous to the meeting Cleveland. They ought to be happy.
They
at the hall, the Loyal
the
League paraded
wanted the campaign conducted on moral
streets, which were crowded with people. A
large Hag was llung out on Ohio street with [ grounds, and they have got a man for a leader
music and cheer*, speeches were made at the who has been published far and wide as a liberhall by Hon. Hannibal Hamlin, Hon. Lewis
tine and a drunkard. One Democratic editor exBarker and Hon. C. A BouteHc.
presses the belief that Cleveland i- “a moral
THE CAMPAIGN FROM A TEMPERANCE ST AN I>- !
leper.” and has laid down his j n rather than
POINT.
support him, but the Independents, who say
1 lie Christian Mirror, of Portland concludes
the campaign must be conducted on moral
an article on the recent Prohibition convention
as follows: The nominations of the Prohibition
grounds, are shouting for Cleveland just tin?
party arc for the most part excellent. We have same. They claim to be reformers, but Gov.
the highest respect for Governor St. John, and j
should be glad to see his political advancement I Cleveland sees only a single i.-sue in the present
on the platform of any
party. Looking then at ] campaign, and that is, “the supremacy of the
the current campaign in the single aspect of its ! Democratic
party.” This is a diplomatic way
bearing on temperance, we have the following j of expressing the fact that the
struggle, so far
practical‘status
1. The Republican party, with a platform as the Democratic party is concerned, is merely
silent on Prohibition, but with a candidate, one for the spoils. The tail of the* ticket
ought
known to be personally an abstainant. and pol 1
also to suit these so-ealled Independents and reitic.ally favorable to Prohibition.
formers.
Hendricks
was a hitter copperhead
The Democratic party with a
2.
i
e

«

platform
“sumptuary laws,”—

proclaiming opposition to
during the war. At a speech in ShelbyviHe.
alias, in favor of free rum.
l*eb. .”>, 1 still, he denounced Lincoln
3. The Prohibition party, with platform and | Indiana,
candidates wholly approved, but without the i and the conduct of the war, encouraged resistpossibility of success, and sure, so far as effect- ance to the draft ami advised a compromise
ive at all, to cause the success of the party of
with the rebels. Then and later he was a peaeefree liquor.
He opposed m Congress an
Our readers must judge for themselves I at-auy-price man.
which to favor.
increase of the pay to the negro troops, after
THE COUNTY CONVENTIONS.
they had shown their valor on the field of batThe most of the republican county conven- j tle, voted against the repeal of the fugitive
tions have either been called or already held. | slave laws, and was one of six Senators who
The Androscoggin and Penobscot republican voted
against the Constitutional amendment to
conventions were held Aug. 5, and the Cumberland and Hancock, August 6th
The Aroos- abolish slavery. This is merely a leaf from his
took will be held August 7th, the Waldo, record. More and worse can he said of
him;
August 9th,the York, August 13th, the Frank- hut he is a
part of the ideal ticket of the men
lin, Lincoln and Washington, August 14th,
the Knox, August 19th and the Piscataquis. who cannot support Maine and Logan, and the
August 21st. The Kennebec and Oxford con- platform upon which the Democratic candidates
ventions have been held. Somerset and Saga- stand is on a
par with the standard bearers.
dahoc counties arc, the only two in which the
republican conventions have neither been call- The Independents profess to be satisfied; hut
ed nor held. The Sagadahoc convention pro- really they have greater cause than before to
bably will be held August 20th. The Cumber- “look with solicitude to the Democratic party.”
land democratic and greenback county conventions were held on the same day, August 5th, and they will certainly have to abandon the
the Penobscot democratic will be held Aug. 12, idea of conducting the campaign on moral
the Hancock, Knox. Oxford and Piscataquis
grounds if Cleveland continues to head the
democratic, August 13th, the Aroostook, Somticket.
erset and York, democratic, August 14th and
the Androscoggin democratic, probably on the
18th. Greenback conventions have been called
After stating that the IT. S. government imin Oxford for Aug. 7th, in Waldo Aug. 8th. in
materials for its public buildings free of
Androscoggin and Knox, Aug. 16th. A straight ports
greenback ticket will he run in Waldo county, duty, the temporary editor of the l*rog. Age
and Chairman Foss of the State Greenback
triumphantly exclaims:
committee says one will also be run in AndrosIf the importation of building material free
coggin countv. Fusion slates have already of the excessive
duties imposed bv the Repubbeen arranged in several counties.
lican protective tariff is good for the l\ S. govTHE BIRTHPLACE OF MAINE REPUBLICANISM. ernment, will some rant ing protectionist inform
us why the same
privilege will not be beneficial
The Hon. John J. Perry says that Oxford j
to the citizen at large?
county was the birthplace of the Republican j
That is to say, he cannot understand why, if
party in Maine, though the christening may
have occurred in Franklin, as is maintained by protection is a good
thing, the IT. S. governthe managers of the proposed celebration at
ment, when it has occasion to become an imStrong. It appears also that the name Republican was adopted hy the Michigan convention, porter of foreign materials, should not pay
June 18,1854, nearly two months before the duties to itself. The temporary editor is eviFranklin county convention. There is a trathickheaded.
dition that the name was originally suggested dently

bv Horace

Maine

on

Greeley,

the 7th of

vention at Strong.

but it

first*adopted
August, 1854, by the conwas

in

Wonder if Mrs. Theodore Tilton is for Cleveland?

PRESS

At 9.15, Wednesday morning July Kith the
excursionists left Plymouth in a special car
for Boston, and after a brief stop at the Ilub
took another train for New Bedford. At

freedom and progress. The best men will vote
it, and the worst men will vote against it.
Some will vote ignorantly, with better hearts
than heads; but every vote east against the

Taunton lunch

was brought into the car and
partaken of as we rode along—further evidence
of l)r. Lapham’s forethought and good man-

agement. As the train rolled into the station
amendment is really a vote on the whisky side. | at New Bedford we had glimpses of a number
Let every voter therefore feel the tremendous of whale
ships laid up at the wharves, with
importance of deciding this question for “God canvas nailed over their sterns to protect the
and home and native land,” as against the woodwork from the sun, and one was hove
domination of dram-shops and the triumph of down on her beam ends
undergoing repairs.
the devil. Defeat of the amendment means a i These vessels all have a family likeness.
They
liquor license in the very near future. Victory are bark rigged, square built, with bluff bows,
means prohibition on a rock bottom and better
and a row of painted ports. The whale fishery
enforced than the statutory law, because It has been
declining fora number of years. At
commits all parties to sustain it and shatters
first from the scarcity of whales, but latterly
the hoj.es of the iiquorites to break it down. because of the
discovery and general use of
The question is therefore a vital one. Temper- coal oil. it was a severe and hazardous
calling
ance m< n should be terribly in earnest.
There ami made almost as many widows and
orphans
i> no excuse for iguorance, apathy, or selfish- as does the fatal
Georges fishery nowadays.
lie—, when such a sacred interest is at stake.
New Bedford still sends a few ships to the
The State ought to be Hooded with light and
Polar seas in quest of oii and whalebone.
truth.
Pulpits ought to thunder and papers Here we embarked on tin* Island Home, one of
ought to llumc. Neutrality is a sin. Procras- the Old Colony's licet of steamers, for Martha's
tination i> perilous.
The time Is short. The
Vineyard. There was a brisk breeze blowing
cause i> worthy. The demand i- urgent. Talk,
as we steamed across Buzzards Bay and into tinI ray. work, and vote for this great measure of strait between Naushon Island and tin* main,

morality.

a miniature Hell Gate.
Naushon Island is owned by Mr. Forbes, a wealthy Bostonian, and the
summer residences of himself and sou were

proprietor of the.Springfield House. Nantucket, i> a character. judging from the signs
and announcements about his premises. His
stable bears a sign inscribed Fonde de Caballo
Spanish for horse hotel—and on another building is read Hotel de l*ig, which is French for
hog pen. a notice in the carriage house reads:
“(•least* your axels. Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays." There is a notice in the bar-room
on which Our George will
probably report
Tin-

pointed
in

while his yacht was seen at anchor
The island is said to be in

out,

iittle harbor.

a

part under

of cultivation and well
stocked with cattle and game. The boat landed at Woods Hull and took on a few passengers
and

a

high

state

quantity of baggage and freight and then
beaded directly across Vineyard Sound, in
a

the distance was seen Gay Head, near which the
ill-fated steamer City of Columbus was wreck-

| later.

ed.

We passed, the mouth of Vineyard Haven
Harbor, once known as Holmes' Hole, a great
resort for weather bound roasters, and soon

W. A. Cromwell, chairman of the Democratic State Committee, was interviewed in New
York Hit* oth'T day. He said lit* did not entertain any hope of carrying the State, but ex-

reached
wharf

to

io.o(M).

:

correspondent advises travellers who want
take in Kuropean influences from the be-inning to cross the ocean on the French and
Italian steamships. You feel yourself to be in
Furope as soon as you have left New Yolk, lie
A

;

>.

at

partook three times each day. The hotel and a
large tract of land along the shore is owned by
a company and i> distinct from Cottage City
proper. Here are situated the most costly
cottages, or summer residences,on the island.
One, owned by Oliver Ames, is said to have
cost, with it' internal titling*. £14,000. and
there are other* which were nearly as expensive.
A short distance below the hotel, and
opposite these cottages, is the bathing beaeli.
with a long building devoted to the Use of

and spectacular drama. The soil
here is loose sand, and walking and driving
wire
alike unpleasant until the streets and
sidewalks received

of

!

a

coating of asphalt, mak-

ing them as hard and 'inootii as a floor. It i> a
paradise for bicyclers and trieylers, and ihe'c
two and three wheeled vehicles seemed t" outnumber the four-wheeled.
Our first visit to Cottage Citv was made in
the evening and the seem s presented w«-n-

graph.
I.owi.kim;

The

a

undressed

liird District Democratic Convention,
Waterville Tuesday, nominated D. II.

Alt. Vernon, for Congress and C. B.
ila/eltiuc. L'<p, of Belfast, for Presidential el'•‘•tor.
The proceedings do uot seem to have
been considered of sufficient interest to tele-

l'liing,

landed had

bathers. The weather and water were both
too cold at the time of our visit to bring on;
the bathers in foree, but in the height of the
season the sight i' said to be well worth seeing,
some of the costumes being suggestive of the

5 es, and when the steamers get outside and
the passengers go to the side to turn tliem>< Ives inside out
they say K-u-r-o-p-e:

held

we

is unsurpassed. W. unfloors, while the
sure that all the party have pleasant recollections of the Sea View, its joily landlord and
attentive clerks; and two of them, at least,
often recall the delicious blue lidi. nicei\
broiled and appeliziugly served, of which they

lo

i

which

other you overlook Cottage City. The hotel i>
built almost at the waters edge, and a wid
verandah extends entirely around the building,
opening from the dining-room and office floor.
The electric light turns night into day and a
passenger elevator carries guests to the upper

was

In last week's issue of the Frog. Age the temporal-) editor asserted that certain papers are
“supporting Air. Blaine for a consideration.”
lu v iew of certain events of two years ago this
charge is regarded by some as decidedly rich.
1 lie subject of support for a consideration is
(he last one we should think the temporary
editor would want to introduce.

on

mansard roof and lowers and has two rows of
rooms on the upper floors opening from a hall
the full length of the building. One side commands a wide view ot the Sound and from tin

time Tildrn's barrel overflowed into Maine.

leaves

destination at Oak Blurts.

our

covered way
leading to the Sea View House, where the
party were to spend the next two or three
days. It is a tive-storv wooden structure with

keep the Republican majority down
lie thought that with §50,000 to put
into the canvass they might defeat Robie. The
money would be used, of course, in “retaining"
their own voters, that being necessary, according to the statement of a Democratic organ at
ported

to
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OFF FOR THE VINEYARD.

for

LI•■! L:ir-r.
■

Plymouth, Martha’s
Nantucket.

and

THE ANX17A L EXCURSION OF THE
ASSOCIATION.

ami fathers, to brothers and sons, to men and
citizens, to Christians and philanthropists, to
lovers of order and sobriety, to the friends of

sav

FREDERICK

to

Vineyard

l>LNT,

OK ILLINOIS.

Pilgrimage

A

A.

nominated for Congress and a
striped county ticket adopted. The Penobscot
county Republicans held their convention in
Bangor Tuesday and nominated a strong ticket.
Speeches were made by Representatives Reed
and Bouteiie.

w

Tilt:

Morality.

M.
PHELPS,
The pending issue on constitutional prohibition is really a test of Maine’s morality. The
question is taken out of party politics and put
It appeals to husbands
upon a moral plane.

(

LKAlt VIM»I('ATION.

York 'limes recently published:!
malignant but pluusibly-wi itten* editorial ar1,1 le. accusing Mr. Jilaine ct
suppressing four
of the Mulligan letter* and falsifying with rt
to
them.
tfard
The dates in th- Mulligan m■•inorandum were compared with those of lh
letters read by Mr. Blaine, in order to sustain
the charge.
The Times article was eagerly
seized upon by Mr. Blaine
maligners in tinindependent press, and is mdng the rounds.
But the I democratic New York Sun has analyzed the Times charges, limb th< m false, ami is
trank enough to say so in a column editorial,
of the four letters w:ii.• 11 the Times ae used
Mr. Blaine of suppressing, three were not r< ad
hy him because they \v. iv written to him by
Fisher. and nut l.y him to the latter. The
fourth had no relation to the matter in dispute,
but was nevertheless printed in the Record,
bn the other hand. Mr. Blaine read three letters not included In the
Mulligan memorandum.
and of t liese t lie Sun s;j\
“Blaine certainly gained no advantage bv

and

A. A.

The Cumberland County and First District
Democracy held their conventions in Portland
Tuesday and fused with the Greenback conventions held at the same place.
Nathan

lin county. H<- took’l.oxi nior Cleveland a* a
-ubi* ct and ilwelt largely upon the statu- of Immoral chanu-ter.
He ’then stated that “the
street- i*t Bulhdo ar-.* lineti with (_'!* \ Ian rillegitiniati otispriligs." Thi- is a fact and is
given for all it i- worth. [Waterviilc S- mint !.
It se- nis that charges oj a very graw kind
are being made by new-paper- in N*-xv York,
against the personal chai aett-i of Grover < it-velami.
Por the credit of a gp-at party, and of
fin- country, we sinecicly h e.* these eharges
may be shown to be f:ds*‘. li i- evident. however. that the parly that ---! out on a
campaign
of personal aim-- i- w ry lik- ly to find ii-< 1 f
placed in a */• c/.. rather than ;
position.
[Gardiner Jlome Journal.
«

REV.

BY

tie

of G- n.
Hi- domestic lift haalways been pure am, -w.-el : bis home the
abode of virtue ami truth.
Th
shadow of
sorrow lias fallen upon if. hut new-rthe -i-.tdow
of dishonor.
.Rockland opinion.
Alter r- ading tin ref* ni de\.-lopujeiits regarding < "< velamP- inimora bit--. w*
rreminded of a remark made bv a phrenologist
win* was lecturing a year or two ago in Frank-

A

Maine

I'KKLINOIII YSKN.

HI T

The Cleveland papers an* reviving tin* long
ago exploded story about Mr. Blaine's alleged
neglect when at the head of the State department. to attend to the case of Daniel McSwceney, an Irishman claiming American citizenship, who was imprisoned in Ireland while
on a visit there.
Mr. Blaine is represented as
being deaf to ali the entreaties which reached
him in behalf of Mi Sweeney. The fact is, this
all happened in 1882. after (iartield had been
assassinated. Arthur had become his successor and Blaine had
been supplanted in the
Cabinet by Frelinghuyscn. The opponents of
Mr. Blaine have hard luck in their eilbrts to
head oil'the 1 rish-American vote for Blaine and

BLICAN CAMPAIGN.

THE REl’l

Uixuiuss.
At Cleveland,
uhio, Saturday, Maud S. beat all previous record* by trolling a mile in *2.0'.),, This
eclipses
*s lavcnt record of 2.10.Teenier
day K\e
d' I' aled
Saturday on a four mile race at
Mll:

novel and interesting. Along the main avenue
brilliantly illuminated with ihe electric light,
were large hotels, restaurants, and >hop> ot all
kinds, and turning from this street into a

Point, New York, beating the four mile
narrow way we come upon cottages, thousands
«l. J1 is lime was 2«i minutes o2i seconds, j
of them side by side, tilling street after street.
In the center is the Tabernacle, a great
I lie Boston Transcript was asked to state
tl>'* grounds of the opposition to Mr. Blaine, iron roof, circular in its general form and
and its reply, divested of the off-exposed false- graceful in appearaiua 'Upported on pillars.
At one side is the preachers platform and thenhood" with which it is garnished,
may be conare seats for upwards of two thousand people.
densed into these words: “The Massachusetts
dudes do not like Mr. Blaine." The brawn and The edifice is surrounded by oaks under which
brain of Massachusetts is, however, for Blaine. services were formerly held. Near In i> a large
wooden church of phasing arch licet lire and
The dudes must go.
with a handsome interior. The cottages are of
The senior of the Gardiner Home Journal is all kinds, the average about like tho>e on l’ark
rusticating, ami in the last issue of the paper Row. Northport Campground, and occasionally
ai: appeal i» made to
delinquent subscribers to we saw the canvas covered frame work of the
early days of camp-meetings. lint talo n as a
pay up, concluding as follows:
i> no place ju>t like this.
It i- tinHe can live and support his
family on the whole there
iph he catches and what his neighbors give only ( ottage city: and our liM ..pat it left
him, but the bands have to have
money.
an impression that we had vi-ited fairyland.
<»uk

ic.o:

The Democrats of Virginia have secured
Xira sessiou of the
Legislature and will
•bstrict tin* State. They say that this “will

Of this

of other resorts at the time of our
visit—it may he said: “There is nchody here."
Comparatively few of the cottages within or
without the Camp-groiim! wen* occupied, and
signs of to let and for sale were numerous.

an
reon-

Democratic victory.” This is an admission that without resorting to
gerrymaud-

'iiic

big

a

Republican victory

a

was

Rut many of the cottages .vere built for rent
and it is safe to assume that most of them will
be occupied during August. Judging, how-

possible.

Attention i- milled to the notice in our adverting columns of the great Republican mass
meeting to be held at Maranocook on

from conversations with those who derive
their gains from a crowd of visitors. Cottage
City has seen its best days; or rather has atever.

Tuesday

Aug. 12th. There will be speaking from
-c\t
p stands and a
large number of brass
bands will be present.
ix xi.

tained the high-water mark of popularity and
is now on the ebb. There is said to !>• a conflict between those who assume to be manag-

Llliot says the civil service plank of
ibe Republican platform is a dishonest
plank.
It was framed,,
planned and fastened into
place by his fellow Independent, (ieorge William < urtis. (i. W. has the tloor.
1 rot.

ing the affairs of the place purely in the interest
religion, and the more worldly mind* d. Many

of

who leave tln-ir homes for a few week' vacation
find it irksome to conform to rigid rules and are
inclined to eat drink and he merry free from

Mr. Austin K. Bbilbriek, of Rockland, formerly of Belfast, has bet $11)0 to $50 that
Blaine wiil be elected president, with Dr. K. L.
Lastabrook. The money was put up on the
spot. Mr. John .Simpson being stakeholder.
An article on the 4th page of this week's
Journal gives some of the reasons
why the

workingmen

of this

and will vote
tial

reasons,

We

country dislike Cleveland
against him. They are substan-

too.

pleased to notice that one of our cxchanges that has favored free rum and opposed
prohibition lias come out in favor of the Conare

Mitutional amendment.
icle.

[Farmington

1

Chron-

party began to wonder how visitors manage.to
kill time. That is apt to be the impression
on a first glimpse at watering place life anyIn

days however the problem is
solved, and you fall readily into the life of the
habitues, and enjoy it. There are boats arriving every few hours, and at such times the pier

Name!
I be \Y eek, of
Toronto, Canada, usually an
unfriendly critic of Republicans, lias only
words of commendation for that
portion of
Mr. Blaine’s letter which relates to our
foreign

a

few

visited to look at the new arrivals. An hour
or two is devoted to bathing.
The arrival of
the daily papers is also an event, and then
comes the reading and discussion of the news.
Then there are excursions, private parties and
the pleasures of the table. And at Oak Rlull's,
Is

policy.

]>r. W. IJ. I.apharn—a good
authority—says
Cleveland has no Maine blood in his veins.
This is something Maine
should he

the street from the Sea View, is one
just
of the finest skating rinks in the country, owned
by Winslow, the maker of the skate hearing his
name. It is illuminated at night
by the electric
light and a tine band plays every evening.
Here the victims of the roller craze may disport themselves; hero witness the best professional skaters, games of polo, aud skating
across

people

About November r> there wiii be a
big Blaine
[Marinas Union.
Cleveland lias his wash out now—and it is a
very dirty one.
'Vasil out i

<»ur

contemporary of the Dexter Gazette
«<y* be feels like a twin brother to the editor
ot the .Journal.”
We know now where to bor-

parties in costume. From one side of the rink
you step out upon abroad verandah,commanding an extended view of the Sound. The
skating floor is a particularly fine one and is

dollar.

row a

surveillance. This i> sail, but nevertheless true.
So some of the former habitues of Cottage
Ciiy are seeking fresh fields and pastures new;
and this may also be said of another class, who
dislike crowds and the attendant noise and confusion. Vineyard Haven and Kdgartown are
securing some of the latter class, of the first
named we cannot speak from personal observation, but Edgertown is certainly as restful
as a country graveyard.
Of a visit to this
place we shall have something to say later.
After the first day at Oak Rlutf the most of ttie

where.

thankful for.

as

The merchants and manufacturers of Portland, irrespective of party were to give Mr.
Blaine a grand reception in City Hall,
Portland,
last evening.

laid at each end so that tin* skater does not
the grain of the wood. The planks are
set in as thus roughly indicated-

cross

The voters of Waldo county should bear in
mile! the fact that the present officials ran the
county in debt some $3,000 last year.
Cleveland and Hendricks have been notified
their nomination. In November next they
will hi; notified of their defeat.

of

THE

There is no Thing that can beat Milliken, but
the Democrat* will probably nominate D. H.

Thing.
----

'1 In- Prog. Age will not help Cleveland by
ridiculing Union soldiers.

Henry Ward Beecher is
land

an

original Cleve-

man.

A quarantine has been established by the
government at Delaware Breakwater to guard
the entrance of the bay.
St. Louis is ambitious to hold a world's fair
in commemoration of the 400tb
anniversary of
the discovery of America by Columbus.
An

interesting volume

will he issued sbortlv

at Washington containing consular
reports of
l he credit and trade system of the several countries of the world.

The

Hydrographic

YACHT

KLECTKA.

Vineyard Sound is a famous cruising ground
for yachtsmen, but we were too early to see
the New York yacht fleet and too late to enjoy
the sport of blue fishing, which is done by
trolling from a sailing craft. One yacht was,
however, anchored off Oak Bluff the evening of
our arrival, a new and handsome steam screw
sehoouer of about 200 tons, owned by Elbridge T. (Jerry, of New York, and named Electro. She is lighted by Edison’s electric system
|
throughout, including headlight, and at the
masthead is a light of 100 candle power. Her
internal fittings are said to be of the finest description and nothing was omitted in her con-

j

struction that would contribute to comfort and
|
safety, while externally she is a very handsome
•craft. The Electro was bound east, and has
since visited Portland and Bar Harbor.
A

FINISHED

TOWN.

Office of the Navy Depart- \
Martha’s Vineyard not only has a horse rail1
inent has completed a set of
meteorological
charts of the North Atlantic which will be of ; way system which encircles Cottage City, but a
incalculable benefits to the marluer.
steam railway as well, the latter extending from

the wharf in front of the Sea View to Edgartown and Katama, a new watering place on the
South shore, where baked clams are set before
the visitors. The road is a narrow gunge, is
built along the shore at the water’s edge, much
of the way on trestle work, and the train consists of a locomotive, baggage and passenger
It has not been a paying investment, and
this is partly due to the location of the track,
the winter’s storms destroying a good part of
the road bed every season. We bad ali beard
of-Edgartown as one of the old towns of Massachusetts, and as once the home port of a large
car.

whaling fleet, and so several
up to visit the place. With

par

ies

one or

made

we re

two

exceptions the verdict was that the time had been
misspent. There was no sign of life either past

present, unless the graveyard may be accepted as such, and one disgusted tourist declaror

ed that ali he

monkey.

saw was a

Grass

revenue

<

utter

growing in the

was

and

a

streets,

the houses generally resembled those in most
New England towns, and neither tin* scenery
the surroundings

nor

were

N AN

Friday, duly IStli,

attractive.

ri'CKKT.

an

excursion

was

made to

Nantucket, and the sail of thirty miles cadi way
oil the steamer .Moiiohansett,
and the four
hours spent oil Ihe island, were alike enjoyable.
The weathci was perfect, and the waters of the
S mnd so smooth that tlie mo-t susceptible had
not even a suggestion of seasickness.
“Nantucket is describe'! as a curiosity pickled in
brine that imw lives on reminiscences and summer boarders,’* says the New York Herald, an I
that tells the story in a few wolds. It is queer
and quaint and altogether unlike any other
place the writer ha-ever seen. The town itself
i-

compactly built,

paved with

with streets

cohble stones and sidewalks of brick and Mag-

ging, but tin warehouses erected ill the prosperous day- of whale fishing are empty and the
grass grows before then doors and between the
cobble slum's in the streets. The population of
the place has fallen in forty years from b.upu to

3,000, lmt the

months bring many visitors to occupy the eotlages and !i!i the hotels,
and then the town presents quite a lively asAs our steamer came alongside tie
pect.
summer

wharf the voice of the town crier, a noted
character, was heard. An American Mag on a
short staff hung ov r one shoulder and at intervals he rang a bell. He announced the hour for
the departute of the train to Seoiiset on til'-

newly completed railway, and the hour
boat

was

to

leave.

Sunn* of the

the

party look the

train for Siasconset.—< ailed Seonsej for short
nine miles distant.
The road i- a narrow
guage. witli ears like tho opt u ear- on tie- Bos-

railways and the rate of spe-d is
> onset is
not alarming.
a
ti-liing village
eompo-ed of (plaint little houses and occupied
by even quainter people, but here also ha- been
invasion of

summer

visitors and there

are a

number of modern ami ornate cottages. The
broad Atlantic stretches unobstructed In to;-,the beach, and after
a

grand sight

to

storm

a

ste

the

it i- said

surf

roll

in,

to

be

but

the visitor-, were not lavoren with an exhibition of this sort, and after an
unsatisfactory
meal at one ot the so-called hotels started un
the reiuru triii. A recent letter to a Y w York
p:»p«*r says of the nativ* population ol Nan-

tucket

All show by their manner-, and -p( eiallv by
u-e of nautical similitudes in
ordinary conversation. their maritime ancestry.
If you
meet an i-!ander with whom
you have become
familiarly acquainted, instead of asking you
U here are y on going?'* live to mu tlie
greeting
will 1h “How are you heading?" The farmer
whom vou engage to supi ly produce for
your
t able will agree t(. “land" milk or veg< tallies
from his wagon at your door, fresh picked from
hi-garden. If a lady wants you to assist her
••

in winding some worsted by holding the skein,
and you an- careless in the performance of the
"Mice. -In may tell you to hold it “taut" or you
will get tile yarn in a iangle. In hastily eating
!i-h a man may get a bone •‘athwart" his throat.
If you ride in a wagon and your -« at moves the
driver may a-k you to shift it “midship-" or
“Ion
or “aft," or to “sit to leeward," a> the
e.i-i
may be. Don't seek to get a joke on an "id
>alt. or you may be told too late that there was
m v "rany Use of try ing to get “to windward"
of him.
A young lady who walk' I from In r

into the parlor at night without, a light
told m- that she ran “head on" to tin* mantelI'i*and sin- might have added, a- her m-e
was biui-ed. that she had “shivered her cutwater." ihough she didn't.
An ardent tempei:in-e
advocate (and there are many -udi on the
1-laud informed me that the only time be was
'wr drunk he was
dreadfully sick, and he
didn t get relief till lie “broke bulk," and In
concluded that one experience was enough for a
• •"time.
All lU' -*
xpre--ioiis, ami many
more equally quaint. I have heard in actual
eoiiveI'sation, nut I don't believe sonic others
which have been told me. i wholly discredit
the statement that a Nantucket girl complained
to her m ther that her beau, on the
previous
evening bad kHsed In r unawares on her “starboard" cheek, and that the fright caused her to
jump so suddenly from her seat that she “parted her corset haw-t r:“ nor do 1 take
any -lock
ill t he story ! hat the vv ife of all old vvhal< r. oil
seeing a bustle oil the person ■>!' a modern society woman, wondered what use she had for
such “big quarter galleries." Nor that a young
man on returning after a long
voyage told hi-vveethcart. who was standing on tin- wliart
his
awaiting
landing, that he knew her lie
minute le* “sighted her catheads."
to >m

a

Fog.

of a game of polo between tin* Quoddys,
News of Belfast and Vicinity.
Some of llit* Belfast excursionists while at Bar
Eastport team, and the Bar Harbor team.
Harbor last week called upon Mr. Blaine.
The rink is larger than ours but neither ex| Clam bakes are now the fashion, ami almost daily Alfred staple?, of this city, with a stable team,
ternally nor internally compares with the home crowds may he seen along the shores of the bay.
collided with another team in Bridge street, Saturinstitution, while the floor is a very ordinary I Complaint is made that petty thieves are again at day
evening and was thrown out. His left shoulder
one of spruce boards.
With the exception of work in Grove cemetery, stealing plants and des- was dislocated
and the carriage was more or less
willows
&e.
The
is
troying
penalty
severe
two little girls who did some fancy skating
very
injured.
and it will go hard with the offenders if
are
they
very gracefully and well, there were no skaters
The annual session of the Grand Lodge of Odd
caught.
among those who appeared before the polo
Fellows will take place at Bangor on Tuesday the
The front of the Howes store on Main street, fitted
12th. Arrangements have been made for reduced
garnet was called, equal to the average skaters
up for Mrs. McCarthy, has a novelty in sash. The
tares on the boats and railroads. Odd Fellows from
of Belfast. But enough of criticism.
At
lower sash contains large plates of clear glass
Belfast and vicinity can go either by boat or train.
o’clock a signal was sounded to clear the floor while the
upper has very small panes, a part of
Hie session bids fair to be a very
interesting one.
for the polo players, and the two teams ap- whi' h are colored.
Ih. 11. A. Lamb, of Portland,
formerly of Linpeared on dress parade. The teams were comW. H. Sanborn, met with an
while
injury
firing eolnviile, will deliver a lecture,
Sunday Aug. 17th,
posed of young men and boys. The Quoddys a salute to the Bangor Excursionists, on Monday. I at 1
emple Heights, Northport. Subject—“Immorwore white shirts, with blue
He
was
the
and
when
the
priming
gun,
trimmings
cartridge ex
I he lecturer will
tality.
from a
to
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Those who made an excursion to Bar Harbor on the steamer Queen City one year ago
were favored with bright sunshine and smooth
water, and found Maine’s most noted watering
place both hot and dusty. The excursion on
Thursday last showed the reverse of the picture, and was attended by fog and rain and not
a few discomforts.
Nevertheless not many are
disposed to grumble as they look back upon
their experiences of the two days over which
the excursion extended. When the start was
made the fog of the night before was sealing
oil'and all hoped for a pleasant day. Leaving
Belfast at 7 a.m., a call was made at the Camp
Ground where some forty were added to the

blue caps, and the Bar Harbors red and white
caps with red sashes at their waists, both clubs
wearing knickerbockers. Each player carried
a stick about the
length and thickness of a

excursionists, making the total number on
board about two hundred and fifty. Dr. A. S.
Davis

hand to salute us as we passed Turtle Head, and perhaps that
may have
had something to do with the ill luck which
followed. When we passed Cape Hosier the
fog shut in so thick that the whistle was soundnot

was

on

at

and

as we

the best of it. 'The Hodick and Grand Central
>he||,-red the larger number, but there were
f« w of the hotel registers which did not show
from Belfast.

NUli:i> YACHT.

noted craft, one of three participants in a
mi<l-winter race across the Atlantic that will
he forever memorable in yachting annals.
The
match wa> first made at a New York Yacht
Club dinner, given on the evening of Oct. 27,
ls33, by the iv-peetivc owners of the Fleetwing

jibs. jib-top-ails, fore and main gafl' topsails,
mnintopmust staysails, storm staysails, try-ail- and -quare-ails.
The linal agreemeut of
all was a- follow-: "It i- agreed that the
boats engaged in tiie ocean race may shift anything but balia-t, and that tile race ends with
tie1 light "li the we-t end of the Isle of Wight,
bearing abeam the yachts on the Channel
eour-e bound for Cowes.
The yachts to start
on Tuesday, P
-ember 11th, at one o'clock P.
m.. blow high or idow io\v.’?
The yachts were
almo-t exactly of tli»■ sane* size, although difHenrietta

d'h"
23

feet

beam,
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family nomenclature of to. island i«111it• a.- singular, and alway s can-. .- r« mark by
isitors who make a protracted stay. 1..
than
a dozen names are included
in thi- !i-i of Unsettlers,
and
original
nearly half of tln-m are ii"
longer heard on the island. < )lh<-r-eame after.--

from the main land, amt swelled the
number of early family names to perhaps tift'*en.
Tin ir il' secii'lauts multiplied to -m l. an
extent that double Christian names wen
a
matter of neees-ity to avoid confusion, and m
eases
is
it
found
in
of
many
m.-ecs-ary
speaking
a person to include
Very aj p.-llai ic*n lest he be
(-unfounded with another who shares in par'
the same name.
'Phils we In ar of ( liarielTederiek Coffin and (ieorge Wemiall 31;.ey !"
distinguish them from -oun- other Charles
< otliu or (ieorge Macv. and tin- words
••junior"
and “second” and “third" and even “fourth'’
liiu-t sometimes he added to tin- surname to
assure identity.
•'till others, who have no
middle name, are sometimes identified by the
locality of their residence. <>no Joseph Fi-her
was known a- “M:ide<juet Joe," and a Charles
* ->:lin was called “l’oeomo Charles,'’ that
they
might not be confounded with others
These
original families have married and inlermarricd
until nearly every man. woman and child descended from the early settlers i- related to
every other and it may well be believed that
kinship here is a good d -ai mixed. That veritable ancient mariner, < aptain William Baxter,
now in his eightieth year, i> thi
recognized
oracle in matters of gen. aiogy and family
relationships on tin- island; and in- ii i- who imy authority for the statement that there anmen on the island who can he shown to be th< ir
own great uncles!
lie -ay- lie know- of child
ren who are the second cousins of their own
mothers! Furthermore, he ha-pointed out to
in” more than one man who was liv.lli a l.rolher-in-law and grand nephew of hi- third eoiisin !
And to cap the climax, he said that he onct
called at a house at which a tea party was uti Bifid! headway, and of eight ladies present ll\<•
were both first and second cousin.- and sisterin-law uf one another: and yet to this day tiemind of not one of tln-m had been so far affected in the successful effort to trace out the
-inuosities of the relationships that it has been
found necessary to send In r to a lunatic asylum.
And the Captain told me that if 1 doubted the
storv he could show me the cover of the identical teapot in w hich the inspiring beverage was
drawn on tin* memorable afternoon.
With a
demonstration so convincing 1 need not -ay that
1 “tumbled to tin* racket.*’
ward
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The 20th Maine Regiment \*soeiuti«m recently decided to ask outside assistance m raising the balance of fund* neees*ary !<• complete
their monument on
Little Round Top.”
i'ti
first response to their circular, come* from
Senator Frye, who made a liberal eontrihuti ill.
Warren Ward of Auburn, died on Friday,
aged 00 years. He was t tie proprietor ot HurdsUale farm. Canton, and bad large business connections in New York, where he was a member of the firm of Warren Ward A Co., furniture dealers, Broadway. The cause of death
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Jennie Bartlett, 19 year* of age, committed
suicide,Thursday morning, in Bo*ton. by swallowing carbolic acid. Slu* came to Boston from
Bangor, Me., two years ago and for some time
past had been out of work. She had no numex
and became very much depressed in spirits on
that account.
The receipts from customs ui Maine ports,
during the fiscal year ended June :»uth. iss4.
were as follows:
Bangor, $4s.973; Lamport,
$43,352; Portland, $024,272. For the corresponding period Iasi year the receipt* from
these ports were : Bangor, $71,772; Ka*tport,
$88,017; Portland, $750,837.
Two thousand five hundred people were at
the temperance meeting at Lake Sebago Saturday and 0,000 Sunday. The Leering Zouaxc*
were present Saturday.
Speeches were mad**
by E. C. Farrington, Rev. L. W. L« Lueheui,
Mr. llember, liev. B. M. Stone, Rev. H. C.
Munson. Senator Frye, Congressman Lingley,
Gen. Dow and others.
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over rules.
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may
think the Belfasts are the best dub in the State.”
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the gems is valued
at £000, and that there an* others which, it is
said, can not be duplicated. The first mentioned is a tourmaline, almost square and nearly
halt an inch long, and in color a beautiful deep
emerald given. 'There are others of the same
color but smaller, which none but an expert
could distinguish from emeralds. Others are
of

Our George and the writer preferred a stroll
through the town to a ride on the narrow gunge
and soon found a resting place on the Pdulfju-t
of a very deep blue-green, shading from blue to
beyond the picturesque residence and studio of
Eastman Johnson. Below us were cranberry green as they catch the light, while others are
holds, and beyond them a sandy beach frequent- of a lighter green, shading off to the palest sea
ed by bathers. Along the fan* of the Bind,
Then' are three or four pink ones,
which is merely a hank of sand some forty feet green tint.
above the marsh, are summer cottages, and the closely resembling the pink topaz; one of a deep
one most
remote from the village i> where
red, and some an* almost clear white. All
Charles O'Conor died. It is a large many-gabthese are tourmalines, and the lowest priced
led building, and is the most costly residence on
the island.
Adjoining it is a one-story brick stone is ss. A number of beryls are included in
building which contains the valuable library of tin* collection. These are all white, and would
this eminent jurist. The residence is occupied
with many for diamonds. They range in
by a relative of the deceased. We had a good pass
dinner at the Springtield House, where we were price from £2 to something ever $100. We
fortunate in meeting two Maine men, natives of wen*, shown a
ring set with a green tourmaline
Washington county, Messrs. E. A. A. M. B. and two
beryls, price $;*r>.00, that duplicated
Leighton, who are carrying on a large and
successful business as contractors and builders
with an emerald and diamonds would cost
at Nantucket and Cottage City.
We learned
twenty times as much, and few could detect the
from others that the Leightons are to he creditalso exhibited the gems
ed with the best work done on either of the difference. Mr. Moses
islands, and we certainly found them very in the rough and the rock formation in which
courteous ami well informed gentlemen. After
they arc found, and he explained to us that
dinner they drove us to all the points of interthere are tourmalines and tourmalines. One is
est and did much to give u> pleasant impressions of our brief stay in Nantucket. Among merely an opaque stone, the other luminous
other places visited was the new hotel, Tieand a gem, and only at Mt. Mica have these
Nantucket, on Brant Point, at the entrance of
been found in Maine. It is thought the
the harbor. The building lias an ocean front- gems
mine lias been nearly if not quite exhausted, so
age of 200 feet, and the view from the platform
on the roof of the main building is superb. The
that these stones may never be duplicated, but
grand parlor on the second floor is a magnifi- it will
probably be worked again this fall. The
cent room. The lloor is of birch on which are
laid costly rugs, the ceiling is of California red mine was first discovered in 1820 by two stuwood between the beams, and the walls are dents Ezekiel Holmes and Elijah L. Hamlin,
tinted a sage green. The sleeping rooms are
of Hon. Hannibal Hamlin.
small, a common fault with summer hotels. the latter a brother
But to tell all that we saw would extend this Prom an area of about thirty feet square, nearaccount, already too long, to inordinate length,
ly forty varieties of minerals have been taken.
and much as we would like to record further
Of course, the finest were found in the early
of
this
and
to
do
foil
delightful trip,
impressions
justice to those who contributed to its pleas- days, but those who had the matter in hand
ures, we must bring these notes to a close. On
do not seem to have realized their value. ColSaturday the party Look the boat at Oak Blulls lectors from all
parts of this country and
for Woods Holl, and proceeded thence over the
Old Colony railroad to Boston. Here ended various parts of Europe sent hither for specithe 21st annual excursion of the Maine Press mens, and the rarest of the gems were scatterAssociation. It only remains to he added that
ed fa:* and wide, never to be recovered again.
at a meeting held Thursday evening at the Sea
Mew the member- of the Association extended Among the highly prized tourmalines now in
a vote of thanks to the Maine Central and EastEuropean collections, the late Prof. Shepherd
ern Railroads, through Paysoii Tucker, Gener
some of these
al Manager; Old Colony Railroad, through J. and others felt sure there were
R.
Kendrick, General
Manager; Samoset Maine gems. The finest tourmaline ever found
House, Plymouth, I). II. Maynard, proprietor, and kept in this country is now in possession
and Sea View House, Cottage City, II. M. of the heirs of Prof.
Shepherd; the second best
Brownell, proprietor; the Plymouth Society of
Plymouth, through Arthur Lord, Esq., local is in the Hamlin family, and the third is now
committee; and Messrs. Avery, Doten and among the collection on sale at Bar Harbor.
Andrews, of the local press of Plymouth. EsPOLO AT TIIK CASINO.
pecial thanks were tendered Dr. Win. L. Lapham of Augusta, chairman of the committee of
Many of the excursionists were patrons of
for
the
the
of
ararrangements,
perfectness
the Belfast rink and naturally found their way
rangements, and the admirable manner in
which they were carried out, under his person- to the Casino, as the Bar Harbor rink is called,
al supervision.
while others were attracted by an announce-
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Bcfon the party left the boat to go their
vend ways sight-seeing it was announced
that the start home would be made at 4 instead of o p. m., because of the threatening
aspect of th-- weather. Some who were provided with liue li baskets at once engaged buckboards for drives to the points of interest, and
other-, went to the hotels and restaurants for
dinner with appetites sharpened by the salt sea
air. At 4 p. m. when the excursionists returned to the boat there was a thick fog and a
strong southeaster blowing and Capt. Barbour
thought, it was not prudent to venture out.
>.ieb contidenee was placed in the judgment of

one or mole

a quantity of powder into his right
The gun was not properly swabbed out
after the preceding discharge.

>

skirted the island it seemed like
comparatively low land. Duly at the entrance
to Bar Harbor was the outline of Green Mountain faintly revealed for a moment.
There
were a few seasick ones on board who were
not sorry to stand once more at terra lirma.
out.
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intervals, and although the mist lifted
now and then it was
only to shut in again, and
vo the sail was robbed of most of Its
pleasure.
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EXCLUSION OF WHICH IT MAY BE SAID
THAT ‘‘ALL IS WELL THAT ENDS WELL.”
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Harbor
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due
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contracts and tenders of amends for torts.”

city government paid

Tlu*

the

July roll of

counts, without drawing on the taxes for the
rent year, and has money in the treasury.

UltOVK CEMKTKKY.
There are graves, dear graves, on the sunny Knoll*
Where the tiny wavelets of grasses roll,
When the west wind blows, in summer time
And breathes its song, with the wild birds chime,
And the maple throws its shade across
The lowly graves of the loved and lost.
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It i* expected that “Leo. F. BrackLodge of (food Templars of ibis town will
adjourn their im ting to-night Thursday the 7th
iu-i.. to Friday evening the l'»Lh inst., when they
ari to have a public meeting b> be addressed by
Dr. Biilings ! Freedom, and M. J. Dow of Brook.-.
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1 in. \MF,M»MIVI( \ \J 1 A11,
R« V. A. A. Phelps i tomb
and lot in (trove Cemetery, reported that
.i
-111.■ iii audiem-e on
tin* <*onsliLullona1 ! there is no
law authorizing the city to enter into
ii !'I'
...
“a rhursday evening last.
the arrangement suggested, also that in their
Neal I > w, of Portland, will deliver a
opinion the sum would not he suiU'denl- Report
eric* ot campaign speeches In Waldo county as
accepted... .< »eo. \V. Patterson and otln*rs petitionf I io\v
Burnham, August 11, I'uity 12, Thorn- ed for a road
beginning at the terminus of the road
1
Brooks 14, Belfast 15, and Other place* to
leading by sears Nickerson and to Samuel Ames’,
ged I■ >r. It is hoped the people will turn them e across land.*- of T. C. Nickerson, Mary \V.
N.
for ill.-;, arc- *urc to he well repaid_
Crosby, .John Carr, Bcnj. Black, M. Robbins and
M" I
E. Willard. tlie head of the Women’s
David Crosby, to the back road leading from Beliii Temperance I'nion and one of the ablest
fast to Nearsport, at a point to the westward of the
a
this country will addre ss the citizens of house of David ( rosby. Referred-It was orderB
t. in b.-half of the amendment on
Friday ed that the time fixed for lir.it discount on high.i.iog A tig 2!*i ii ...John B. Finch, of Nebraska,
way taxes be extended to August 15 ...It was
1 the ord*-r of Good Templars of the world,
ordered that the city solicitor be authorized to ac«.tk at Belfast >ept. 5th....M. J. Dow, of cept from owners of sell. Jamo Holmes, for dam1'
W, t;., will continue to speak at public ages to Cppcr Bridge, the sum of $25 in full set.i.!ii• g* of
x. Lodges on the question of the tlement— It was ordered that the Finance Com-

\

an-wer

alls.... F.

.«! v,.
A
v!

sih

holds

B'

AppK
iniont

himself in readiness

to

1

W.

Gowen, of Freedom, will
\ug.7th; LineolnvilleCent’r
orner. Aug. nth; Centre Mont-

t 'ii,
<

Pith....Dr.

A.

J.

Billings

mittee be

authorized to examine the accounts of
the collector of taxes for 1**3, and tin; treasurer’s
account for the same, and if found correct to cameel the bon* 1 of the

of Freedom

treasurer

M. J. Dow of Brooks will

was

collector for that year....The

authorized

to

cancel the deed of

—

■

last

Sat-

Grand

t

Worthy

make

an

excursion

to

Bueksport

some

da\

very

to

J. 15. Harsh Ksq., president of the Crestou
National 15.ink and of the Crestou Doan and Trust
Co. Iowa, with his family are guests at the Soarsport House. This company docs a large business
in

of

hay still remain to he cut.

making loans secured by mortgage on improved
Iowa, a very safe and profitable kind of

investment.

Warren and wife
feel that
of the

our

are

on

not

the birth

«

f

their son, but

we can

fortune than

grow up

to

wish him
a

we

for the little

as

Belfast Aug. Uth

at

Iloii.-e

Saturday evening.

was

held

at

the Town

K.

The

message
that the

announcing
Merriman, bound

was

roc,

ived

here

Monday

< apt. John
Hong Kong,
was
ashore in the China Sea and that $1:5,(KM)
was wanted for salvage.
The owners immediately
cabled to abandon Lae ship as that sum was more

than she

Australia

interesting.

The

concert

in the

Mr. Merrill made

a

evening

loading

for San Francisco.

Castine.

Preparations

arc

village

new

ain

<>ur

citizens

j

at

the

west

old

Regiment,

place here next
week, the l.'Jth and 14th lust. Quite an interesting
time may be expected.V select dance was held

a

in Town Hall

on

Wednesday evening.

The ladies

s

that the Summit House

on

Mr.

J

\ ii.i.i;.

have

and

haying
report about two thirds as much as last
Dr. Shaw
year. A few put it as low as one half
and lamily have returned to their home in Lowell.
Mrs. Turner I Jerry of Portland, is \isitingal
—

\
j
J

father’s, Mr. .Madison Whitten.... Most of the
~ed, with good results_Mr.J.W.

Clement lias been

visiting

bis friends in town,

hut

has returned to bis

place of business.... Rev. Mr.
I’urriiigion preached at. Centre Mmitville last Sunday afternoon-

Brookk. farmers are nearly done baying. If
gentlemen two to one, showing a
scarcity of the latter this year, and putting them there had been a full crop it would have been very
ciiee-e made at this taetory this year in pronoun*As it is there is a good deal ot
at a disadvantage in many ways_Some of the '• discouraging work.
ed the be.-t ever made here-Mr. J. 1C Staples
younger ladies of the Methodist Society had a sale ! damaged hay.\nios Hatch nought quite a quanlias injured his hand «piite severely with a chisel.
of refreshments and fancy articles in Town Hall
j tity wool in this town last week. Reynolds and
t
11. 'I'hurlough intends to train his stallion
on Thursday evening, but owing to the
pouring ! Hailey at South Iirooks have also been buying, but
Leilo for the fall races.
rain they did not realize as much as usual from
price.- are low, and the sum total received is unsatisfactory. The reduction of the duties on farm
Pnosi i.i r. Cyrus Cheney and wife of North their sales....Quite a large party of ladies and
Haven. Cl., after an absence of ten years, are in gentlemen went t.. Ryder's on the Queen City Sat- product.- mean- something to the farmers of W aldo
town on a visit to Gooding Grant and other friends.
urday evening, to attend the ratification meeting county-Frank .Jcllison and wife lost their little
boy last week->am Randall who purchased the
Mr. (
moved from here Ju years ago....Mrs. and enjoy a dance. Lawrence Cornet Band accomLang farm” has been pronounced insane and
Aiv th Mudgett, of New York, and Mrs. Mills, of panied them. They returned in the small hours, j
sent to the in-am- hospital
Mrs. Caro W. lilaisKan.-a-, her >i>ler, arc the guests of Mr. Willard announcing their arrival with stirring music_
Rev. Geo. C. Adams, of si. Louis, a native o| tlii«lell, nee Penney, is now with her little buy, visitM udgett.... Willard Colburn and family are spendher old home in Iirooks. We all remember her
ing the summer ai Richard Kil mans-Mrs. James village, now spending the summer with his family ing
a.- a lir.-t cla.-s .-• bool teacher-Frank Forbes is at
at West Brooksvillc, preached at the. Orthodox
t.anvty will he at home from St. John, N. B., this
home from Hates... .Cora Forbes is spending the
week. Ilulhert Graut leaves town Monday for church on Sunday. All who had the good fortune
summer at the farm.... Rev. Mr. Drew of HampFl!~worih, when; he has employment-Capt. to hear him, must he convinced that he is an earnest, effective preacher, and a zealous worker in the den spoke at tlie Davis school house in .Jackson
Willard Keen, wile and family were at home last
last Sunday forenoon, and in the afternoon Friend
we«-k. He is captain of the line three-masted sehr. cause-At a republican caucus on Salurday evePratt, whom all the old residents of this
Benjamin Fa bells, of G*H» tons. The vessel loaded ning, G. M. Warren, G. II. Witherle and L. F. •Joseph
vicinity remember, -poke at the same plain-Davies were chosen delegates to the county ooj>.
ice at Bangor for UaUiinoiv. The captain's family
There is talk "f -tarting a tack factory at Iirooks.
volition to he held in Ellsworth, \ug.
_Scji.
"ill accompany him on the voyage, d. F. Libby
Set 11 going gentlemen.
These small industries are
and Mi-.- <>ria Libby spent a day on board the ves- Henry Whitney, Capl. Edward Co\, arrived irom
of great bene lit |<> our country towns_Charles
New York, on Sunday with 2I.*> tons of stove <>. l
sel at the cow before she sailed.L II. Kiilman
L. Peavey wa- thrown from a
for the Castine Coal Co.
carriage and badly
and( ;.pi. Robert R. will cut the McDaniel marsh
injured la-1 Monday evening ...Thu Good Temand Gnat square
The worm- are attacking
I»r('Ksroicr. Amid the shadows of the Exchange
plar lodge is prospering-It is expected tli.it
tin- junipi rs again. The largest trees are (lea*l and A. It. It.
station, in the land of the Norombegas,
Gen. Neal Dow, the father of prohibition, w .11
the smaller will tollow this year_The 1. <>. G. T. clad in
gossamer to keep the chill east winds oil',
speak at Union church in this place Thursday eveand
our
is
new
names
lodge
nourishing
receiving
moved a woman of lifty winters. A ray from the
ning Aug. 14th. There will probably be a large
at every meeting.
The following ollieers have been street
lamps lighted up for a moment the strange audience in attendance as it may be the only opelected for the-next quarter: KI vena Grant, W.
ligure. Beneath the loose garment gently on her portunity in the life of many to see the man whose
c. T.;()ria Lil»b>, W
V. T.; F. K. Lane, W. 8.; arm
resting, she held quite a bundle. Prom the name is familiar to every Knglish speaking people
C. W. (.rant. W.T.; Alien Haley, F. S.; 8. G. Rid
ereseent moon looks down Lunuri with single eye
the world over....M. «J. Dow of this town is deM
Allie Caldcrwood. l>. M.; Deitia Ames,
upon this strange scene amid the bustling throng.
voting considerable time to work for the amend"
H.
II.
I
s.
8.
T.
O.
8.
Chaplain;
Libby,
G.;
Grant,
The pale, scanty light to us revealed upon the | ment in Waldo
county. He has also several en
G.. Gallic .Morin, R. H
Jesse
L.
8.,
Calderwood,
church tower the near approaching moment of the
gagements to speak outside of the county during
(
: John H. Anns, P. W
II.
Herbert 8. Hopl.ueksport train’s departure. Through the jostling the present month.
A. Wood, Ass’t 8.
kins, Dept ; <
crowd this ligure with the
precious treasure”
moved,and like a statue took a seat within the car.
Tiiokshiki;. The temperance meeting held here
'!<» the Editor of the Joirnai.. 1m ymir
The last order was given, “all aboard,” and Unlast Sunday evening was a success in every reissue »»f last week was an article written l»y l)r. J.
| train was oil' on
its
mission.
With
veiled
factshe
Pearsons, in reply l»> a letter signed Subscriber,
sped. Tin* lull was filled to overflowing. The ]
handed the conductor a ticket ol transportation. 1 written tour weeks ago, upon the Amendment.
Hireling was (railed to order by Hon. Joseph FarN"W 1 reel distilled in replying to it. He states
well and prayer was ofiered by Uev. Mr. Jones of The train moves on, the mysterious parcel .still upon
Ilia! “either I did not know the object <>f that meet
her arm was resting.
Does Conductor Putnam
iicr, or chose to place tile Lodge and especially the
Unity. Dr. Hillings was the first speaker. His reollieers In a false position.”
mistrust
a wrong beneath that gossamer cape?
marks were very interesting and impressive, lie
In reply to the first, I will say this: If the object
With eagle eye he scans and moves along.
Tile j of that meeting was tor tie* discussion and
held the. close attention of the audience for more
support
if
train
moves on.
The
woman sits silent as tin* j of the Amendment my statement was correct,
than an hour, and they would have been glad to
it was oniy for the discussion, I did not understand
One
station
after
is
another
called, it. In regard to the
have had him talk longer but the time was some- grave—alone.
position of the Lodge I will
what limited and there were others present that yet she moves not. “IJucksport village” at last is j only say this, that the allirmative of that question
was ably supported by two leading members, but
spoken. She starts to her feet and at the doorway j It
tin; people were anxious to hear. M. J. Dow, G.
only received one majority. Now if Mr. Pearsons
calls a coach man. George Googlns, with an eye to
W u. of Maine w as called next and responded in
j was 'placed in a false position, lie placed himself
there
leads the woman to his carriage, and as
by making the statements which he did,
some very able remarks which were
highly appre- business,
which are well known, and he not being one of the
he seats her makes the enquiry,“where will you be
ciated by the audience. He was followed by Prof.
disputants. I infer from what he says in the article
Wcub of Delaware, the G. \\\ (j. T. of that left?” In subdued accents she replied, “at Verona.” re 1 erred to that he believes prohibition lias been a
She being the only passenger he drives directly failure. 1 propose to answer tins by giving statisStall
and we arc pleased to say that lie first betics which 1 have at hand. The whole number of
across the bridge and up the hillside to the divergcame a member of the order In Wayward Lodge
arrests for drunkenness made In Lewiston, which
has a population of l'.»,os>, during the year of ISM,
I <>. G. T. He was then a resident of the town of ing highways. Hauling up his horses he asks again
was A), against 1,101) in Lawrence, Mass., with a
The following persons were installed as j where she is to stop. 1 will get out here she replied,
Unity
population of .'{'.1,17s, where a license law was in
officers of Say ward Lodge I. O. G. T. on Saturday handing him the stipend. He returns to the village, force, and the law is as rigidly enforced in Lewiston as in Lawrence.
In the face of such facts as
evening by Hcnj. Ames L. D: G. II. Hicli, W. G. leaving the woman by the crossroads. Half a mile these, there are men and newspapers who
pretend
away as the Penobscot runs, a new dwelling is lo- to i>c for temperance, who brand prohibition as a
T., Mrs. McManus. W. V. T.; Miss Isabel Corn
is in favor of the.
forth, W. H. s.; Miss Eva Eels, \V. L. S.; Arthur i cated by the wayside. In the chamber over the failure. Now if Mr. Pearsons
Amendment, and intends to support it at the comWard, W. s.; Bell Corn forth, W. A. S.; Nelson I doorway rests the good wife of Zchuiou Heath, ing election let him inform the public through the
Com forth, W. F. S.; Clara Ward, W. T.; E. J. sleeping alone. Her husband Is employed on the Journal, and not wait four weeks to make up his
mind, as it will then he too late to render us much
Lander, W. M.; Lizzie Eels, W. I). M.; Mrs. J. P. ; steamer Delta that plies on the river, it sometimes assistance.
In order to substantiate my statements,
Drummond, W. ( .; Chas. Ceasby, W. I. G. After 1 so happens. The crescent moon is sinking beneath it may he well to add, that there are leading members of the Lodge who are ready and willing to
installation tables were spread and a number of the western hills. The clock on the steeple strikes
j
support what I have said.
friends invited in and all sat down to a picnic one. A cry is heard by t he sleeper. A frighted she
II ERHERT MoREV.
of an infant. To
’Tis
that
awakens
and
listens.
After
W.
II.
Mrs.
ward
was
supper.
supper
Say
called upon and read a chapter of chronicles that ! the doorway just under the window she hastens.
To the Editor of the Joi rnai..
Will you
In a moment It is opened. Stooping she takes to
made the bouse merry for some time_Gen. Neal
indulge ms, the \V. C. T. 1'., in a few remarks sugDow is to speak here Aug. 13th in the afternoon on her bosom a girl baby. Jn her joy and excitement gested by the announcement of the able lectures
of the hundred callers, she asks a name romantic ti> be given in our city the coming month. No doubt
Temperance. All are invited... The following;
your readers all know of and will wish to hear
from her heavenly home,
officers of Bethel Lodge, No. 302, I. O. G. T., were ! for the little one. Lunar!
Gen. Neal Dow, who will be here the loth of this
not call It for one of us? Lueini is month. He needs no introduction to our
Why
speaks.
installed
last week by .State Deputy M.
citizens;
publicly
lie has been here before and his name is a sutHcient
a shining name. It’s but a little moon. Not yet half
•J. Dow: M. T. Higgins, W. C. T.; Mrs. M. F.

j
!

;

1

outnumbered the

of time lias gone since it was horn— Mrs.
Albert Sturdevant and daughter, of Portland, are

visiting Harry Blanchard’s family-Mrs. Clara
Lamb and Miss Louis Kimpton, of Haverhill. Mass.,
are at It. B. Stover’s.Bert Foster Is at Mrs.
Barnards’—Henry Peirce and wife, of Hampden,
are at his mother’s for a few days ...John Hooper
and wife, of Auburn, X. Y., arc visiting his father,
J. P. Hooper_Mrs. Jessie W id her, of Portland,
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. X. T. Hill.
George II. Perkins and wife, of Boston, arc- visiting his mother—Frank S. Dodge and wife, of New
York, arc at James Emery’s—Very interesting
meetings were held at Verona Park .Sunday. Mrs.
Morse, of Searsmont, Miss Jennie Hcugan, of Mass.,
and Dr. Fairfield, of Newbury port, Mass., were the
speakers. There was a good attendance. The meetings will continue all the week.

introduction. We wish to introduce Miss Frances
E. W iilard to our people—she has never been here,
but some of us have heard her, and we can assure
you that you will be richly repaid by hearing her.
Miss Willard has won a great name throughout
our whole country, having visited every Mate and
Territory—speaking to very large audiences and
winning all by her eloquence and logic. On Lite
Pacific Coast she was greatly honored, and in England won laurels by her eloquent lectures. We do
most earnestly urge our citizens to go and hear her
for their own sakes and for the credit of the city.
If the voters of our eitv will go and hear the strong
reasons that these able lecturers may give for the
Constitutional Amendment they may be better prepared to vote right. John B. Finch of Nebraska,
"head of the Order of Good Templars of the World,”
will lecture in our city Sept. 5. So. you see, friends
we are to have a feast of good things during the
coming month. Let us be courteous enough to
give all a good house, and so help on the noble
cause of temperance for which they are so earnest-

ly working.

Per

order of W. C. T. U. of Belfast.

12 Grocery

aiding Di-

CO., Boston, Mass.

Will take sT<»( K

|
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I'RODICB MAItKKT.

i:.

1\

HANSOV
Belfast.

Beaver Street,

Mass

Boston

Lime ¥ bbl,
Meal ¥ tb,
Onions ¥ !b,

IO.A3I.I0
Agio
43A
Oil,Kerosene,rgal,12gl6
Pollock ¥ tb,
3'2gl
Pork ¥ tb,
log 1 i
Plaster ¥ bbl,
1.00
::
Rye Meal ¥ tt»,
1.1a
Shorts r cwt,
¥
!t>,
o1.. 38
Sugar
to
Salt, T. L, ¥ bush,
S. Potatoes ¥ lb,
Ogo
Wheat Meal ¥ lb. 4g4>2

Boston, Aug. 2ml.

prices

are no

higher.

Beans—Beans firm for choice domestic stock <>f
all kuuls, and there is a goon lair demand for this
season of the year.
Receipts continue moderate
and a large portion of the trade is in foreign stock.
Potatoes—Potatoes are plenty and lull; demand is very light and confined wholly to the city
trade; most sales are at $232 25; receipts are quite
liberal, and some lots in bad order.

tflT

BARKER,
Maine,

S884-

12th,

Hon. James G. Blaine,
The Mamlar-l Hearer of tin !:• j*1101i.•,11,
in thi-t auipaign, will he pre-ent.

Party

Gen. SELDEN CONNOR will preside
Tiie following •Ii.-'lingui.'tlie l
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a

Hon. KM Kill V. STORKS, of III.
Hon. W M. H. GIRSON. of Ohio.
( ol. W. ( PLl M MEK, of Dakota.
(it'll. JOHN L. SWIFT, of Mass
Hon. FREDERH KOKII
Hon. El («E> E II VLE.
Hon. W M P. FK\ E.
Han. TllOS. K. KEED.
Hon. \ELM N DUDLEY, Jr.
Hon. SETH L. MILLIhKN.
lion. (. V. KOI TELLE.
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BOSTON & MAINE

l'hy dedans and
h a d
friends
given them up
die.

\

and

a

fit (111- itillllpyN,
JViunrv iii’irniis;
Br.yhlV
Lis.-ii .<•*, iixiT.sVv
Jaimilioc, i»iito;:sm>ss, Headache, ><jnr S'io:n;;rh, Dyspepsia,
Constipation, Piles, Pains in the
Hark, Loins, or sirft*, Let rut ion or
Non- It e t e ii t i o ti
o t
IT r i n e

$1.r>

ii:

1

^■TAKE NO

OTHER.
of

THE BEST
Yet offered is

a

With patent law rl Trr

Little Giant
9

to occur

I

an

Mg •mi Is
with my

waul

Slates

1st.

A

I" eanva
new

grain! chama

b

■vy

e

bunk.

everybody, s pi ritualists

PEMAQUID!

make
an

other hook in tlie market.
to

im<>im

Write

agents and circular desi ribing

F-Or

HAM)

i

l>

om-e

s

to

my

i'..r

lerms

-ok.

I*rff‘tist.

Mr.

Sale !

II my real estate, pari of the same being l'« rty
acres of land, witii building- lir.-t class >ii MaI’;.eitie, Atlantic im.l W .1 to avenues, within
two blocks of lb.-t..Hire, t'n-tom lbm-e, « .mil
House, churches ami -!••:. s. Tho a* wishing to «.u
joy eity and country life at the same time .-Ii-miM
put in an appearance at onee A l-o all those -pie ml id
waterfalls of .-eventv-live leet, controlled by reek
dams suitable for heavy and light nianiifaetwring,
with forty acres of land, located upon tioo-e Itiver
and the harbor, within tifteen fiumlred feet of -team
boat wharf and railroad. t'pon one dam ami itsurronm lings are grist and plaster mill, store housefor grain, wharves, lee hon.-cs for storage of ttiirtcen Lhousand tons.
Twenty tliou-aml tons can be
taken from water to li!l houses and run on vessel.If parties huxitig capital to utilise
at the wharf.
all of said property, should choose to purclia.- e incan
stead oi investing in bond- that are exempt
be plaited beyond tin* reach of being la'.ed, II. h.
1‘eiree would like to see them pul in an appearance
within the next sixty days, that he may be able to
II. K. I’Kllic K.
report soundings obtained.
Belfast, Aug. <», iss-t.—.‘Ueow.Ti
on

|

EAST MAINE SEMINARY,

Consisting of Chowder, sandwiches, Pies, Fruit,
Ice Cream, Lemonade and Cigars will he served on
SySe.
main deck of steamer.
Regular meals will he
served in the dining saloon, under the management j Her. A, /’. Chase, A.M,, Principal,
of Mr. Smith, the Steward. No intoxicating liquor !
sold on board, and every effort will he made to en :
FALL, TERM OPENS AUG. 27.
sure an enjoyable trip to all.
College Preparatory, scientitio, Academic, Art
Fare, $1.00; Staterooms at regular rates. The and .Musical curses, business College with lir»ttickets arc limited. Apply early to CKOIICK A. class instruction. Location
unsurpassed; easy of
lw ’>2
Ql’IMBY for tickets and staterooms.
Terms low. Send for
access l»v boat and by rail.
3wttJ
catalogue.

Bucksport,

Refrigerator

for Sale.

subscriber has a large and very line refrig
1 era tor, made to order for his own use, which
will he sold for half the original cost. Apply to
1)U. 1. HILLS,
full
10 Main Street, Belfast.
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>
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;•

I ami

Cottages
situated

to

Let.

the South Shore.
May l*o ha*l for the week before and for
camp meeting week. Apply to N. Mansin:i.i>, on
tile premises, or to
:>-tt
A. P. MANSFIELD, Masonic Temple.

BEAUTIFULLY
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v

Spoml lieu'ulalor.

/■;/,*■ s

Threshing Machine.
<■

.?/. CO Y I V/'. Monroe,

<

BOTH

Mr.

THE

i
t noeoplanoo will
lamlhlatos in thoir lottor
ur-o upon thoir ounMitnonU tho no<
(—11y <>|
<

and as 1 shall nave thou-ands to make I w ant
all llif good help | ran act. ..I work.
Hood pay. No nlloim.

GEO. A. QUIMBY.
Belfast, Juno Is. issj.—tl-'»

Dr.P« F. Nichols,
Si ii€ii:o\ IMmim.
Office a* residence of Capt. W. G. Nichols,

Sear*port.

Maine

»-ii

VIOLIN!

>
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For “Music on the ll'nters

each concert and render choice celections, Including several solos. And the
Moon is expected to be on hand to add
to the- enjoyment of ttie return trip.

I!

Will

v.

oi :

/l

ted

DOLLAR!

at

'nito

in tin*

1

from the wharf where the steamer
will land,.and ample time will be
allowed for visiting them.
Can any water excursion
offer more for the
money ?

Id uniform will accompany the excursion, and
give two Band Concerts during tin- trip, ineluding two Cornet solos by It. It. Hall,
the eminent Cornet Soloist. The

town

1 all.

lio.r /.*>.
possessing one of t11 finest white sand beaches
east of old Orchard, affording a splendid op.
tunity for bathing. All these points of interest fire scarcely live minutes walk

and

will assist

'ic

Will Thiv-.ii ainl <• 5*•;111 im-i
yrain or gra-- -1i
than a at olln-r mi. a'him of [
-amr -i/.o o\ nr ina<
h ha< an ii•
rylimlor an I oom avo. with -tool
tooth, patent 11 u -1 r, u hi oh »m k in tho <lu-t aw n
from tho it mi r
ii-aa u-tiii" uimi roiMilafor j..r
l!io fan. I-'or saio hy
4\v.'»l*

Ii> for agents Sept.

$200
offer. N" eninjn iiti'Ui. Popular price. $| ,2'>,el«itIt.
l.ilt stamping; din pane.-. Bige<mimi-siun to agentand steady employment. Kmlorsed by the leading
papers and prominent men. Witii my plan of sidling you ean make more that) youeau selling an;,

i

APOLLO

in-

o

Ancient and Modern.

|

liV'SAiOli

—

II i l l: I

1231 tons, will leave her wharf in Belfast, on that
day, at 10.30 a. m., local time, for old

TIIE

1^1.

.hiiy

-FOR

THE STEAMER KAfAHOIN.

ONE

aii'

.«

AGENTS WANTED

*

destination never before selected for
Lxcur.xion from Belfast.

ONLY

■

Solid Tes-

MONDAY, AUGUST lit!,
For

-!

HEEBEf^ER’S

EXCURSION
arranged

>l> "'U

33. 27\ WELLS'.

(icn. Pass, and Ticket Agent.

HINT'S KLMILliV CO.,
Providence, It. 1.

6

W

r.

JAS. F. FURBER, (icn. Supt.
J. FLANDERS,

D

i!- DJIt «.<;!>is.

Send for Illustrated Pamphlet
timonials of Absolute Cures.

\

\

Trains lean* Bn-, ton tor Portland at !> A. >!.. anil
*2.30. 3.30 and 7 P.M. station at llajinarkrl M|..
Boston.

..

Cliilimi.

Misses

Fast Trains.
Low Fairs

Elegant Cars.

“SPECIFIC."

It Cl li !:i IMti
Liver, illudd, :■
Dropsy, (irau-IDineusi*, Nfi
I Via:
H«*s,

-FOR

RAILROAD.

jto

yjJ

IT IS BOTH A “SAFE CURE"

Market.

Butter—The best western creameries are in
very good demand at 213'-2c; northern dairies are
closing out fairly at 19320c for best lots with Ver
mont selections at 21c; northern creameries 23c;
Vermont dairy, selected tubs, 20321c; Franklin
county, Vt., best dairy lots, 20c; New York and
Vermont dairy 19c; western, creameries21c; dairy,
good to choice 15310c; imitation creamery, choice
15310c; ladle packed 14c; Franklin county, boxes,
linest dail ies, 22323c.; good to choice 18320c; poor
to good 12315c; trunk butter, fancy 24325c; good to
choice 18323c.
CHEESE—Best northern factories keep pretty
well sold up at 9>a3l0e. There are but few westNew York, choice
ern good enough to exceed 9c.
st. Lawrence Co., 9.^310c; Vermont, choice 9l,5
New
York
and Vermont,
Vermont,
10‘4c;
10c;
sage
fair to trood 7>£38>*c; western 9*4e; skim and part
skim 234c.
EGGS—lee-house eastern are hard to sell at over
19c. and some marks are difficult to place at any
price; Canadian, island, etc. are selling fairly at
19‘a 320c.; near by and cape 22c; eastern 20321c; do
Aroostook county 19.la'320>aC; N. Y. and Ver. 20<$
21c; western choice fresh 18319c.
Hay—Choice grades of hay are firm, and strictly
prime fresh-pressed will sell at $19, and in some instances even higher figures are obtained. Anything
below prime grades are not moving very well and

respect,

Take the Maine rrntral II K. Train leaving Kelfast at (1.30 \.. arriving at the ItoMnn A Maine
Junction at Portland in M'umui to connect with
traiiiN leaving the Junction at 1.20 and U.Oo P. M.

PRICKS PAII» I’Roltl'CKKS.

< fat

in every

suit the times.

to

JAMES

LAKE MARANOGGBK,
AUGUST

prices

Set/ rsniont,

Lawrsncu and Lowell io
Boston.

ugU Hav ¥ ton,
8.00gi2.00
dried rib,
U£8 Hides ¥ lb,
ago
Beans,pea,r bu,2.7a£3.00 Lamb f lb,
sgo
2">0. £2.65 Lamb skins.
medium,
TogsA
liu7
yellow-eyes,3.OO3.UA Mutton ¥ lb,
Butter ¥ lb,
IS320 Oats ¥ bush,
42g-»A
Beef ¥ lb,
7g'.» Potatoes,
70g7a
o«u
Barley r bush,
703SO Round Hog r tl>,

Beef, eorned, ¥ tl>,
7gs
20
Butter Salt, ¥ box,
70
Corn ¥ bush,
Cracked Corn ¥ bush, 70
70
Corn Meal ¥ bush,
12 «14
Cheese ¥ tb,
La.A
Cotton Seed ¥ cwt,
Codlish, dry, ¥ lb, 4gB‘-»
Cranberries, ¥ qt,
ogo
Clover Seed ¥ lb,
12£22
Flour ¥ bill,
tj.00g8.00
lLG.Seedr bu, l.OOgi.OO
Lard ¥ lb.
Ilftl2

1

Meeting

warranted first-class

shall sell at

——at-

days.

s, Main Street.

KKTAII. MAItKKT.

And

Saco, Bldisefcrd,
Salmon Fails, Groat Falls,
Bower, Havsriiiil,

CURRENT.

sa II Straw ¥ ton,
a.oono.oo
lag 17 Turkey ¥ tb,
ugo
12 312 '2 Veal ¥ lb,
738
27
030 Wool, washed ¥ lb,
18 Wool,unwashedptb
20
14 £10 Wood, hard,
LoOa.'i.on
00 Wood, soft,
3.0033.00

Wheels, Axles Sc Springs,

GRAND REPUBLICAN

the Manufacturing (Men of

Apples V hush,

Cheese ¥ lb,
Chicken ¥ tb,
Calf Skins ¥ lb
Duck ¥ lb,
Kggs ¥ do/..,
Fowl rib,
Geese rib,

are made from the best material in the market, and by experienced workmen. Have all
the latest improvements In

They

again.

The

for the ,Journal.
.mi.

GroceryWagons sOpin Buggies

Now i:-

YU

a.

s ar(;j-:s

Wagons,

if. //. < (PO WHS.

At Roekport, Carlton, Norwood A Co. are preparing to build a ship of 2,700 tons. She will be -evera! hundred tons larger than the one recently
launched and the largest yet started in tin- Mate.
At Thomaston, S. S. Gerry & Co. and \iinl Wattj
A
are each building a three-masted srhr., the
one by the latter being nearly ready to launch.
Anne Lord, Kendall, Bangor for Baltimore,
put into Belfast, Aug. 3. to repair windla-s.
On and alter August lA, 1884, there will be. cstabli-he 1 at Libby I-land light station, entrance to
.Maehias Bay, Me., a third class iVrholt log trumpet, which in thick, foggy weather will be sounded
by giving blasts of seven seconds’ duration at intervals of 4u seconds. If the trumpet he disabled,
a bell will be -truck by machinery, one blow every
ton seconds.
The brig Fidelia, of Bangor, arrived at Fortress
Monroe, Va., Sunday the 3rd, lrom Turks Island,
with a cargo of salt consigned to T. .J. Stewart A
Co., of this city and ha- been ordered to Belfast,
Maine, where her cargo has been sold. [Whig A i

By C. 11.

NuTKs.

\

MARIT1MK MISt'KI.I.AN V.

Cor reeled If 7cekly

(JOOD

or

LOSE Al
your time, as sale will POSITIVELY
Ol'sT :;ot11. A -raml change for those buying to

TORTS.

PRICE

Concord

parties

frmn and for >an Francisco.
Passed Victoria July 24, ship Nancy Pendleton,
Pendleton, from Nanaimo for >an Francisco.
At Nanaimo July 24, ship Ivunhoe, Harriman,
loading for San Francisco.

BELFAST

Stale, iiirluillim the LATEST STYLES of

2-Ssated Wagons!

or

One Xetr Hu ehboard, One (*iy.

2m2s

In Demerara, British (iuiana. July 4th, Mr-.
Clara E., wife of (.'apt Janie- I*. Slower-, of .sandy
Point, aged Js year-.
In Camden, July Jo, Paul Stephens, aged 7.7 vears,
lo months, o dayIn Boston, July‘2J, William Merriam, <»f Boston,
formerly of Camden, aged 70 year-.
In Camden, July go, Ann M. Clough, aged 77
years, I months and 14 dav.-.
Ill 1-lesboro, Ji.ly g 1. Amelia I
daughter of
Capt limn P. and sarah A II i'.ch, aged 10 mos.
In lh>ckland, July Jl,
wife of Erastu- P.
Itollins, and daughter of ( apt. .Janie- Adam.-, aged
Jf> years, ti months, o davs.
In Antigonish, No\a seotia, July J-, Thomas
kiml-ev, formerly id Koeklan aged about Hg year-.
In Kocklaud, J illy g»i, Sy lve-ter 11 s.iwver, aged
oh years, 11 days.
In Ellsworth, July g-‘>, Mr. Leonard P. Burns,
formerly of Trenton,' aged HI year-; Julv 27, sarah
Prances, only daughter of .John I), and E-tella
Harrington, aged H y« ;us, 11 months and 1J da\ •,
a native of
Virginia City, Nevada.
In Eureka, Wi-., July
Mr. John i>. Cliamberlain, formerly of Ellsworth, Me., aged H7 cars and
2 months.

Helena, July 7. Arrived previous hark James
Pendleton, Coieord, from Manila for New York.
Manila, June 24. Sailed ship Queenstown, Ilirhhorn, New York, U,MS(i parcels hemp and 21,000
parcels sugar.
Buenos Ayres, Aug. •'». Cleared hark Sarah A.
Staples, Flu ell. Barbadoes.
Padftiig, .liini! li. Arrived bark Beatrice H avener,
Malumey, Newcastle, N. >. W.
At Departure Bay July HI, ship Cbandos, Curtis,

Courier, Aug.

OF

Carriages

Top Carriages,

In Belfast, July Jo, Bryan McCabe, aged To years
and It tnos.
in Beifast, Aug. l.Jane P. Coombs, aged 77 > earand J inns.
In North port, Aug. 1, Abide E. Ik-rriek, aged is
years.
In Northporl, Aug. Jd, samuel Croekett. aged Hg
years and 0 months.
In Jackson. Aug. 4th, Joseph Mason, aged 70 yrs.
In Wintcrporl, Aug. n, Mr.-. Eueinda I.., widow
of the late Thcophilus Cushing, aged 71 year-, 11
s

ASSOUTM KNT

BEST

Portland Wagons, Bcggies and

D!E_U

months,

AM)

LVUt.KST

Through August I shall oiler my stock of ( arriREDUCED prices to close out for this
season.
My sl**ek consists «*f

St.

...

KURA.

tin* ltink..?jr

ages a;

G.

—

a moon

America;
$1.

Mary Farrow, Condon, Bangor.

FOREIGN

at

Carriages!

Belfast for Jacksonville.
Fortress Monroe, Aug. 2. Sailed brig Fidelia,
from Turks island, with salt for Belfast.
Pensacola, Aug. 2. Arrived sch. Welaka, Cottrell, (ialveston.

...

—

and cak** “**rved

In the

•San Francisco.
In port July 22d, ship Frank
Pendleton, Nichols, to load wheat here and at or
chilla for Live'rpool.
Arrived sch. Susan N.
Providence, July Ml.
Pickering, Haskell, Pensacola.
New Bedford, Aug. 4. Arrived sell. Daylight,
Hodgdon, Baltimore.
Plymouth, Aug. 4. Arrived seh. Flora < .mdon,
French, Philadelphia.
Georgetown, S. C., Aug. 2. Sailed seh. Meyer A
Muller, Perkins, New York.
Perth Amboy, Aug. 1.
Sailed sch. Paragon,
Sliute, Lynn.
Vineyard Haven, Aug. M. >< h. Palatka,Chaples,

schools have r!<

Ithil. Hand,

23c.

cream

ing, Biekmore, Weymouth.

...

her

Sl.a/iuy

-O F

sell

Hodgdon. New Bedford.
Juiv MO. Cleared seh.
Jennie it. Morse, Colcord, Boston. Aug. 1. Cleared bark Henry Knight, Pendleton, Portland.
Boston, July Ml. Arrived sell. Rachel A Maud,
Biekmore, Pascagoula. Aug 1. Arrived sch. F.
C. 1‘cadlctoii, Fletcher, Hoboken. Aug. 2. Arrived
sell. John F. Merrow, Chase, Pensacola; brig KaLatidin, Hayes, Pliila.; seh. Morris \V CliiM, Torfey, Richmond; I.ueia Porter, Grindle. Baltimore.
Aug. .r*. Arrived sell. Fannie A. Gorham, Ferguson, Hoboken.
Portland, Aug. 2. Arrived sell. Many Magee,
New York. Aug. 4. Arrived sch. IF J. Cottrell,
Haskell. Baltimore.
New York, Aug. 1.
Sailed ship Loui> Walsh,
Blanchard, London. Passed the Gate, sell. Jachiu,
French, Boston. July 21), sch. A. W. Filin, Fergu
son, Boston.
July MO. Arrived sch. st. Johns, Gilmore, Jacksonville; Passed the (fate, seh. Abram
Richardson, Pattershall, Marblehead, Aug. 1-t
Arrived sell. Mary A. Hall, McDonald, Port de
Paix. Passed the Gate Mist, sell. Maggie Belie,
Fli/.ahethport for Camden.
Charleston, July 2>S. Cleared hark Fdwln Cush-

lini-hed

th<

j

THE

In Kankaree, Illinois, July 22, Oscar R. Andrews,
of Joliet, Illinois, formerly of Camden, and Amanda Harrington, of Kankaree.
In Washington, July 2<i, Norrington sidelinger
ami Margaret E. Cushman, both of I'nion.
In Moekton, Calitornia. June 21, Charles >. ( ••bb,
of Stockton, and Isabel Paine, formerh of Rockland.
In North Sedgwieh, July 13, Mr. William E.t'losson
of Roeklaml, and Mrs. Annie s. Webber of
Bluehill.
In Orland, July 23, Mr. Clarence E. Turner and
Miss Alice A. Loach, both of Orland; July 2.'!, Mr.
Wintield >. Gross and Miss Francos A. Bowden,
both of ()rland.
In Deer Isle, July 27, Mr. Elmer E. spofford ami
Miss Nettie V. Joyce, both of Deer Isle.

Philadelphia, July 2s. Cleared brig Ivatahdin,
Hayes, Boston; sell. Sandy Point, Grant, Salem,
and cleared for Dover. Aug. 2.
Cleared brig
Mot 1>. Ilaroer, Belfast.
Richmond, July 2S. Sailed sch. Morris W. Child,
T«>rrey, Boston.
Baltimore, July 2s.
Cleared sell. Daylight,

Green Mount-

«f S,

CLOSING SALE

married.

AMERICAN TORTS.

Dodge who was born on
I-lnnd, and who went west

Most of the farmers

AVERY LACTATE

WHARVES.
h. Charlotte'J'. Sibley has loaded ice and hay at
ila/.eltine’s for Jacksonville... .Carter bus loaded
sell. F. L. Warren with hay for Boston_Sell.
Mattel Hooper has discharged* a cargo of JOOO tuns
of «*i»al for the Maine Central K. li.Swan A Sibley are discharging a cargo of coal from sell, l’enobscot.

about to years ago, lias returned home and is now
tin- island with his aged mother. He has spent
uio>l of hi.- time in Oregon and California.
Mns

Debility

Si

totally de-troyed by lire about S o’clock
Saturday evening. This was the great electric
light -ecu lure, and it probably will not be visible
again in these parts for some years to come.
A

Pure. Healthful, Refreshing Drink,
gestion. Sold by Druggists every where.

ALONG T1IE

was

Isi.iisuouo.

A

SAILED.

end of the

4fc7r*Iec

The Acid of Milk.

Salem.

Sch.

Friday, Any. 7

<(•

SKATHS I Of.
Regular Tickets good.

ADMISSION,

LACTAR.T.

ARRIVED

Aug. M.

by

Music

Northport.—The Republicans of Northport are
requested to meet in caucus at th Wood school
house, on Friday, Aug. stli, at four o’clock p. m.
John s. IIill, Chairman of Com.
Northport, Julygl), |ss4.

Sdis. Mary Farrow, Condon, Boston;
Fdith, Warren, Boston.
Sch. Penobscot, Carter, New York.
Aug. 4. Sells. Annie Lord,-, Bangor; Win.
Stevens, Carter, Bangor; A. Ponder, .Jr., Welsh,

saw

came

cure.

BALL

evenings,

more

In which there will lie an entire change of programme.
TIH’RSDAY evening, tin* dilheult feat of pertrirks
w
ith
unfastened skates, and an eii.
forming
tire change ot programme.
FRIDAY evening Mr. Ball will give his challenge
exhibition, in which his manager challenges anyone to excel or equal.
In this exhibition will he in
trod need for the lirst time in iiel fast, the wonderful trick of performing feats with heel rollers removed, embracing his principal tricks and hiwonderful Toe >pin, the longest on record, done without any heel rollers on the skates.

vivacity

Aug. 1.
Fannie A
Aug. 2.

at

ac-

and

quick, complete

ARTHUR
Two

Thursday

j

a. M.

15c

Mo.

Manager has engaged

PROF.

Searsmon t.—The Republicans of searsmont arc
to meet at rooms over David B. Cobb’s
store, on Thursday, Aug. 7th, at fi o’clock r. m., to
‘‘boose delegates to attend tin1 County Convention
to be holden at Belfast, Aug. nth.
Per order Town com.

PORT OK BFLFaST.

a

Seven Hundred Acre

being made for tin*

reunion of veterans of the Kith Me.
Co. B. of the 2nd Regiment, to take

a

in

■

The

requested

15c.

HATS !

Uidliist,

U o w,

Per Order Town Com.

SHIP NEWS.

what

clock

short address

Mrs. French

Kidney complaint

LaEGE ST< >CK of

!

Belmont, July 2S, 1SS4.

If you are failing, broken, wornoit and nervous,
use “Wells’Health Rencwer.”
$1.
lyeow22

nun.

A number of

o’clock

My husband (writes a lady) is three times the
since using “Wells’ Health Rencwer.”

Prevalence of
‘Buehu-paiba” is

Phoenix

11

Cauoua Notices.
Belmont.—The Republicans of Belmont are re.
quested to meet at Get*. Mears’ store, Wednesday*
Aug. fith, at fi o’clock r. m., to choose delegates t »
attend the County Convention to he holden at the
Court House in Belfast, Friday, Aug. !*. lss4, at lo

15c.

Try it.

a

NEW BOSTON CLOTHING STORE, MARK ANDREWS, Prop.,

Per order \\ aldo County Itei>ul>li«‘un Committee.
W.\l. Ji. FOUL Kit, Chairman.
J. W. L> LACK, Secretary.

All voters of Waldo County who favor the principles of the National Greenback Labor Partv and
who are opposed to fusion with either of the old parties, are requested to send delegates to a County Convention to be held at the Court House in Belfast,
Friday, August 8, 1884, at lo o’clock A. M., to
nominate candidates for the following County
Offices: 2 Senators, County Treasurer, Judge of
Probate, Register of Probate, < ounty Attorney and
Sheriff, also to choose a County Committee.
The basis of representation will be as follows:
Each town will be entitled to one delegate and an
additional delegate to every bo votes, or major
fraction thereof, cast for Joseph L. Smith in lsTlL
This basis entitles the several towns to delegates
as follows, viz:
Belfast s, Belmont 2, Brooks 2,
Burnham 3. Frankfort 1, Freedom 2, lslosboro 1,
Jackson 2, Knox, 2, Liberty 3. Lincolnville fi, Monroe 4, Montville 3, Morrill I,
Northport 2. Palermo
2, Prospect 2, Searsmont I, Searsport 2, Stockton 3,
Swanville 2, Thorndike I, Trov 4,I'nitv 3, Waldo 2,
Winterport t.
Per order Greenback Countv Committee,
L. C. BATEM AN, Chairman.
WAYLAN1) KNOW ETON, Sce’y.
Towns are requested to chouse a Town Committee at their caucus and send in their names to
the Convention.

man

b* the Base Ball nine that practice
they needed being heeded a perceptible
improvement in their playing was manifest in
their game with ;i picked nine from Belfast made
up with a good sprinkling of Belfast’s best talent,
including three of the lir.sl nine who retired from
the Held vanquished by the Searsporl team. The
game was umpired by Mr. F. K. Kdwards of .Searsporl who gave perfect satisfaction. The score was
Seal-sport J! : Belfast I'd.

was

Children-Edward E. French leaves to-day
go mate of ship Alfred D. Snow, now at New

Dentist” Tooth Powder.

on

Our advice

was

and

day.

Toothache,” instant relief.

Also

AND

Straight Greenback Comity Convention.

Stinging, irritation, all Kidney and Urinary com
plaints cured hv “Buehu-paiba.” $1.
Night sweats, fever, chills, malaria, dyspepsia,
cured by “Wells’ Health Rencwer

A
telegram was received by Mr. («. K. Merrill,
Wednesday dub, :Ju;h, slating that the mill owned
by the Searsporl spool and Bio. K Co. at Howland
was burned that morning at 1 o’eloek.
Mr. Merrill
look the Thursday morning boat for Howland and
found it n clean hum, with all the machinery consisting of a shingle machine, rotary machine, planer, spool .-aws, chuck arbors for preparing spool
blocks eLe. it was supposed to be incendiary. The

loss is about

Corns,” for Corns, Bunions.

and prices.

AT LOWEST PRICES.

Liberty.;j Troy.3

Mother Swan’s Worm Svrup, for feverishness,
worms,constipation; tasteless, 25c.

to

worth.

was

I

15c.

Nervous Weakness, Dyspepsia, Sexual
cured by “Wells’ Health Reuewir.” $1.

ship Matilda,

from

on

“Rough

Biekmore.
cable

A

“Rough

goods

CLOTHING

Islesboro.:i Stockton.3
Jackson. 2 Swanvillo.2
Knox. :> Thorndike.3

“Rough on Coughs,” troches, 15c., liquid, 25c.
Ft children, slow in development, puny and
delicate, use “Wells’ Health Rencwer.”

following is the list
of delegates chosen
Samuel MorMand, Levi Trund\. Alfred Stinson, II. N. Kdwards, Chas. F. smith,
.).

Rats” clears out

on

Please call and examine

Lincoln vi lie..2 Unitv.t
Monroe.
4 Waldo.2
Montville. 1 Winterport.7

"Buehu-paiba,” great kidney and urinary cure.
Flies, roaches, ants, bed-bugs, rats, mice, cleared
out by "Rough on Rats.”
15c.

republicans of this place for the
selection of delegates to attend the county convention

on

Ladies who would retain freshness and
don’t fail to try Well’s Health Rencwer.”

of the

caucus

Rats, Mice.

“Rough

“Rough

greater good
copy of his grandsire in
no

things.

A

1

Thin people. “Wells’ Health Rencwer” restores
health and vigor, cures dyspepsia, &c. $1.

Warren, grandfather

child, merits mention, and

fellow himself
all

only in order for Kd.

old friend Aimer

i

The Nebraska commission on the Texas fever
reports that, tin* disease is confined to a certain
locality, that it is not contagious and that the
railroads have promised not to bring in any
more Texas cattle until after a frost.

farms in

Congratulatioiis

|!

“1 have been dreadfully troubled with disease of
the kidneys and liver during the past six months.
Hi nt’s j Kidney and Liver| Rkmkoy has made me
a new man.”
Isaac YY\ Falrbrother, Providence,
R. I.

Son.

next

companies her husband as far as New York_Rev.
B 15. Merrill, of Brevier is visiting friends here.

Franklin
attend the county convention
!.. Palmer, B. A. Curtis, Melvin Grant...

large

a

lot., 25c. si 50c., Former Price 20c„ 50c. and $1.00.

Freedom.2 Searsport.f»

The railway department of the Dominion
government has decided that the Welland
Canal should be deepened so as to give 14 feet
of water on the sills and that this work should
be completed by tlie spring of 188G.

smith, who i.- a general favorite, receivlarge number of presents on Ids twenty-first
birthday, Aug. .'*111 and among them a $ too government bond presented by his father, who has also
taken lain into paitnership and placed over their
store door a beautiful sign reading to o. F. Smith A
Fred 15.

ed

to the

Tut;

speak on the amend- George Gilmore’s real estate to said city for nonle nt at tlie following dates and
places in Waldo payment of taxes for 18X2, upon payment of tax
••unt\
Swanville, Saturday eve. Aug. h; Monroe | and costs-I T. Foster petitioned that a street
sund;,y 10; Lineolnville Beaeh, Tuesday 1‘2; Waldo, be laid out and built at or near the northern end of
Charles street northerly from Main street, meanEvans connor-, Wed. 1.1, Jackson, Friday 15
Dr.
A J. Billings has resumed the work suspended by
ing an extension of Charles street, northerly Ilf
reason of Ids unfortunate accident and is now givteen rods.
Referred-Fred A. Carle, tax coling effe* live speeches in favor of the Amendment, lector for 1 883, reported that the whole amount
lie spoke at E. Thorndike the 2nd Inst, and at Thorn- committed to him was $72,552,3*; collected and paid
to the Slate, County and City treasurers; $70,3<«0.60;
dike .'Station the Uni. Other meetings are to follow
in quick succession.. We have receive* 1 a letter from amount of sales on resident taxes, $671,92; return
Mr. Gowen concerning ills campaign wftrk.in which <>f non-resident taxes, $250.70; abatements by
he says:
assessors, $1,200.16,—the smallest abatement that
1 shall attend our District Lodge, which is to lias been made for several years. He has collected
meet with Sebasticook Lodge, Burnham, Aug 11th.
on taxes of JX84, $11,8(H)_It. F. Duuton was ad-lOn that evening we shall have a wide awake temHiggins, W. V. T.; Abide A. Small, W. S.; Lizzie
ed to the committee on claim of Republican Jourperance meeting addressed bv that Nestor of ProJ. Harmon, W. F. S.; Alice Roberts, W. T. ;G. S.
hibition. lion. Neal Dow. The great battle is upon nal and the committee on laying the pipe from the
Small, W. Chap.; Ernest Putnam, W. M.; Sophie
us, and every man in Maine who loves the cause of
Muck Pond ..-Frank Banks, surveyor of District
Chase, W. I G.; Hosea Hubbard, W. O. G.; Stella
ti-inperniKx; should light with the courage of Leon* No.
4, reported that he had collected during the
Idas at the Pass of Thermopylae. “Constitutional
Stevens, W. D. M.; Mrs. Davis, \V. A. S.; Josie
Prohibition, immediate and unconditional” is our months of June and July, highway taxes, $35.50; S.
Files, W. It. If. S.; Grade Files, W.L. II. S.;
watchword. Brothers and sisters and friends of
tin temperance cause I ask you to arouse your- disbursed, $25.73; balanc; on hand, $0.77. C. B.
E. M. Higgins, P. W. C. T. After the installation
selves more fully to this great
of
No.
from
District
•Stephenson,
of
the.
13,
surveyor
age.
question
Bro. Dow and Dr. A. J. Billings spoke on the subI beg of you to not lose sight of the Amendment
April 1 to Aug. 1, collected $47.00; disbursed* $46;
in tlie heat of the political
ject of the proposed Prohibitory Amendment.
campaign. And to the
band "I noble women let me say, those who, God on hand $ .56. J. |{. Wadlin, surveyor District Their
speeches were very interesting and held the
bless them, are ready “To hold up our hands till No. 2, collected $5.25 and paid out the same amount.
close attention of the audience. Remurks were
the going down of the sun,” to battle with their •J. F.
Wilson, surveyor of Central District, collect- also made
by Itcvs. Pratt, Drew, Brackett and
voice, and with their pen from now until election
day. If we do our duty our banner will be flung I ed $2,857.70; paid out $1,221.36. S. V. Phil brook, Tasker, ail of whom spoke in favor of the amendto the breeze, alter the smoke of election shall
of District No. 5. Amount collected $104.surveyor
ment. Quite a large number were in attendance
have cleared away, with these beautiful words in- j
scribed upon it: “Constitutional Prohibition.” I j 59; disbursed $26.45; paid to treasurer $23,58. J. and the meeting was a success in every respect....
shall take a vote upon this question at every F. Ford, surveyor District No. 14, collected none;
Rev. F. Tasker is about closing ids labors here, and
drawn from treasury $76.34.
Roll of accounts
meeting I address.
Very truly.
1 passed amounting to $1,966.65.
will soon move to Corinna.
F. W. Gowen.
Freedom, Aug. 4th, 18H4.
'o
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Amendment, and

installed
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were

evening August “id, by M

Children's

Bade;.
c'irding large lot of wool Ibis yearA -mail worm iv-embling the caterpillar i- doing
muck damage to apple trees in thi.- vicinity-The

vi-ii

feed the

to

i"

!
•’

the i.q

:,t

t»e l-.-a lv

to

1-

Mr-.

tae

the

I. (>. G. T.

cllieers

coal for Messrs. Ross A Howell-The church was
tastefully decorated with llowers, Sunday, it being

Firmer- -ay there has not been so hard a year for
getting ha;, as this for a number of years.... F. J.

1

>

uoi-;.

i.n-e, 1

some

....

e

Lodge

following

Lodge Deputy, Miss A. A. Drake W. C. '1'., K. M.
Heal; W. V. T., Sarah Leadbelter; W. s., Kda
McKinney; W. F. s., Clara Urdu ay; W. T Mertie
Thomas, W. C., Annie Farrar; W. M., A. K.
Knight; W. I. G., Jennie Thomas; W. t>. G. Joel
Fernald; W. R. II. s., Jennie Wadsworth; W. L.
H. s., Klla Hall; W. A. s., Lizzie 3loo.lv; W. 1).
M., Helen Martin; I*. W. C. T., L. M. 11.-al_Sehr.
Lizzie Poor, of Belfast, Capt. Win. Dickey of this
place, Is to start lids week on a cruise mackoreling.
.....Miss Laura Gilkey of Camden, is visiting
friends in town....The 1‘nion Sunday School are

York

..

1

tral

urday

The

.Jamie, are on the brig with their
lather. Her daughter Nellie is at her grandfather’s-Sch. Willie L. Newton, from Philadelphia, i
arrived here Monday with another large cargo of

Republicans met in caucus at the
hull Saturday and eleeteil the following dele

Mon

|

o,

present effort may be successful.
soliciting subscriptions.We understand that Mr. Skinner, of Morrill, has I .-ought
the property of Mrs. Levi McDonald.

boys, Henry

...

1

decay.

the vessel herself. Her many friends
made while at ihe Seminary in Bucksporl wii! add
tlicir regrets to the general sorrow.
Her little

are nearly done haying....
frequent on tlie lake and many
white per«-h and hornpouts arc hooked.\ parly
of gentlemen and ladle- from Waterville are tenting In tin* Winnicook steam Yacht Co.’s picnic
grove, where they can enjoy rowing, fishing and
other amusements-Friday, Sth in.-t a >aohatli
>. hool from Dixninnt have a picnic, and Saturday
evening there will be a dance in the hall in tin*
-aim
grove. ...Lewis Batehelder is stoning a cellar preparatory to buil ling a new house this seaMi am.

Tuesday’ j Fishing parties

several weeks.... Mr. T. W

Atlanta, (jeurgia, and botli himsilf
and w ife are plea-e l with Lite pla "c and peoplev.
lion, l .ol Atwood sit
"f W .nterpot t, w ere

new

other

I-. H.
>urr>
>;. faithful work as

and

caught in Treat’s weir by Charles Woods
was placed in the lower pond
just below the bridge and attracted crowds, who
seemed never to tire watching him dive and dodge
across the pond to avoid the dogs that took turns
going in after him.

navigating

■

1!.

A loon

LARGE QUANTITY at an assignee sale will offer the
Some CHOICE styles at

a

at HALF PRICE.

same

Frankfort. 2 Suarsmont.3

Polish the Youngsters’ Teeth
With SOZODOXT, and when they grow up their
mouths will be garnished with sound and handsome ones. The foundation of many a toothache is
laid in childhood by neglect, and it'is very Important to the well-being of either child or adult that
the teeth should be well taken care of. Bad teeth
are no fit masticators of the food, and breed dyspepsia. Make them white and strong, therefore,
with SOZODOXT, a preservative of supreme excellence and purity. Use it without delay.
Im32

( arver.

Having just purchased

Burnham.:> Prospect.2

The Board of Education of Chicago has just
completed a census of the city. It shows a
population of G21),l)00, or an iucrease at the rate
of about 121 per cent, per annum since the
United States census of 1880.

and Axel Williams

White is

JLincoi.nvieee.

as

were

1

...

W

Buck, Ge<M'gir

We trust that the

G. I

sizes

Fre I Nickels and Mrs. Geo. A. Carver,
s
Crowell, Mrs. Desire Buck, \V. McG.

apt. W

(

dilapidated

let it go to

business

ware

styles and

HE REPUBLICANS OF WALDO COUNTY
will meet in convention at the Court House In
Belfast, on Saturday, the 9th day of August next,
at 10 o'clock A. M., for the purpose of nominating
candidates for the following offices, viz two Senators, Sheriff, County Attorney, Judge of Probate,
Register of Probate ami County Treasurer.
The basis of representation will be as follows:
Each town will be entitled to one delegate, and an
additional delegate for each lilty votes, or fraction
of twenty-live votes, east for Governor Robie in
1882. This basis entitles the several towns to delegates as follows, viz:
Belfast.14 Morrill.2
Belmont.2 Northport.2
Brooks.:{ Palermo.3

Warfare

.Spartan

Is the kind you must carry on when the enemy is
Rheumatism or Neuralgia.
The blood must be
cleansed of its poisonous acids. The muscles must
be relaxed. The joints must be set free. For all
these there is hut one specific, and that is Athlophokos.
A. S. Baker, 365 YV. Harrison St., Chica“Have been a victim of Rheumatism
go, writes:
for years. My head was drawn over my left shoulder. Half a bottle of Atiii.opiiouos made me a
well man. For fifteen years my wife suffered with
her back. The other half of the bottle gave her entire relief.”

Saturday evening between s and 11 o’bright light which they placed at Green Mt.,
Mt Desert, and .-aid it was an electric light of great
magnitude. The news spread and Sunday evening
lots sim e sailed for a small island near Porto Rico,
^ a great many wended their
to load l'or Boston.
way to the high ground
Mrs. Stowers was a daughter
t * wilne.-s the novel sight, and one gentleman and
of Capl. Sumner Black. Her death comes to us a.1 hi- lady are .-aid to have walked several miles to lind
a sudden shock, and it is hard to believe that
she,
whose s\\ eel life has been a happy one, has depart- a higher ek\alion than any near the village, and
with night glasses in band they waited for the iled. She has accompanied her husband on
many
lumination, nut nothing appeared, and it was supvoyages, sharing the. varied fortunes of the sea.
During a recent long voyage ( apt. Stowers was po-cd on account of the brilliancy of the moon it
wa.- po.-tponed for a darker night. Monday evening
very sick and she nursed him back to life while

••

-ft'

Mrs. d.

.Mrs. Clara L., wife of Capt. .lames P. Mowers, ..i
brig I.. Staples. The hrig went to St. Thomas, ami

«

e

to

lot at

Among the arrivals the past week are: John M
Norris, Albert G. Norris, George Carter, Capt.
Janu s N. Pendleton, Will Palmer, L. C. Havener,

>am»y Point.
Li iters were ren ii ed last w«< U
from Demcrara ami St. Thomas, announcing the
death lrum yellow fever at Demcrara July lih o|

:ll-t.

1

lot

condition and it is shameful

into the small

to go

nine buttons of assorted
found therein.

0

■

after

intending

ney, Mr. .lames Bueklin and G. 11. Brier_We
glad to see that strenuous efforts are being made
a

a

Convention.

Republican County
r

er

Harvey >awy« r killed a hen recently and by the
contents of her gizzard one might Imagine she was

paying eighty-live didinrs out of his own pocket t..
dt fray the expenses of bring a salute in honor of
the nomination of Blaine and Loga.i. Four years
.M r. Howe, the ar{■igo Mr. B. was for Hancock.
tist. ha.' returned to this place and opened Jus -a
loon and is now ready to take pictures. Mr. II.
lokes good pictures...
Raspberries were vry
plentiful in our market last week, selling as low as
three cents per quart. Large quantities were arl'ied away that could not be sold at any price.

of

...

-u

was

are

It Is in

bought

SPECIAL NOTICES.

The volcano of Popocatapeti is 2000 feet highthan Mount Blanc, yet two American women
are said to have climbed to the summit.

work

Prank G. Nickels has bought the grocery stock of
J. Savarv & Son and will Continue the business at
the old stand.

repeat it—The following citizens have painted and repaired their
buildings this season, adding much to the beauty of
the village: Mr. Charles Phiibriek, Mrs. II. C.
Bailey, Mr. G. F. Brier, Mr. Franklin (Jobbett, I>.
R. Maddocks, Fori I Sheldon, school house, Hatch
Bro’s, B. Ii. (Jobbett, Mrs, Johnson, Mrs. C. Brier,
the house occupied by C. W. Bradford, ii. A. Gur-

repair the church building.

mason

at

Dr. M. L. Magoon was severely injured last week
by being thrown from bis wagon at Troy.

Sunday evening by three young men
(their names are known) driving through our
streets screeching. This is the second offence, and

t*»

charge of the

Messrs. Sheldon & Gordon have
Swan Lake adjoining Mr. Lane’s.

than lour hundred miles. A liner team than his is
seldom seen in tins vicinity. Mr. Brown is the man
mentioned in the Journal a short time ago as

of

*■

1■

Much disturbance

preached

the Roberts’ block at Stockton.

on

week and will visit the Fort.
the Campground, taking the

quarterly meeting in
•'!
I MTV
hr. Thomas has recently moved into
Tuesday, half >f the practitioners hi the
•"
u- pre -el,;.
In the forenoon, L)r. H. 11.
1 v village and reined the Lorhani Cl..ugh house.
!
! Bcda.-t read a p.r.er on
We now have three doctors in town all of whom
Eeiampsbi. Ai
i! o-ruoun ses i"! I>r. E.
\bboti, of Winlerport,
a lair 1
aeji'-e... .( ol. Moulton, who has been
paper on detention of ,-surgical Practice,
t**M steamer-.
-inn*
Hu- u. !
th-* e\'-ur
eon-i 1-Ted daiigeron.-ly ill, is slowly recovering:i
strong gr*. :nds mat uclt practice ought to -i- n ia-t year, x•a-pl that i »uger time will o.,- gi..-!«•■ 1
.niggle- seem to be all the rage here just
rfom.ec at ••me. and not have it go to hosptn at North
!"\v
Tin* ii md is prospering finely. They hope
port an*: Hella-l.
In
\. P. Elliugw >od of Belfast read a
oave tin ii
uniforms soon-Mrs. Mary Watson
paper
I’Li:s«» \i
Mr. ami Mr-. Wm. M. R.i-t, return \
1
!
iies !,
t Belfast, one
> 'tili-. an. D
upon
i home la-l w eh »i -in tin- w* -i, li iVi
been us and family arc to move to Waterville next week.
h r
Intiiotum. A ease of successful operation I
Fud"ii!)tedly 'Troy and I’nity will lie well refar a.- K i'i-aMr-. Arliy. Mourl... M r. a.
*'
'• 1
wn
:isc,is.- w
ported ! v Dr. A ii m >;t. thur I’. 1
presmited at Fake Maranacook Friday, The SabI .ml, Minn
!»a\o made a
homo-, of st.
1
;•
me.-:ii,g h;i- one ot inter,
tin- un.fr —ion.
bath Schools in both towns are in a very prosper11riel' \i-it
Bo.ii-'... Mr. «.«e«*rg* Kduard-. of
1 !ie next meeting '' il!
lieM on tie* lir-t Tuesdin
ous condition.
, Br< kt• 11. M '-.'• -nt «d liella.-I, is
! :aiu*rl;
.:.

J. E. Wentworth has

Saturday afternoon and the

Tide.

family have been rusti-

Rev. A. .J. RacklilT of Skowhegan
the Cong. Church last Sum lay-

caused last

to

Jackson.

party-Thomas
llelfast, will make an excursion from till- eiiy t >
Llueoluvilh on lhur-kiy morning, ami will be ae
-’i.paliied by Iicdf.t-1 Corn- t Halid The trip W!.'*
be made, by steam* r- ..An v ur-i*- n will i•**• -in*!
to old Orchard t
la., to lh grand l-'-n aion -*t tin*
-1 th* -tat*
Miami Ami} P* -1
.Trie Mei-aanPi-orm-t i.ami *>f Hamari.-' i-l!,. are arranging f--r an
e\.-,ir~ioli
Northp at 1*. .!j .ucl **i.i >1 tin l-o-

eom-

with them at their

south Branch

en”

11i accompany lii
If. .Marshall Post,
A. It., *»f
ot

(.rani

dm

<

invito*

not

A

w

Bepresculatives.

will be served at

li" k!aml.

m

the

-i

agent

yet fully decided upon. A lam hake
Kyder’s Cove, after wbicli .a -upper will probabh be serve-1 either at t a.-line -<r
is

rente

to meet

in .sept

ii'

ami

Augu-t.
ami tinimt

cin.g

id

They invite

Postmaster Sheldon and

cating at Swan Lake.

...

a

tor-'inetim

has been admit

firm, to date from Aug. 1st,
is now Critehett, -Sibley & Co.

name

the

Montana to eugage

to

in business.

They will touch at
incvvhat crowded and arrangements will be
Sunday > bools at
made m enlarge ir.
Tin* sisters will meet in the
Brown’s corner and the hack part of the town
had it 1 r. u
Friday to decorate for the meeting S, ’hrs. Mary Kliza, (
apt. liullock, and Odell, Capt.
the ( untv '.range Aug. l*2th. I>. M. Hall and
Wade, engaged in the hay business, are hauled up
wile ’i Bang"!*, F
W. Ilitchie and wifi-, and a
waiting for the new hay to come in. s.-h. Isabella
l.o'-o numher of visitors from outside the county
Thompson, Capt. Remington is making necessary
arc expected.
Visitor- from Belfast way will slop
repairs—.Mr. Pitcher and others arc shipping a
half a mile ir u
the village al the cheese factory |
large number of lish barrels from the Beach_Mr.
!"•
thi* .-tag** road, where the meeting will hi'
Miles French, who work in the watch factory at
•id. s.iuth Branch (.range Is an old and tried
M allham, .Mass, is at home on a vacation.
"i nine years standing ami our Drange
LiliKKTY. At a Republican caucus held at this
iarm• ■!■.- can now lo.»k buck w Itii
pleasure upon the
n.niv
cn.jovable and social meetings, and how village on Saturday Aug. Jd.. M M. Johnson, Pearle
day havc in "ught into better acquaintances those Martin and J. o. Johnson were chosen to represent
tile Republicans of this town at the county convenv-iding in diilercnt parts of the town. In other
wav s, too, the order has been of great be.in.-iil
tion to he held at Belfast, Aug. 9th. speeches were
made by W H. Hunt and others, and much eiitiiuWai.imi. (.corgi Walls, of this town, a lad of
siasm u a- m.udte-ti-d. About thirty names were
about twelve vears, vva- wounded la.-t week by the
obtained tor a Blaine and Logan club.J. K.
careless discharge of a revolver, which lie was
Brown, a native of this place, now a successful
handling. Tin* ball entered the palm of tin* hand
merchant in \\ orcester, Mass., arrived in town
ami lodged in tin* muscles of the arm.
with his family last week, and is visiting his par
cuts and brother, t
( .Vm i>i.\.
W. Brown. Mr. Brown left
1’aul Stevens, aged .77, of Washington,
liis home with his private team and drove to this
D.
died here .lid) doth, of softening ol the brain.
IB served during the administrations of Lincoln
place via the White Mountains, a distance of more

small

a

Thompson

member of the

mderncath and nice stables.

h"\v

sin-re,

the

ommamleiN, at Waterville,

<

Ouier

Tim i-X'-ur-ion will

ik.

AsM-rmiuN.

\i

"

Tin- hor.-e

:imin the month of

*mc

..Mr. II. P.

of

j?one

Robert Porter Jr. has

it will he well for them not to

good.

Honesty lirangc, Morrill, is doing good work and is united ami prosperous. At
iIn- last regular meeting Wednesday < veiling, there
was a good attendance and a very interesting
programme was carried out, consisting of music, select
and
discussion
of
the
a-lings,
question “liesolv•d ii*..i it is the duty of patrons to support the prohibitory amendment.'* The question was ably and
intciv-iingly discussed by many brothers and sister-, al! save ivvo taking the ground that it iras tlie
duty "l patrons to support the amendment. The
tir.ingc, a nu organization, i- pledged ‘-to the supI temp, ranee,” and its members, bound toper!
-etticr by c. mm mi tie>, interests and purposes,
having mining in harmonv vvitli the interests ot
the dram-icr end di-tiller, will, we trust give a
l" arty -uppuiT b> Urn proposed amendment....
I hi'-u Harvest (.range, Montviile, visited by the
‘>uni
Deputy last Saturday night, lias !»7 in* n.is.
The l't degree was conferred on this ori-nm and the remainder of the ev ening was
spent
in rein irk- tortile good d the order by the Deputy
1
Cnion Harvest has a good hall with a !

im

Fellow
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outlook is
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h

disappointed. Flic steamer Amelia
was finally ehartend and
.-mall number enjoyed
a very plea-ant excursion-Steamer Acadia made
an evur-ion to
lim-ksp-irt on Sumiay... Tim
Knights Templar, of tiii- city, have voted to make
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Friday ol la.-t week. I'm- steamer Mav Field was
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overturne-1, but m*t miu li injured.
ed on and piling* d over tin- o.iuk falling bout tw•*.
thirds tin- -li-tauee, and w in
found wa- on hi.-*
back *•-mph-tely win-led
Tim harne-s was taken
oil'and strange to -ay tin !c*r--- was not injured in

a

II. H.
Aug. JTth.
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Barney have orders for several fur-
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naces.

Charles E. Ritchie, A. M. Clark, E. J. Mureh, A. J.
Baker, J. H. Taylor.Another Winterport lien
has distinguished herself by laying a big egg. This
one belongs to little Allie Larrabee and the egg
was an by 7‘2 inches.

During the nine
months iroin 1 >, <•. 1st, ]ss:J, pjo.OUU pairs of shocs
"'•iv manufactured and $.14,930 paid out in cash
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following delegates to the county convention at
Belfast were chosen: I). H. Smith, C. E. Jones,

lory, which lias been shut down for a few days,
started up on Wednesday. The firm has many or-

shall we mU be as the golden grain,
That falls to tin earth, but to i-e again
True i- the lesson that nature shows
1 rom tlie tiny shoot to the pertei t r.»-e.
mine
And tile ham I that hold- this a.
(. an mould am w with a Love divine.
Belfast, Iuly,
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'a- I,
>nvil:
"1 ilv; stone
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-Mill:.
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Boynton, of Unity, a life-long Democrat,
says he is done with that party. He compares the
Democratic party of today with a man riding backward in a stage, who never sees anything until lie
gets past it. Mr. Boynton asked to have the fact
of his changed political views printed in the
Journal, and in making the statement we take
a-ion

Cushing, widow of the late

Cushing sister of Mrs. Thomas Morrissey arrived from London, Eng., last week and will spend
some time with her sister here—A Republican
Caucus

desirable bouse to rent.

a

ltev. 15. 15. Merrill of Brewer

a

Moses

v

•Journal goes in for
1 to ah sidewalk met-

privileges,

ment.

or

C. E. Adams has

have returned from Bar Harbor where they have
been spending a few weeks. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Atwood, who have also been spending a short time
at Bar Harbor, returned last Monday....Mrs.

side, which contain one of the best
water powers in Waldo county. This Is a great
chance for the right person. Head his advertise-

l 1 think tie- time is mu far a"- iy,
■!' may
When I shall lie in a be
When the w intry -inrin wiil above me rave.
An 1 the spring w ili d-*
my gi a-s\ gra\c,
Then wln-re will tin* deal hie-s spirit be,
On the boundless shore of Kternity.

the

Also his mill and several

vicinity.

Mrs.

Amo ig the numerous railways operated in the
New England Mates, none has attained a higher
degree of excellence than the Boston & Maine. It
has sedulously studied the interests of the travelling public, in regard to both equipment and service, until no more complete road can be found. It
operates now over *200 miles of main line and
branches, over which are run 2*27 trains per day.
The bed and rolling stock are maintained in perfect order, permitting the highest rate of speed
consistent with safety, and no appliance has been
neglected to insure the comfort of passengers. It
runs to all the Maine beaches, is the only direct
route between the thriving cities of Saco, Biddeford, Dover, Great Falls, Haverhill, Lawrence and
Lowell, and, as a through line between the principal cities of Maine and Boston, offers unequalled
advantages to both business travellers and tourists.
Its well earned popularity is daily increasing.

T.'.e Hotel is nearly full of boarders.

Theophilus Cushing, died on Saturday last after a
long and painful illness, and was buried on Tuesday afternoon-Capl. E. E. Littlefield and family

the east

on

Ai

Ip pa> the taxes and

wh-*

what

Winteki'ORT.

Locals.

Searsport

cordially invited.... Mr. Oscar P. Sanders ami
his sister Agnes, of Lowell, Mass., are stopping
a few days with their friends.

Mr. II. E. Pierce oilers for sale his entire real
city, which embraces his line resident and farm on Waldo avenue, and other lots in

that

Rev. T. B. Gregory will preach at
this place Aug. loth at J p. m. All

are

estate in this

■

in 1'.- Ifa-t Iasi week, soliciting orders
Out friend- had better patronize our

wa-

v

’■

bridge.

up and taken away.

palm.

the

’Tis a sadder thought, when the stortn king lave-.,
And heaps tin -now on tint lonely graves,
To the cheerful lireside it brings a chill,
When we think ol the gra\e> «<n the w intry hill,
I ying there so s(i;, and w hite,
in the pitiless g!o..m : tin- :r>-ly night.

j

■>

pulled

ning. lie fell holding an oil feeder in his hand,
the point of which was driven completely through

1 love to muse on their quiet rest,
" lien the fairy Spring each mound lias dressed.
Of their peaceful sleep 1 love to think,
When the apple blos-onis are w hite and pink,
And the winds low .-dgh, and the -weet birds call,
Ami the blue sky bending over all.

rwc;\c liour.s after the burning of tlu* <«reen
Mountain House, Ml. hesert, Mathews Bros., of

were

Swanyille.
the church in

A young man named Simmons met with an accident at the Belfast skating rink on Monday eve-

Hut a sln-nlow comes over the earth and sky
'Vilen the death angel's wing i- hovering nigh,
And theeloud grows dark, as the mother grieves
< I'er the little
grave, neath the clustering leaves,
lint the Angel whisper- peace, he still,
Thy babe is safe from all shade of ill.

hand gave a concert at City
»i
P
Monday evening. The ladies got up a
pi i.ie -upper for the hand, which was served at
the imuse ot Mrs. Gardner.
t

vegetables

The weary come from a life of toil,
Here to lie down, in the sacred soil,
And the youthful heart in its golden prime,
Never t<> bleach with the snows of time.
And faith looks up to a happier home
Than earth can give, neath its proudest dome.

port friends.

1

garden of Dr. II. II. Johnson, in this city,
robbed Saturday night. Large quantities of

The
was

Miss

Sarah

Portvr Siinontou.

violinist, will remain in Belfast during the
summer for the purpose of receiving pupils who
are desirous of being instructed on the violin. For
terms, etc., applv to
The

Care

<

ko.

SABAH Pub I BB S1MONTON.
XV. Hr UK kit, Belfast, Me.
.»111

Threshing
FOR

Machine
SALE.

BENJAMIN A ALLEN Threshing Ma
ehiue, l»een used with good -are about twelve
weeks. Will be sold at a bargain.
2\v31*
c. M. con ANT, Monroe, Me.

ONE

For Sale.
for sale one of the best
Waldo county. Also a
excellent laying HENS. For further
particulars call on 1>. W. Dykk, city, or the subscriber at tiu- Elder Pratt place.
II. H. MCDONALD.
Belfast, Aug. a, lsS4.—o2tf

rpilF subscriber offers
JL «1KB>KY COWs in
llock of

:>«

From
Is becoming universal as to how such an immense sale could be created in Lowell for
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Hut. my friend, if
you could stand behind our counter a week
and hear what those say who are using it,
the reason would appear as clear as the
noon-day sun. The leal curative power of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla demonstrates itself
in every’ case where our directions are faithfully regarded. We would that we might
get before the people a fractional part of the
contklence that is expressed to us every day
in this medicine by those who have carefully
noted (without prejudice) its effects upon the
Mood and through that upon the whole system. stimulating all tin- functions of the
body to perform the duties nature requires
of them. Try a bottle and satisfy yourself.

Low ell, .Mass.

Iyr5
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Have

you Liver Complaint?
•’Kidney-Weit ‘-and in.- f hr..an- Liv,
-,-a.
s
die."
prayed
llenry Ward, late

f,.;

f.yih Nat.

ciuard,

Is your Back lame and aching?

Have

you
Kidnev
‘‘Kidney-Wort made me snun ! in

--

and kidneys
Its worili
West V a.

me

utter 11’. years

u>-

.-t

h--r m-di

■

3' Lon

Fairchild,

Albans,

Vt.

Have you Malaria?
“Kidnev
remedy

W'urt has done better than any other
have ever used ri my practice.”'
l'r. It. K. Clark, South Hero, Vt.

J

ha* d tie m. more
other reiutuy ! !i.,ve
,,-r ijiki-n.”
.Mrs. J. T. (ialh-way, F’.k

thu:.

Flat.

;.nv

*. >reg-m.

Are you tormented with Piles?
Kidne y W -rt /vruane-'d/./ cere,/ !.•.•• f |,!e- dine
Dr W C Kline r,>min, .el, ,1 it to in, ."
H H- rst, Cashier M. Lank. Myerotown, 1’a.

Piles.

Are yon Rheumatism racked?

j*E”

Mrs. IE

you
f

<

suffering?

Mam

blood Cleanser.

uis

Dislike

|

DAVID

of

To women who suffer lioin any of the ills peculiar to their sex it is an unfailing friend. A:l
Druggists. One Dollar a bottle, or address In
David Kit nedy, Bundout, N. Y.

and Isefulness of Dr. kenned} *> Favorkerned} A Thrilling Letter from a
Master Mechanic.

.Ma-ier M. chanic’s and superintendent’.- < Mti ••*, )
I. ‘Well Repair Mi »psof no Boston A Lowell R
Lowell, Mass.. March j:., Ism. )
l>r Ihic'd hrnnt’dy, livudvut, X. }
Di. \l: Mi:
I Blink it is dm- |C you that I should
make tin I'111 i\‘. ih. -1 atenn 11i. ami I make it
1 111tarilyai.d willingly: On tin* tin day of .Mi".-. l»!.
1 wa.- tak'-n with wiial wa- called paralvsis of the
bowels. The seizure was unexpected and ten Me.
The spuna'*h and other organs seemed to sympathize with it and to have lost all power of .i- tion.
a g time m\
For a
litew a- de-pain d «d, hut at
a-agtll I r--covcri-d so lar .is to bo aide to rule out.
By the advice of my physicians 1 visited Boland
springs ,Vt.
hoping to bem-fit from the waters.
Bm thc\ did me no good. Neither were the best
pb.vsb ians of Lowell and Boston, whom I consultcd, able to a lb'i'd mi- m»rn than transient relic!'. I
... no strength and my case appeared almost
hopeh'-s. ill the K:i 11 a triend advised me lo trv
K K N N L1) Y > F A Vo 11ITL B L M KI > Y, and a 11 him gh
upp-.sed lo patent medicines I made the trial. To
make a long story .short FA V< >B1TL RLMKDY,
In inv opinion, saved my life. 1 consider it the l.cst
preparation in the world for stomach difficulties,
as well as ot the Liver aid other organs. I am glad
t<> say it j- in general use among the It. It. men in
tiiis vicinity.
Yours, etc.,
A. d. •, I FF< >R l».
Mr. ‘.itford is the Master Mechanic of tin* Lowell
division of the Boston A Lowell Railroad, and bis
illncs- and recovery are known t manv who can
testify to the tacts in his h tier.
I'-L- this medicine tor all diseases of the Blood,
Kidm-ys, Liver, stomach, Bowels and Skin. It mav
save you or yours from pain and death.
Address, If desired, Dr. David Kennedv. Rondout, N. Y.
Tnri'.t
■

>•

—

IN CASH

6IVEN AWAY
To SMOKERS of Blackwell’s
Genuine Bull Durham

Smoking Tobacco.
This

Special Deposit
guarantee the
payment of the 25 premiums fully described
is

vr.ro

to

or

nii.i s
i'llr.ii: hi:nj:i 11.

impoim wi

Office Blackwell's Durham Tobacco Co.,)
(
Durham, N. C„ Mau It), 1884.
P. A WILEY, Esq..
Cashier B ink of Durham. Durham, X. C.
Dear Sir;—We inclose you $11.9»o.oo, which
place on Special Deposit to pay premiums
please
for
our empty tobacco bags to !>•■ n turned Dec.
lath.
Yuurs truly.
J S. CAKR. President
Oficc of the Bank nj Durham,)
Durham. X. (\, May 10, 1881. s
J S. CARR. Esq
Crest. Blackire Vs Durham Tobacco Co.

Dear Sir:—I have to acknowledge receipt of
$11,950.00 from you. which we have placed upon
Special Deposit for the object you state.
Yours truly.
P. A. WILEY. Cashier.
None genuine without

picture of BULL on the
package.

our

other

announcements.

IvrO

WOOL CARDING
Monroe Carding Mill,
just reclothed my Carding Machine
with new cards throughout, am now
pre-

HAVING

pared to do

CUSTOM CARDING
in best manner possible, an«l at reasonable rates.
With fourteen years experience and the best machine in the County, using best oil, I am confident
of giving entire satisfaction. All interested should
avail themselves of this opportunity.

Monroe,

June

F. J. BAILEY.
8,1884.—-3m 24

FRANK MILLER,
Respectfully informs his friends in i id fast,
Rockland, Camden, Hope, Appleton, Ac., especially those travelling via Roston A Bangor
Steamship Line, that he lias taken possession of
the saloon known as the
Bangor Exchange,” on
Foster’s Wharf, directly at the .Steamer Lam ling.
Meals and Refreshments served at short notice.
Parcels left safely cared for. Call and see us.
6m30*

Horses for Sale
There

is

or

Exchange.

continually on hand, at the
Searsport House stable, for sale ,;r ex/
change, 30 horses, suitable for drivers or
f
workers, also some matched pairs.
W. GRINNELL, Prop. Searsport House
Searsport, Maine, Feb .20,1884.—tf8

Poverty

Jewelry

wonderfully

description and kind at wholeretsiil. A new stock just ’.inputted

sale or
and for sale CHEAT'.

W. Rff.
/, ( iff/

Freedom

Tito Fall Term of this institution will be
the instruction ot the I «>i lowing

M<,

-OF-

Ladies'

ll

“•John smith has gone and tied a knot in
my
tail,” complained a stork yards man to a
'\yver this im-miim. “Now, what can I do about
1'-'” he demanded.
“You can go and untie it,”
i.ironically replied the lawvcr, “and pav me live
dollar- for legal advice.”
Cured.

\.i «*;,*.
t,;1,i l-la-’-

jthv.-ieiau, retired from practice, having
'i in his hands by an Fast India mlssion•"'> ll"' formula of a simple vegetable remedy for
!:
'peed\ and permanent cure of Consumption,

i»i*>n;M-;i>

ui'onrhiiU, Catarrh, A-llmia and all Throat and
■
\fleeti<ms..also a positive and radical cure
n
New on.- l>ehility and all Nervous
Complaints,
no
having te.-tcd its wonderful curative powers
i'1 liiousand.- ■>( eases, has felt it his dutv to make
i! know n to hi- -uflering fellows. Actuated
by this
"naive ami a desire to relieve human
suffering, I
will -cud tree of charge, to all who desire it, this
recipe in Cermau, French or Fnglish, with full di51 n- for
preparing ami using. Sent by mail by
idre—ing with stamp, naming this paper, V\ A.
N^vi.', ll.* /‘t> tree's /‘lock, Rochester, A.
i\*teuvv.'J4

without u fault.
Ihe besl larsje arm

Gloves,

Is

Llvss

I’ll A

Goid, Silver
than

eheaper

be

can

CO^

S

&
bought

Ml’SIC .'{ ('Is. )><

■

city.

A ..i chance fur panic* wi.-hing for bu-inc*-. |
Will sell stock itvrnve- &<*., at a liberal discount, I
of going out of low n.

On account

\ man in Ari/.mia is suing a local
paper be< ause
ff •imuiineii! that he wa- tile father of a thieving
1 week o' i.
The editor meant to say “thriving, mu late ami the type setter ordered otherwise.

Cor. Main and

High

\
44

it/)'Repairing
dispatch.

j
;

"

and

»i \ i:\ I

micriiA

externally.

ur.

bt used from tto

i

DVE^vsio Cure !

“OUR LITTLE BOY.”

And all Tain in die -tonnnli and Bt-wids.
Children like it.

Sold h\ all

Drugg'lMs.

1 vlS

“WORKS TO A CHARM.”

I

I

!
i

!

“A TERRIBLE CASE.”
Charles Havre Hinkle, Jersey City
Heights,

; J., writes:

X.

“My son, a lad of twelve vears, was
compiotHv cured of a terrible case of Eczema l»v
i the ( piicrita Remedies. From the top of his
itc.id

to the soles of his feet was one mass of
-cabs.’’ Every other remedy and physicians had
been tried in vain.

Necklaces,

LOCKETS & CROSSES.

Gent’s Vest Chains,Seals & Charms

FOR PALE,

[
j
1
1

LANGUID,

Emaneiated children, with pimply, sallow skin, the
< t'iji t ha Remedies will
prove a perfect blessing,
idealising the blood and skin of inherited imptiriti*
and expelling the germs of scrofula, rheumatism, consumption and severe skin diseases.
Sold everywhere. Price: ClJTlCUKA, 50
cents;
Resolvent, i?1.oo; Soap,25 cents. Potteu Ditt o
and Chemical Co., Boston, Mass.
Send for “How to lure Skin Diseases.”

A DW
let. 1. ith

\

*'s<‘

I’utlcura Soap, an exquisitely
I perfumed Skin Beautllier, and Toiand Nursery Senative.

II Kit l K VS ./ /; It K1. It l

Railroad colors, Jo new -iiadcs, best goods, largest
stock, lowest prices in (own.
JJ
ir. k. mo it i sox ,c co.

EYE

VENT SICKNESS.

GINGER

III'It PL11,

whether caused

i l nliealtliy

As

"V."‘r

pLASlV&

!

j

I
;

ANTED—a few tons of PICK ED
\\7
▼ T
For particulars enquire of

Belfast,

.1 uly

31,

c.

P.

SMALL A
Iss4.-Jw.il

.SUM \<J.

HOUSTON.

lombard7

DENTIST,
Corner
Spring Sts., Belfast.

perfect Elertro-tialvanlc Battery combined with a highly
medicinal Plaster for -Joe.

Babbitt Metal for Machinery.
AY PE
the

All

and

debility.

of

A

druggists.

r|
X

(iiureh ami
Jtf

best anti-friction metal for
METAL,
lining machinery boxes, for sale at
isifJO
THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

CRAMPS

and

PAINS

TTNRIPE FRUIT,

T3REPARED

with the utmost skill from

Impure Water, Unhealthy Cli^ mate, Unwholesome
Food, Malaria, Epidemic
and Contagious Diseases, Cholera
Morbus, Cramps,
Pains, Indigestion, Diarrhoea, Colds, Chills, Simple
Fevers, Exhaustion, Nervousness,

1

Sumac Wanted!

New Life for Shattered
Nerves, Painful Muscles and
Weakened Organs, ('olllns*
\oltalc Electric Plaster instantly affects the nervous
system and banishes pain,
nervousness

that beset the traveller

or

loss of

Bleep

household at this season,
are nothing to those
protected by a timely use of
SANFORD’S GINGER, the Delicious Summer
Medicine.
or

IMPORTED GINGER, CHOICE AROMATICS and
the purest and host of MEDICINAL FRENCH
HRANDY, from the world-renowned vintners,
Messrs. OTARD, DUPUY & CO., COGNAC, ren-

dering it vastly superior
of which

are

impregnated

made with
with

to

all other

common

Gingers,” all
alcohol, largely

poisonous fusil oil, aud strength-

ened with cayenne pepper.

SANFORD’S GINGER
A

BEVERAGE,

sweetened,

or

hot

with hot

or

cold

or

milk,

cold
or

water,
added to

ice water,

lemonade, effervescent draughts and mineral waters, it formB a refreshing and
invigorating
beverage, unequalled in simplicity and purity by

any tonic medicine, while free from alcoholic reaction. A void mercenary dealers, who for a few cents'
extra profit try to force
upon you their own or
others when you call for SANFORD’S GINGER.
Sold by wholesale and retail druggists,
grocers,

etc., everywhere.
Potter Drug and Chemical Co., Boston.

ASA TURE FRUIT

STIMULANT, for the
aged, mentally and physically exhausted, careworn, or overworked, for delicate females, especially
mothers, for those recovering from debilitating diseases, and as a means of reforming those addicted
to

use of alcoholic stimulants, it is
unequalled in the whole range of medicines. Beware of imitations.
SANFORD’S is the finest
ginger in the world, and, notwithstanding the high
an

excessive

nAVINii
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Largest anil most Successful in the World
Tin

paper the value

city in which for
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It.
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ltd last,
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SHIP’S PUMPS!

The Journal makes
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Mill for Sale.
at MOODY’S MIDI,, in Wintermachinery is in good order and
Rotary which cost twelve hundred
dollars, a Header, a Planing Machine, a Shingle Machine, Stave Circular saw, an Fdger, and a Circular Cut-oil saw. Reason for selling, to close up the
estate of the late Daniel Moody. Will he sold low.
Inquire of MRS. MOODY at the mill, or
F. C. ARFY, Winterport, Me.
Winterport, May, 1884.—3m2:»
saw

i'ill]port.

mill
The

a

Wanted.
A live wideawake man to solicit insurance in
lielfast and adjacent towns, for one of the largest
and strongest Fife Insurance Companies in the
world. With the right party and one who is willing to put zeal a <1 energy into the work, an arrangement can lie made which will make his labor
No prepleasant, remunerative and permanent
vious knowledge of tin* business is absolutely required. Address with full name, P»<-\ f>74, Portland
Maine.
:’.Otf

One pair Kkntivky Mi lks, three years old,
sound and kind. For further particulars enquire
of
C
II. P.FACK, or
A. s MClvFRsON.
Swanville, duly 23, 18*4.—3 w.’iO*

Dissolution of Partnership.
The business carried
under the

and

by mutual

TEA

FOR

-»

ILL do well to investigate the methods of the
DWELLING HOUSE INSURANCE CO.*
one of the best in New England, before insuring
J. W. BLACK, Agent.
elsewhere.

GEO. F. EAMES, M. D. D. D. S.,
DENTIST.
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sitnated in tlie pleasant village
inn rport, Me.,nice two story
11' aise, e;
ami piazza, well built
a "i I (in is bet I, also a nice stable con*
m cj.-.i,
inie size of house ami
linishcd same outside, ami can be
changed into a
a-1':'*- at very small
expense; also one half of small
'■ a1'*e on same !• >t, ail
pleasantly situated in centre
lli,‘ village, with g'«>d si/, garden, with fruit
N-ar ebiovaes, post ofliee, Hotel,
* 1,1
'“’Ve will be s«*i:: at a bargain.
For further
particulars majuiie
JOHN ATWOOD,
II • >>mth Market st.. Boston, Mass.,
•M ot Fui.ii AnvuijD,
:tnr2"»*
Winterport, Me.

Mouse for Sale.
The story and a half house with
II and barn attached, tool bouse,
*odshed; good eell.xr and good
It'd w .■ or, • m \\ aldo A ve., o wn
"i"
by Di. A. S. DAVIS. There is
P’ur acres of land, and some twenty fruit
tie* s, p.-ar ami
apple. This is a very desirable
place, built by Dr. Davis for his own use, ami will
Pc sold at a bargain.
A. A. HOWLS.
Apple to
1 i* l list, .'..ay l. 1SS4. —it is

^

For Sale.
A new two story bouse situated
in Bellas! about one-third of a mile
from the Post Ollice. Al. o the
house situated on .North Street
kno.vn as the Miller House. Apx.l.l-.l* or i.> Mrs. L. 11. COLBY.
17lh, !*>!. —i'.Mf

AUGUSTA,

ME.

Diocesan School for Girls under the direction of the
BISHOP OF MAINL.
M A DA ML MoNl>AN,
Principal.
Assisted bv seven competent teachers.
Mrs. A. s. FUOTHINGIIAM,
Matron.
Seventeenth year opens .September -’a. TLUMS
$250 a year. Address Principal it Braltleboro,
Vermont, until September 1.
10\v27
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State—Richmond Bee.
One of the best paper* In the roiinir). it has won
success by sterling worth.
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Fancy Goods,

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PERIODICALS, ETC.
Agent lor the REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
Single
copies lor sale.
MAINE.

*■
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should Co in tin- 1. 11,din I'm- 1 imi.
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II. LEARNED.

F. A.

Homeopathic Physician & Surgeon.
Oltlrc on Phoenix Row, formerly orrupled by C.
P. Ilazcltlne.
Residence at Mrs. E. Beaman's 120 Church St.
Night rails answered from residence.
Iyr22.
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largest and handsomest paper printed in the
State. Rutland, Vt., Spirit of the Age.
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Mort^«K«‘ Farm Loans,
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Interest dates
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deposits. Satisfaction ifiiaranteed. 1 .arise
u
Experience. .V** Losses. S«.ud f>>r

rcft'rcno s a;i s implu forms.
F. M.lVrklns. Pr.s.
\ \ P. Hurt./ I.. If. Pi r'-.ras. >••••.
Auditor. '. f. w.m
J. T Warm*. V. Pros. )
...■ act*.
(J. C. limo ,v Son.
N. V. Ollice, 161 Broadway.
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Sample Cards furnished
dm 10

upon

application

subscribe for
PROBATE NOTICES.

State election will be

Presldental battle will be fought.
i At a Probate t oi:i held at Ueifa-t, within and tor
In order to be well informed of the preparatory
second l'uesdav o|
theC’oifntv of Wald'*, on ll
July, A. I). |s>i.
movements in the campaign, which will be necesbeen
|m vnlcd i*ra> in.: that
petition ha\ing
Admini'drnii 'ii "t 1m* estate >l M \KY \
sary to a full understanding of the Issues and po‘
held and another

V

litical situation after the nominations

are

made

those who desire the JOIRNiL should subscribe
|

It without delay.

I'

I

Hit.(HNS. laie of Thorndike in -aid t mints of
Waldo, deceased, innv lie grantc to Pill I.<) HERSI- V. i-:-.,
Ordered, That notice flu-root be given to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to Ik* published three weeks mc eessively
in the
Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to lie held
at Belfast, within and for said County, on tlie see.
ond Tuesday of \ugustne\t, at ten of the
lock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
:»\v.'5l
against the same.
JAMES 1). EAMSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—A. A. Fi.ktciikk, Register

ml ranee.

TO

Administrator’s Notice.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,

I^HK subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
1
concerned, that he has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of’Administrator with the will annexed of the estate of
BENJAMIN B. PARK, late of Searsport,

BolfiiNt, Mtiiuo.

In the Countv of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit, the same for settlement
JOSHUA D. TREAT.
to
Frankfort, July .*51, 1884.—3w31*

Nervi: and Drain Trfvtspi*eilio for Hysteria, DizziCits, Nervous Neuralgia,
Pros: rat ion eaused by t he uso

Headache. Ni*rv< »us
Wakefulness. Mental Deofalcono! <»r ioba
pression. S »ft,. eing of the Drain r« suiting ill inai
!
!
id
to
;
misery, decay and death.
sanity
Darn nness. Doss of power
Premature ()|,| \
Dosses andDperuihtI- \«* 1
in either
orrh eaeau-ed hy < > v
.ertiou of the brain, self
Each box contains
abuse or nxfr-indnL-enee.
one

month

s treatmeat.
-ent. b> ma i

sl.ui.a box.

or s*

prepaid on receipt

of

boxes

price

M K id A 11 W ITH *IX BO\F.S
With each order received by na
To cun- any »•:
for six box
accompanied with &r>.OP, we will
eond the i> :r-hjist t>ur written guarantee to refund the inuius :f the treat meet does not effect
Guarantees issued only by
a euro,
~

MOODY, Belfast, Me.
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NOVELTY STORE!
R. H. EMERY & CO.,
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Books, SUBSCRIBE NOW.
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What is Said of the Journal.
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Farmington

hated b oi a mile east of China
s
tillage. .I buildings, Orchards,
'V.»od and Lumber lot. Lxeolleut
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Ibiy and Produce farm. Free from
:Xj
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F<>r further particulars ad■iress
L. o. TAVLOlt, China,
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Kennebec. County, Maine.
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Shipping News,

The proprietors warrant dix Jioxes of Dr. E. C.
West's Nervis and Drain Treatment to cure
any Nervous Disease, either Mule or Female, of
whatever nature or cans.-, and will give a written
guarantee with each order for six boxes, agreeing
to refund the nr
noy if the Treatment does not effect
a cure in
six months. Price, $1.00 per box; six
boxes for
Sent prepaid bv mail on receipt
of price. IF II.TIAV &<*<>.,
Agents in Portlaud, Maine, Junction Free and Middle Streets.
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specialties of

I

rI^JlK undersigned is the a«rt*i»t of tin* I'ATAISACT
i
PIMP for this vicinity. The Pump is m.nic
in Rockland and gives «-\* « dent satisfaction. I
also sell the celebrated KMSOX PIMP. The price
ol the Cataract Pump is $25, and the Kdi-on jjpiS.
V essel owners in want of new
pumps will d<> well
dko. F. WKillT,
hy calling on me.
shipsmilh n Carter’s Yard, lielfast.
May 19, 1*84.—3m21
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The subscriber oflVrs for -ah
Idschooner yacht. The boat i- .id fed
J l"H-. s feel wide, and i- well tonic.with liew sails and rmaimr. >he ha
handsome c dun that will acc.unmoda!’
three or four persons.
Hie yacht will be sold at
bargain. >hc • an l»e seen oil' Holt’' wharf after
Saturdav. Tor further particulars call on
N ATII'L DTLAV *
Belfast, .July .do, DM.—2v\dl*
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Recognizing the prime importance of
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y.-ar-of ai;c. and actual residents of this Ci.nuivsionai District.
W.M. 11. Toi.LTB,
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of its

ingredients, is the cheapest Cunily medicine. Sold everywhere.
Potter Drug and Chemical Co., Boston.
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digest of intelligence,

ing done at home and abroad in the

goods—bv getting up Clubs
TEAS.
A Tea Set of II pieces sent for a $10 order. A
handsome Hanging Lamp for a $15 order. A large
Dinner set or an elegant French China Tea Set for
a $20 order,
We send BETTER TEA than
an) eoinpan) in the country and a* good premiums.

e\
appointed a commission
amine applicants for the posiiion f Na\ai
Cadet from the :M ( on^ressional District of M iii>«
we hereby give imliee that we will liohl a iih•cun.;
tor such hearing al the otlic.e of Win. II.
o^h r, al
lb lfast, on the Md Tuesday of Au^ust next. ( .nidi

P.uhwsTKu &

S

Sw.ln

for

au rr.

been

Itotr,

W. K. Morison & Co.

Go.,

ELECTRIC

1*/umiic

Wholesale and Retail.

A
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1

GLASSES!

PARIS GREEN!

MOBdL s, cramps,Pains, Diarrhoea
y Dysentery, Indigestion, Colds, Chills,
C^IIoLLBA
Simple
i-e\ers,

and Pure French
Brandy.
BLN LHAGE, with hot or cold
water,
sweetened, or hot or cold milk, or added to
water, lemonade, effervescent draughts or mineial waters, it torms a
refreshing and invigorating
hevcrtipc. iiiicijuuHni i„ simplicity hint purity
Av"i'l mercenary dealers, who
try to force upon
Kiiit'i rs when you <-:ill for
ANHIItl, ,, t_.INi.LK, Sold
everywliere.
I'OTTKlt Ditt o AM, CltKMlCAI,
liOStOh.

H. F<gg A
.... H<.niton,
II tiifinan A. C<>., Presque Isle.

Roger* ami liras, best

Spectacles

Adapted

Exhaustion, Nervousness or Loss of Sleep,
by Unripe Fruit, Impure Water,
( Innate, l nwholesome
Food, Malaria,
I Lpi i'-nne or Contagious Diseases that beset
the
(ia\eler or h nisehold at this season are
nothing to
j
protected by a timely use of Sanford’s
GIS..I.N, composed of Imported
Ginger, Choice
Aiomatics

A.
o.

Silver Ware—

Watches cleaned an I warranted dim* year i'«»r '>0 els.
Main springs of all kinds for ."in ei
and warrant
fd. M .ali-li ^lasse- in els. All oilier work at rea-amaltle rales.
\V. 11. <•< >BDON.
I"'!. —tf2»;
Belfast, -Jnin*

IMPROVED-

to a ll auks and condition
of tlic eyes, li you are troubled with vour
give me a rail and you cannot fail to be suited

Cm

interesting weekly

■.

THRESHING MACHINES.

Slass, Crockery,

-AM)-

sight,

j

Willi Head A l

V
ici

a..

decidedly and

unswervingly Republican, will present
and

I-Vr iirst two horsy flinching Machines,
wtitf tor information and circular to the
undrr-wi). (i. nr to tiicir agents. as below.
Ill VI AMIN A M.I.FN, Oakland, Mo.
A< l-.NT>
J\"mlall A Whitney, Portland,
il. II. I Dinning, llnngor.

Can tarnish iluir tables

l.

GRAVES’ PATENT

SANFORD’S

THE WISE PRE

S TO It K.

PAINTS,
OILS,
VARNISHES,
Perfected
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m., or on arrival of Mmr rlmBar llarhor.
Leaves Bella-t same da\
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Shipbuilding Notes,

For the Instant Belief of

Colic, Cholera Morbus, ISi.rili»ca.

|

I
s
Weeks, Esq., Town Treasurer, St. Albans,
V:
says in a letter dated May >. “It works to a
harm on my baby’s face and head. Cured the
lucid entirely, and lias nearly cleaned the face of
'"ics.
J have recommended it to several, ami Dr.
Plant hits ordered it for them.”

W. §■$.

>ni*

»r«*m
r. u
1 H

it

Journal will continue tin policy indicated
by the late W. II. SIMPSON, in Ills valedictory pa

Specialty.

*

/{/;/,/■ is/’.

REDUCED

ROUND TRIPS PER WEEK.
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Boston.
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If you want to buy a horse,
If you want boarders,
If \ou want a boarding-place,
II you have found any thing.
If you have lost anything.
A hveiiti.se in nit: .lornN.u.

FKLLOWS.

j

Lx-Repre*sentative Murchof Maine was asked 1
Saturday for whom the workingmen would i
vote in November. “The majoritv of
them,”
wa- the
reply, -will vote for Biaiuc'and Logan.
In Massachusetts, the vote* of the* workingmen
will depend in a gre at measure*
upon what Ge n.
Itutler may do. If he* runs the large
majority
of the* workingme n will vote for him. If he
<loe*s not run, a large
majority of them will
vote* for Blaine and Logan.”

It is said that a syndicate, composed of Henry
Warmoth, August Belmont, Sam Barlow,
Pierre Lorillurd, John Mackey, ex-Gov. Stanford of California and James Gordon Bennett,
is making efforts to purchase Cuba for one
buudred million dollars, with the view of turning the island into a big sugar plantation and !
tobacco factory.

skin

Mr. and Mrs. Everett siebbins,
Belchertown,
Mas,., write: “Our little hoy was terribly afflicted v. nh "' rofula. Sail Rheum and
ever
Erysipelas
si,he was horn, and nothing we could
give him
I
hr'pcd him until we tried t imtcl'HA Remedies,
\vhi'di gratlually cured him, until now he is as fair
as anv child.”
i

MAKKS LIGHT OF THK INDKI'KN DKNT
MOVKMKNl. AND WILL STUM I* WF.Sl \I1(.
GINIA AND OHIO FOR liLAINK.

he Canadian free trade papers joiu with the
London press in tin- cry against Blaine and protection. The Hamilton Times says that “the
protectionist policy of the United States has to
be met and overthrown sooner or later, and the
present is just as favorable an opportunity as
It adds that “the Democratic
any other.”
party hsis only to meet Blaine as squarely as the
front he shows to insure success.”

great
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Soap,

Absolutely pure anti safe, and
moment of birth.

CHaljiHGY
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FARE

The

>

If you hate a house to let,
If you want to huy a house,
If you want to hire a house,
I f you want to sell a hot se,

)\t

N£Uf YORK.

1

the endeavor will he to

Ml bottom prices.
HYDE & CO.,

loll——.

\oirriiroiiT

Capt. X/ecker,
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If you want a. servant.
If you want a situation.
If yon want help of tiny kind.
If you have a house to sell,

Frop’rs. lielfasl,

,-.t

ATHLOPHOROS CO., 112 WALL ST
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STEAMER FLORENCE,

fifty-live years It has been published.

order.
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Soaks

all kind- done wiih
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Cures in 30 Minutes !
Geo. il. Fellows A Co.,

to

Scrap

CHIN K AS
Belfast, l-'eb. js, I t.—if:i

SPECIFIC
SOLO BY

and

made

Cutieum

NFAMILE uni Birth Humors, Milk Crust, Scalk-'l head, Eczemas, and every form of
Itching,
Pimply, Scrofulous and Inherited Diseases
n tin- Blood, skin ami
Scalp, with loss of Hair,
hot,; Infancy to Age, cured i>v the
Crrict'KA RK-

STOCK

I" c... Mn.lr tip In the LATEST
.uni satifelai‘[iimi guaranteed.
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manner.
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Fireworks

Old B oka & Music
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make <5 trips per week

LANK, tprni, RtTfuM.
JAVIKS LITTLI OKU). Nupi.. RuMun.
• ALVIN AISTIN, t.i ncriiO
Pfiahi Audit, Boston.
Iirlfa»t. M iv an, I 1 -! rl
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Badges, Portraits and all
poiiticaS goods-

-uhscriiier ha- taken charge of the I took
1
Himlerv in Hclla-t, formerh rim by II. II.
idJHKTT, iml marc recently i»y W. II. W’FsT.
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Construction
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GlT.MOliK,

Mrs. F. A.

Weeklies in the State,

Largest

Fancy Goods,

Noiselessness I

Magazines,

Sheet.

kos

AM iier-an.i having aiiMeltled ueeuunts of
long
laiidiu- are ie.|UO.Med to settle.
4tf

Perfection of Balance I

Jewelry
r

DTirfEim.t

who was so eriuei 11 a I: h
could not WUlkllSte;)
has sinee be* u able to\

lie most w ride! ml
ra!#ie end 1th rin u.- j,
bade d t in nu: 1 .•
d O'

of the

one

Torches, Helmets, Flags,

Perfection of Stitch and Tension

Book

elsewhere in the

&

Si'jirxpinU,

Fase of Movement !

T,

Jet

I” Wn

eomblnes

II
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or

sale In say Dial
srwlns maehlne ever

Simplicity of Mechanical
Durability!

Neckwear, &c..
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poor
you
families well a year with Hop
than one doctor's visit will cost.
Workingman.

LARGEST

Is

II

••

s

c\.

Ihuriiimb lestliiK, (lie II VliTKOnil

•*

«

hat does the independent movement in
! Massachusetts amount te)?”
“It amounts practically to
nothing. It e*anued poll ,>00 vote*s.
Nobody need pav attention
; to it.”
-Have you been in New York recently?”
“Yes, everything i> lovely there for‘Blaine
and Logan.
The desertions from Cleveland
j are
very numerous. The* workingmen there*
are down upon him.
Ilis vetoes of tin* ear
drivers, the f>-cent fare* and the child labor bills
make them almost, solid against him. I notice
that the* specious explanation of the 5-eent
veto is made* that the workingmen have advantag? of that rate for two hours early in the
morning and for two hours in tin* evening.
But that is not the point. The families <7f
these workingmen, living for tin* most
part
away from the business ce ntres, have to ride* in
the ears to make their purchases. Cleveland
cannot carry New York.
It is safe for Blaine
and Logan.”
“Will you take any part in the campaign?”
“^e*s; 1 will stump West Virginia and Ohio
for Blaine and Logan?”

of

years

One lot of Hats and Bonnets. ‘2A els.
One lot of Hats and Bonnets. 50
Ladles* kid (doves.•.>.->
Corsets....*25 and 50
Old Ladles* Caps...0*2
knitting Colton.— 5 its. per ball.

Yarns, Ladies & Children

I-known ami

THE HARTFORD!
produced.

We wi>!i to dispose ol our entire stock before
the HI.’Vl’ Ol Al i.l 'T, and would call attention to the following prices

u e!

-t.ood board can be obtained at from
to S-2..TU per week.
Arrangements j,»r seif,
boardinir can be made at very reasonable rate-.
For further partieidars send for “.\ui:ouncement
( ij
udr"
ontaiuinir rules, regulations, elassiiie;;.
lion of studies ike.
Vidro s the Principal at Hrooks, or
O. II
KI KN. sec.
Freedom Village, duly
1
I.
.Twdo

Alter

Traveling Companion.

‘•.'.Ti!' orr.t

■'

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS,
sifoom Papers & Curtains,

opm
umier

I’>1»au11

Out Sale

Closing

Dry

perienced Teachers: Prince K. Luce, Priitcipal,
teacher ot Hijrh Fn^rlish, l.aimuaacs aid Mathe
malic; Kdwaril Evans, Assistant, P aclu r oi < «»mmoil Fn.ylish Pranchc-; K. d. Knmviion, Penman,
teacher of Penmanship. 1»rawiua, P.ooi..keeping A
i<in.—t jmnnon Knirlish, s:> nit; Higher Ka_
Ti
lish, $l.eb; l.an^ua.Lres. ,*.*».tin.

manner,

lir/fasf.

Making It

llshed

Academy,

Monday, sept. 1st, ami continue Ten Weeks

TBAYER,
*Jork,

It

It I

Clement & Adams,

in'

33. XT’. "W'EML.HjS.
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whead
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l-nu. took
>."aad was cured
•air..
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r

Hie white lulu l.
stull with “Hop
or

on

4%

Leaving Belfast for Boston every week day at *2>£
o’clock r. m.
A program of choice music will he
performed in
t he saloon on every
passage between Rockland and
Boston.
Leaving Foster’s wharf, Boston, for Belfast,
every week day at a o’clock i\ m.
L < »n n i-:< 'TP >ns At Sear-port with
stage for stoek•
Ion on arrival of steamer. At
Uucksport with stage
lor and from Kllsworth. At Bangor f«»r .Moo-. In
ad
1 atke and all stations on the it. ,v p R. r. and M.
R. R. Connections made for Portland at Rockl.ind usually every .Monday andThursdavevenings.
<,*• 1111«■ ?io11at Rockland with sp-amers \lt. l)e\«~rl
Rock land $>r Mt. Dy-erl and landings east.
Lh’kep may he olitained on board steamers for
Lowell, Lawrence, New York and Philadelphia.

-None LC.amiiH' without •» bunch of
green Hops
>hun nil the vile, poisonous
“Hops” in their name.

i:

<>i' even

prices

you will call and look at my stock and
learn prices, you cannot fail to be suited.
Jl

p 11 r
L\
»\

< an

,!r:!v
si m: idler ! ■;
,s

v

—

hand and at prices that cannot
fail to suit.

Done at all times and in the best

It
linker, oi

f

known

Suffering.

b\ ’he advice of
my pastor, t commenced
’i'in
ll"i’ Hitters, uiid in one month we were
'II well, and none of us have been sick a dav
''iiiee. and I want to sav to all
men,

WATCHES & CLOCKS
on

I
1

was

ill keep your
Hitft i> tor less
I know it."
A

WEEK.

Commencing Saturday, May 31,

..

:l-"«

Razors & Shears
low

I

BEEN-

Permanently Enlarged

dragged down with debt, poverty and
fieri ng !«>r yours, eau>ed by a sick
family and
large bills for doctoring.
1 was completely
discouraged, until one year

“J
mi

From 10c. to $2.

aim at

aid

PER

The steamers of this line will

that tie- Dev. Dr. Den-

e

b

v.

SPECTACLES

N<> lade .-hould start on a
journey by rail or boat
without a bottle of Fellows' llcadaehe Speeltie.
Taken in a little c< Id water it will relieve the
pain
"i .-irk or nervous Headache iu oh minutes.
One of
tiu powders dry on the tongue will relieve
any case
ol seasickness.
lmjfc!

Ex-Hep reseiitaUve Mureh.

Agents for

Hand

••

——&'xvxnrmx-T~

Mien 1 have been unable to be about at
liver became hard like wood; my limbs
were pulled up and tilled with water.
All the best physicians agreed that
nothing
couid cure me. I resolved to try
Hop Bitters;
I have Used seven bottles; the hardness
has all
gone from my liver, the swilling from
my
limbs, and il has -'•■»//•. / a niinule
n\y case;
otherwise 1 would have boon now in my grave.
J. W. Mokky.
Bullalo, Oct. I. 1881.

price.

own

-HAS

Since
ell. My

W. 1>. CAHTEH.

stands

■

premiums

At almost your

up

Tenure of otliee act clearh
was in the interest <,f Hubert • >.
Thompson, the
< ommissioner <d Public Works, the head ot
the
( "uniy
Democracy and the m-w incinber from
N w Smk of the National Democratic Cointuittee.
(Lover ( iewialid 'ought. bv vetoing
this bill in lb. interests ot
ore
Thompson.'io
Hi" support ot the •
'ounly l>emocraev to MlLt
Hie detection of
and
he succeeded.
'l'ammaiiy.
i hompson had a direr; personal interest in tL«
veto of the hill, as tilt («overnoi*s ,-,.fu-.;lj
:i|l.
I'J'ovi it retains him in a most valuable oilier,
tin- management of which by sewral iuvt-'tigalions was reported to b<* extravagant ami 1 uetli *it*nt, if not corrupt.
A' to the wto «»I Hit Fiw Cent L!t*val(*d
Railway Fare bill, then* maw hav** been justitiald" technical objectit»n> to
ami the laboring
im-n will not make >.» much
f that fai t as is
There are other vetoes,
generally claimed.
however, of which they \« ry bitterly'and just lv
complain. Chief among them i> the bill relative
to prison contract labor. Cleveland had intiman d that iie would use
every effort lu secure
ihe passage of this bill.
It was siipporietl b\
ail Hu-great labor organi/.at ions of New York.
He failed to meet their expectations, as he also
lid with respect to tin* bill curtailing the hours
of labor of workingmen on street railroads, tinbill regulaling lIn-employmeiit of children and
Hie Mechanics' Lit n law’. The bill restricting
the number ot hours of labor to be
required of
'tr< ct railroad employees to twelve
per day was
erionly a reasonable measure. Y«-t Governor
(Jevcland ehos'* b» veto it. Tin; bill was
supported by the 'Trades A- uihly and by all the
working classes, and it is not to be forgotten
that llieie are four thousand workingmen connected with the street railways in New York
ami Brooklyn, and they are' located for tin*
most part in doubtful districts. The Mechanics'
Lien Jaw was demanded by workingmen, bv
tin- Knights of Labor, ami
opposed uul\ bv a
; lew speculators and capitalists.
Moreover, ii
! "'as in the main a proposition to extern! to tie*
Slab* at large a law which had
already operated
successfully as a local measure in Buffalo and
Brooklyn. The veto of the Child-labor bill
>|*cnis unjustifiable on any ground and is essentially brutal and inhuman. The bill simply forbad the employment of children under ten
years ot age and prohibited any child under
fourteen from being employed'who had not
received twenty weeks' anuuai schooling. Th<*
measure was
earnestly supported by the State
!
Society for the Prevention of Crueltv to Children and was indorsed
by the Labor Cnion. The
veto of it is said to ha\e been
inspired bv sevoral influential Democratic Slate Senators
I
! *miong them Murphy, Plunkett and .Jacobs’
w ho wen*
urged to induce tin*Governor to veto
it by several large
monopoly linns in their districts who are large
employers of child labor,
and who have since been very active
supporters of Governor Cleveland.
From these facts
it may be clearly understood that the
organizi ed labor of the
country will not vote for Cleveland. 'The object of these
workingmen's soeieHes is not political
It is ameliorative, but they
| are conscious of their power and intend to u>e
it to boycott the candidate of
any political
party whom they believe to be an enemv of labor, and such they consider Grover Cleveland,
Veto

in our former announcements.
The
will be paid, no matter how
small the number of bags returned may he.

? 27“See

\n editor in Indiana -ai.l the other
day, iu the
cir-e oi an editorial, “We want a live issue,” and
he was hopping mad the next
morning, when he
.-aw U had been set
to read “We want a liver

■

mary :
I he veto ot llii- Koose\elt bill,
taking from
tile Board ..f AkK riuan the
power to confirm
tli" nominations of the
Mayor, was the lirst
blow at
Cleveland, logical^,
Tammany.
"hoiild haw signed all tie* reform bills after
'.hat. hut lie did not. and hr
clearly vetoed some
in the interests ot corporations. It was
important. tor instance, to complete the reform In
New \ ork city, that the T( Ullfe of otlire bill
siemld have been signed, ami Cleveland had
practically given the reformers jo understand
that it would be. but ll< vetoed it.
Had the reformers supposed that this bill would not have
become a law they could
have
the

Kidney anil T.i-rer Complaints. Constipation, an
all disomers
arising from n impure stat cf tbe BL< ><»!>.

llc

belter in the morning. I shall lccommcnd Adamson’s Botanic Balsam to all my friends.

Il i> generally known that(irover ( levi land I
i-* very strongly o >poscd by the workingimn in
New \ '«rk city, but tie <-\a<-t grounds of ileir
opposition to him are not clearly understood.
<‘oi. it. .!. Hinton, an old journalist, who
-i-mt
Iasi winter in Albany ;i- a
legislative < <>> respondent. has furnished an explanation of then uses of Hie grievance >>f labor at
>vernoi
< le\« land, of which tlit
following is a sum-

I he

Popularit)

Jarvis, Fstj.
Office Boston Sunday Courier, <
.January IT, lss-2.
\
Br. F. \V. kinsman. Augusta, Maine. Bear Sir :
1 have been troubled for several years
during the
inter, with a hacking cough, which although I
i.e\er thought -erious, was never
annoying. 1 comnc need taking Adamson’s Botanic
Cough Balsam,
li d l'Mind it relieved me at once.
1 have only been
laxing it a week, ami only on retiring, and me cough
ha- entirely di-aP)(Cared. I sleep better
nights and
ee

Cleve-

(asily
kept
Legislature in session and woiiid have done

For the Cure

Silver Wars &

From F. li.

or

Workingmen

Castings
Manufacturers of

desired.

If

us

of the late ISAAC A

Always

(oiiMimption

the

procured of

|

:

Is Ti:i

isT.7““r.

TTf

ive years ago 1 broke down with
kidney
liver complaint and rheumatism.

l
and

can

1

to

roi:

1 vrl2

DR.

evil

-.

If you would Banish Disease
and gain Health, Take
i

The

more

patterns for Brass

G. T. HEAD.

\ New York exchange savs that the number of
watermelons -applied to that city has doubled
up
iu the past three years. The same tnav he said of
the majority of those who have eaten them.

land.

peculiar tr i...;•■> ?
friend-us«-mi,! pm
Lamoreaux, i.doEu Mutt,-. Vt.
Jim

i-

tv

Why

Elbridge Malcolm, West Bath, Maine.

Ladies,

ter.

Fittings,

Tit I PS

<»

Atiilophoros”

>, ho had been laid
lien, of Ne w II
for four or in ;i
tusata time with
Q up
the severest illieuiv, Umh. took Athloand h e.m, a well man.
_rtfOKos

Hardened Liver.

Dealers In Machinists* Supplies and

BRAYTON PETROLEUM ENGINE Co.

Of the best make

[Hu-kin.

“Kidn, y \\<-rt cured in,-, .at;,
I was giv.-n up !.
die by physicians and 1 had >ailf.-red thirty war-."

are
“Kidney Wort cured
several v.-ars standing.

were

Inches.

prices. Pipe
cutting from l*s inch

Bolt

Roller Bushings and Roller Skates.

lyrf>

the only paradi-e our of which
driven away, indeed, our lir.-t
not to be deprived of it.
[Kieh-

ibe

perch.

Castoria.
When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria,
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,
When she was a Miss, she clung to Castoria,
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

Love and trust are the only mother milk of
am man's soul.
So tar a- h< i- hated and mi—
trusted, his power- ate destroyed. I have said
that men will not
serve you f >r
pay.
I hey cannot si rve \ •»u lor scorn.
Even from
Itaiaam. money-1 \ «■ r though lie lie, no useful
proj-li' i-y is to he had for silver and goid. No
tiian can -erve vou * itlier l*»r
purse or cur-e.

Are you Bilious?

Kidney- A'.,rt

[Cervantes.

which we do not succumb is a
benefactor. A-tin Sandwich Islander believe*
tliat the strength ami \aior of the enemy he
kills pas.-e- into himself, so we gain the strength
of the temptation w*
-i-t. 'Emerson.

cues.

bt.

cannot

parents

Lv

nnd cured

<

sun

certain that worship -lands in -ome commanding relation to the health of man and to
hi- highest powers. >o a- to he. in some manner.
Iln source of intellect. All the gn at age.- have
be* n age- of belie!.

Are you Constipated ?
or t
nus.-s
v
aci.jun -i.s

“Kidn.-y-W

maid-

1 i-

rinjr.
.Sami llud.-—, Wih.amstew m

Slltub-x.’’

own reser\e.

a

[Tuekerman.

Disease?
liv,

unsuccessful <1.,

can secure

>

be

•‘That i- a sweeping argument,” said a
hoy when
ids mother used a broom to convince him that he
>hould have been at school instead of fishing for

les- of pathos in ail true
beauty. 1 l.e delight it awaken- has an indeliualne and. as it were, luxurious sadne-s.
winch is, perhaps, one element of it.might.

"Ki la. y-W ert. I l> lib
..lied niu when I wasso
lame 1 had to lull -nt uf l„-<i."
t'. M. T diinage. Milwaukee, Wi.s.

nft-r years

bars

cutting and threading.

A.

Steam

Authorities in njgirnc
concede that yeast fermentation in the
prepar-

(mu

ne\er

1 Here

V.

>..

her

as

or

VOGEI.EH ( (».
Baltimore, Md., C.8.

A.
A. YOUELEK ft CO.)

to

ation of bread foods are less
healthy than when
raised by the u-m of pure Hi Carl) yoda or .Sour Milk.
! lie (,'old Medal Soda or Saleratus are
Superior for
tlieir purity and healthfulncss. Cooking raised
by
tiding the Hold Medal will be found more free froth
the taint of alcohol than any other. Ask
your Grocer for it until you get it.
Iy4i>

i

Memory
w.

|
!

l»i

after I

Thought.

any pity for conceited people, bothink they earn their comfort about
with them. [George Eliot.

v

Vt.

well

so

I’ve

Peabody, 31.ias.

Lives :dm*>-t iniiue<ii:de V :r.”
l'r. l’Liili],
Lall.-u, Munkt, •»,

padlock. bolts

eaus.

from Diabetes ?
Suffering
"Kl in
W.
-:v ! have
:j
‘•v,r

of

Most of our misfortunes are more supportable than the comments of our friends upon
them. [Colton.

Have you Bright’s Disease?
1
<■ y water was
!
just
rKlehalk
lr,e,T ""
lik,
and ti a like hi.J.”
Fmak

A girl naumd Flint, out in Dakota,
recently married a man named Slone. What a hard time
they
"'ill have traveling o’er the pebbly road of matrimony !

I ask you to look out for the sunlight the
Lord sends into your day-.
Hope Campbell.

your nerves weak?

m 11•

to

Republican Journal

—concentrated

In them, and that they will cure when
any
all tiicse, singly or
—combined
Fail. A thorough trial will
give positive
proof of this.

line

our

Having recently bought out the stork and trade
LLAKI), jewelry business, in
a*} Quantity and Quality.
In the Diamond Dyes i Belfast, I am now prepared to offer the most a-nion- coloring is given than in any known
dves, and i
trade ever seen in Belfast. My object is
they give faster ami more brilliant colors.* 10c. at tonishing
to dispose of the stock on hand so as to lit up anew.
ail druggist-. Wells, Richardson & Co.,
Hurlington, \ 1. Sample Card, 32 colors, and book of directions for 2c. stamp.

is

N*'

v
v i' .-d
1; < -»n n, rv.
weakness
J w a
a
\a !
1;\
M: •- M. M. li.
Ed. tv 'isti'Ui Monitor UrVi.-iaini, < i.

Kidn*:

goodwill,

ra

light and heavy work in

done at short notice and reasonable

lyr.'H

the mother of crime, want of
poverty
sense is tlie father.
[i>e la Bruyere.
Those who live in the Lord never see each
other for the last time, [(human Motto.
It

V.. .rt
>
ught me !: .-in
gv iv.
vii-r 1 had L.-.-n giv. mij-i.%
’.-st .meter- ,n
31. VV. iA vi r:ui\, Mecliamr, 1. -ma, Mich.

wa r.

Aa

Happiness.

disordered?
Kidneys
!••

iducy

TIP CHARLES

hlr
!It

*•

cured the Rev. W. p. Corbit, of New
I lawn, of a terrible attack of imkunmatory rheum itl-mi, which had Ion# tormented him and had reduced him In
\vei#ht thirtv-llv rounds.

-THE-

or

AMI U,L OTIIKK imiiil.Y I'Alf.S A Ml ACHES.
Sold by l>. i.i'.i'is a.,
Healers everywhere. Kitty Cetiis a bottle.
Directions in 11 Language*.
ISuccej.-

Is Tree that

—ijuaht.is of all the best medicines in the
world, and you will find that
—Bop
/I to rs have the best curative
qualities and
powers of all

1 that is the beauty

a,.

■,

™nr fcaax-g-ypatjc:—

revivers,

Belfast, Me.

St.,

All kinds of

“Tread lightly,” only a little corn. Use Hinds’
l<\Di! ai. < dun Rk.movkk.
it is guaranteed to
cure, and leaves the skin smooth.

Things don't turn up in this world until
somebody turns them up. [Garfield.

O DO AS OTHERS

gb-OtaJ*1

T!iru:ti.
W|»rai*i«. ESriiiNPa
Hums. Scalds. Front Itiien.

\ es, but it I> I;*
it, strange as it is.

of

—Take all the Great health restorers.
—In. short, take all the best
qualities of all
these, and the
—best

Brass Founders,
44 Hflain

Lumbago. Backache. Headache. Toothache,

Sore

The Best

Gems

3P_£LZ:iM..

CURES

Last work a young lady was killed while
swingiim in a hammock, and now we see that another
Mhiilady has been killed while milking a cow.
A erih i.~. there no escape for the “dear creatures?”

Dear World, 1 behold but your largeness: l forget that aught pett\ or mean
Lv< r marred the vast sphere of \our beauty.
over which as a lover ! lean;
And not b\ our flaws will (iod judge n-; His
love keeps our noblest in sight :
•ear World, our low life sink- behind us; we
look up to His infinite height!
Lin y Lareom. in Harper's Magazine for August.

Sob: bv all druggists. 1’ricc Si: or six for
85. I n pan d by r. I. HOOD & CO., Apoth-

FOB.

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sciatica,

Gm It

—Take all the Brain and Nerve force

-AND-

!

Bangor

Steamship Co.

specifics,

Maillists, steal Fitters,

The Rev. ( has. E. Piper, formerly of Pittsfield,
\. 11., but now of Wakelield, R. I., writes.
“My
wife had been an invalid for years, but Baxter’s
.Mandrake Bitters cured her.” N. II. Downs’
Vegetable Balsamic Elixir always cures coughs, colds
ami consumption, when taken in season.
Henry
Johnson’.- Arnica and Oil Liniment, for
strains,
bruises, cut-, swellings, old sores, &e., is excellent.
1 m30

I is now the time when the lovely maiden at the
seaside limps about with apairoM shoes on miniber ; teet and tells how she cut her foot on a horrid
shell
Idle bathing.

Boston and

Liver

cures,
—Take all the Ayae, Fever, and Bilious

HEAD & CARTER,

Georgia is fertile in imagination as well as in
magnetic girls. A Cuthbert farmer tells of a
swamp toad which carried off a pig, but could not
poll his captive through the fence.

Dear World, lying quiet and lovely in a shimmer of gossamer haze.
Beneath the soft films of your mantle I can feel
your heart heat as 1 gaze;
I know you l>v what you a-pire to, by the look
that on no face Van he
>a\e in moments of high consecration: von are
show ing your true self to me.

Sarsaparilla.

Brass Foundry !

A Justice of .the Peace says,
Hon. John Nealey, justice of the peace and exof the House of Representatives from
Meredith, N. II, was for twelve years a terrible
sufferer with rheumatism.
He says:
I cannot
obi.do any medicine which does me so much
good
a- your Sulphur
Bitters, and I think it is the best
medicine made.

same

Kidney and

—Take ail the Blood purifiers,
—Take all the Rheumatic remedies,
Take all the Dyspepsia and indigestion

-AND-

member

earth above and below :
tin river's cloud-cradle; down there
fullness an ! flow:
M\ voice joins the voice of your millions who
upward in weariness grope.
And the hills bear the burden to heaven -humanity’s anguish and hope.

A.'I.. JilN(TvLEY.
Lro.uiway, Lowell, Mass.

ZIP

separation; the

no

Tub all the

Medicines,

Vermont girl, who has married a young man
by the name of William says that she intends no
treason in affirming that hereafter she will follow
the dictates of her own sweet Will.

l P here is
is its

■

Health and

world; there is

Out1

Great Problem.

A
—

A

<> my World, we miss
something
—the sweet multitudinous sound
of leaves in the forest a-llutter, of rivulets
lisping around.
The smell of wild pastures in blossom, of fresh
earth upturned by the plough
The uplands and all the green hill-sides lead
the way to the mountain's brow.

will, ahimior. She was low-spirited; troubled
with cold hands and feet; her blood seemed
to I pi >r, and she v as in a condition which
couus great anxiety.
Alter taking one
bottle el your Sarsaparilla she began to imI'l uvt and she now has a good appetite and
can take mt; li longer walks.
Her humor is
u ill what it was one year
Ruthin.: <■ -m;
aao.
shf is in hi
r spirits, is not troubled
withe Id I. anas a:. :: a as previously. And
i atm: a t* this L: nnenient in her eondi!y I• > y. ,r Sarsaparilla. She lias
tf.'n in
taken six bottles. nl in'.euds to eontinuc its
1 was inclined to op] ust- tin.-trial of it
use.
at hrst
I now have great failh in it as a
blood i arificr.
Very truly vours.

ecaries.

Catarrh.
Thi' jvmurkablti results in a disease so universal
and with such a variety of characteristics =s Cn
tirrh, prove how effectually Hood’s Sarsaparili
acting tnrough the Idood, reaches every part of the
human system. A medicine, like
anything else,
can he fairly judged only
by its results. We point
with pride to the glorious record Hood’s
Sarsaparilla has entered upon the hearts of thousands of
people ii has cured of catarrh.

Though here,

—

Hood's

Mountain-Top.

Dear World, 1 look down, and am grateful that
so we all sometimes
may stand
Above our own every-day level, and know that
our nature is grand
In Its possible glory of climbing; in the hilltops that beckon and bend
So close over every mortal lie
scarcely can
choose but ascend.

Cold Hands and Feet.
Low ell, Feb. 8.1879.
Messrs. C. 1. IIood & Co.: (Jentlemen
About out year ago my daughter commenced
taking your Sarsaparilla. At that time she
had very little appetite; could lake no long
walks, anil her
ife was badly broken out

No. cm

The

Dear World, looking down from the highest of
heights that my feet can attain.
1 see not the smoke of your cities, the dust of
your highway and plain;
Over all your dull moors and morasses a veil
the blue atmosphere folds,
And you might he made wholly of mountains
for aught that my vision beholds.
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n knife, wii.u \M read m.
D., Harvard, l> ID and ID *15lUlUlU ERT M. READ (M. !>.. Harvard, isTti), Evans House, 17*1
Tremont St.. Boston, treat
Aft£&3
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out detention lrem business.
References given. Send for
pamphlet. Oilice Hours, 11
to t r. M. (except sun-

a
v. m.

days).

BAR HARBOR

lyrtt

of Eastern
Maine,—wheresoever assembled or dispersed—ami
to all other persons interested in the news of Mount
Desert and vicinity, or any of the towns in Hancock
and Washington » ounties.
4fci*Subscribe for the
MOUNT DKSEKT HERALD, only $2.00 a year. It
contains all the local news. Address.
ly 13
JOSEPH WOOD, Manager, Bar Harbor, Maine.

